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ABSTRACT
This dissertation has three principle areas of research: mixed type random
variables, confidence regions, and golden quantile rank sets. While each offers a
specific focus, some common themes persist; broadly stated, there are three. First,
computational graphics play a critical role. Second, software development
facilitates implementation and accessibility. Third, statistical analysis—often
attributable to the aforementioned automation—provides valuable insights and
applications. Each of the principle research areas are briefly summarized next.
Mixed type random variables are a hybrid of continuous and discrete random
variables, having components of both continuous probability density and discrete
probability mass. This dissertation illustrates the challenges inherent in plotting
mixed type distributions, and introduces an algorithm that addresses those issues.
It considers sums and products of mixed type random variables, and supports its
conclusions using Monte Carlo simulation experiments. Lastly, it introduces
MixedAPPL, a computer algebra system software package designed for
manipulating mixed type random variables.
Confidence regions are a multi-dimensional version of a confidence interval. They
are helpful to visualize and quantify uncertainty surrounding a point estimate. We
begin by developing efficient plot algorithms for two-dimensional confidence
regions. This research focuses specifically on likelihood-ratio based confidence
regions for two-parameter univariate probability models, although the plot
techniques are transferable to any two-dimensional setting. The R package conf is
introduced, which automates these confidence region plot algorithms for complete
and right-censored data sets. Among its benefits, conf provides access to Monte
Carlo simulation experiments for confidence region coverage to an extent not
possible previously. The corresponding coverage analysis results include reference
tables for the Weibull, normal, and log-logistic distributions. These reference
tables yield confidence region plots with exact coverage.
The final topic is the introduction and analysis of a golden quantile rank set
(GQRS). The term quantile rank set is used here to denote the population
cumulative distribution function values corresponding to a sample. A GQRS can
be thought of as “perfectly” representative of their population distribution because
samples corresponding to a GQRS result in an estimator(s) matching the
associated true population parameter(s). This unique characteristic is not
applicable for all estimators and/or distributions, but when present, provides
valuable insights and applications. Specifically, applications include an alternative
(and at times computationally superior) method for parameter estimation and an
exact actual coverage methodology for confidence regions (at times in which
currently only estimates exist). Distributions with a GQRS associated with
maximum likelihood estimation include the normal, exponential, Weibull, log
logistic, and one-parameter exponential power distributions.
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As its title suggests, the three main areas of computational graphics and statistical
analysis given in this dissertation are: mixed type random variables, confidence
regions, and golden quantile rank sets. An outline of their corresponding content
is given in this introduction. References are cited within their applicable chapters;
references are omitted in this introduction.
Chapters 2–4 address mixed type random variables. Mixed type random vari-
ables are a hybrid of continuous and discrete random variables, having components
of both continuous probability density and discrete probability mass. Chapter 2
illustrates the challenges inherent in plotting mixed type distributions, and intro-
duces an algorithm that does well to address those issues. Chapter 3 considers sums
and products of mixed type random variables, and supports its conclusions using
Monte Carlo simulation experiments. Lastly, Chapter 4 introduces MixedAPPL,
a computer algebra system software package designed specifically for the intent of
manipulating mixed type random variables.
Chapters 5–7 transition to the topic of confidence regions. Confidence regions
are a higher dimensional version of a confidence interval, and are helpful to visualize
and quantify uncertainty surrounding a point estimate. Chapter 5 begins by devel-
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oping efficient plot algorithms for two-dimensional confidence regions. This research
focuses specifically on likelihood-ratio based confidence regions for two-parameter
univariate probability models, although Chapter 5 plot techniques are transferable
to any two-dimensional case. Chapter 6 introduces the R package conf. The conf
package automates confidence region plots with an efficient design corresponding to
the Chapter 5 algorithms. Among its benefits, it provides access to Monte Carlo
simulation experiments for confidence region coverage to an extent not possible
in previous years. Chapter 7 details coverage analysis results, including reference
tables for the Weibull, normal, and log-logistic distributions whose values enable
confidence region plots with exact coverage.
The final topic is self-contained in Chapter 8. It is the introduction and analysis
of golden quantile rank sets (GQRS). The term quantile rank sets is used here to
denote the population cumulative distribution function values corresponding to a
sample. A GQRS can be thought of as “perfectly” representative of their popula-
tion distribution because samples corresponding to a GQRS result in an estimator(s)
matching the true population parameter(s). This unique characteristic is not appli-
cable for all estimators and/or distributions. When an estimator/distribution pair
has a GQRS, however, valuable insights and applications follow.
3
Chapter 2
Mixed Random Variable Plots
2.1 Introduction
A plot is a quick and effective option to communicate a probability distribution.
Plots often make complex information accessible, enabling intuition for respective
outcomes at-a-glance. Matters complicate, however, for mixed type distributions.
Mixed type distributions contain both continuous and discrete components, and
portraying them on a single axis can prove difficult—misleading intuition as a con-
sequence of pulling two otherwise disjoint components into focus together. Poor
techniques—inappropriate choices for axes, labels, scale, color, etc.—are often to
blame for illustrations that poorly communicate the data they represent, but when
it comes to modeling mixed type probability distributions it is more-so a matter
of poor circumstance combined with little existing precedence or guidance. The
marriage of otherwise disjoint continuous and discrete probability components lies
at the heart of this graphic mischief.
It is counter-intuitive that mixed type distribution plots are problematic consid-
ering both continuous and discrete distributions have an analogous architecture, and
separately each do well graphically. Purely continuous or purely discrete distribu-
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tion plots respectively provide a quick and accurate way to understand uncertainty
within a sample space. They paint a picture, creating intuition for the likelihood of
respective outcomes. This intuition is jeopardized, however, when the landscapes of
continuous and discrete probability are pulled into focus together and must conform
to a common scale. Under these circumstance, intuition governing relative influence
is at risk, and misleading plots are possible.
This chapter examines the challenges of maintaining the simple, concise, and
accurate format of traditional probability distribution plots for mixed type distribu-
tions, and provides a heuristic to improve their graphic representation. Section 2.1.1
begins the narrative with a literature review, followed by illustrations of mixed type
distribution issues of scale in Section 2.1.2. Section 2.2 introduces a football starting
field position plot—a mixed type distribution—that will serve as a guiding exam-
ple for the remainder of the chapter. Section 2.3 explores alternative methods that
illustrate mixed type probability distributions graphically. Section 2.4 presents an
algorithm to consistently scale such plots so they better coincide with intuition.
Section 2.5 then provides additional examples demonstrating effectiveness of this
plotting technique, followed by closing remarks in Section 2.6.
2.1.1 Literature Review
Tufte defines graphic excellence as communicating complex ideas with clarity, preci-
sion, and efficiency. He was among several prominent statistical graphics researchers
who brought focus to the topic in the late twentieth century, and the field of data
visualization continues to grow (Tukey, 1977; Cleveland, 1985, 1993; Tufte, 1983,
1991, 1997, 2006). Its current popularity is not surprising given the recent rise
of data-intensive scientific discovery, and the need to visualize information often
too complex and/or cumbersome to make sense of numerically or through formulas
(Chen and Zhang, 2014). Despite growing interest in the field, currently there is
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no evidence of specific attention given to the visualization of mixed type random
variables.
2.1.2 Implications of a Mixed Type Distribution Plot
Two examples will highlight challenges inherent to plotting mixed type distributions.
Each confronts the visual implications of pulling continuous and discrete components
into focus under a common set of axes. The plot pairs in Figures 2.1 and 2.2
illustrate how at-a-glance intuition suffers under a common set of axes. Mixed type
distribution plots can distort (from a visual perception standpoint) the relative
contribution of their continuous and discrete components.
The Figure 2.1 example concerns mixed type random variables X and Y . The



















































Figure 2.2: Dissimilar plots despite identical continuous and discrete proportions.
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with probability 0.1. The random variable Y is deterministic(10) with probability
0.08, and triangular(0, 30, 60) with probability 0.92. Ignoring axes scales, both plots
appear identical. This does not, however, imply their relative contributions of con-
tinuous and discrete components are proportional. In fact, this example illustrates
the counterpoint.
The Figure 2.2 example defines random variable X as uniform(0, 1) with prob-
ability 0.5 and Bernoulli(1/2) with probability 0.5. The random variable Y is the
transformation Y = g(X) = 10X . This time, despite similar composition and
identical ratios of continuous and discrete components, vastly different plots result.
Both of the preceding examples succeed in presenting information in a concise
and accurate way; each completely captures the probability distribution it repre-
sents. Where they fail, however, is their ability to communicate that information
effectively. Mixed type distributions unearth a paradigm unfamiliar to many—
pulling continuous and discrete into focus together—and can deceive without suffi-
cient inspection.
2.2 Football Starting Field Position
2.2.1 Description and Parameters
Football starting field position depends on the result of the kickoff from the kicking
team’s 35-yard line, and feasible possibilities are well understood. The ball is spotted
wherever forward progress of the return is stopped, specifically at the furthest point
of advance of the football. Measured as the distance from the receiving team’s
end zone goal line, the ball can spot at any point along the length of the 100-yard
field. In addition to this continuous support, multiple discrete possibilities are also
feasible. Discrete scenarios account for unique circumstance which are adjudicated
according to the rules of the game, and are broken into two categories below: a ball
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kicked out-of-bounds, and a return where the ball ends up in either end zone of the
field.
1. If kicked out-of-bounds within the field of play, the ball is spotted 25 yards from
the kick (the 40-yard line of the return team under normal circumstances) or
the point it crosses out-of-bounds (whichever is better for the receiving team).
2. A ball in either end zone at the end of the kickoff takes on one of three forms:
the opposing team’s end zone, the 25-yard line, or the return team’s end zone:
• If the ball returner successfully traverses the entire field they can cross
into their opponents end zone for a touchdown. For this circumstance
“starting” field position is assumed at the opposing team’s goal line.
• If the football is kicked into the returning team’s end zone (the one at
their back if they were to progress up-field) and purposely downed (the
receiver kneels to the ground) or exits the end zone out-of bounds then
it is ruled a “touchback,” and the ball is placed at the 25-yard line. This
strategy is often adopted when the receiver assesses their likelihood of
attaining field position better than the 25-yard line is not worth the risk
given the circumstance they face ahead.
• In the rarest circumstance, the return-team is either inadvertently stopped
in their own end zone (ruled a “safety”) or the kicking team regains con-
trol of the ball and scores a touchdown themselves. For these circum-
stance “starting” field position is given as the return team’s end zone
goal line.
Mixed type distributions in football are not limited to field position after the
kickoff. Following the kickoff analogous circumstances apply to the remainder of the
game. Specifically, the outcome of each successive play thereafter is best illustrated
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using mixed type distributions. Forward progress can result in advancing the ball
to any one of an infinite number of points within the field of play, but the rules of
the game also dictate a set of discrete outcomes are possible. Accompanying end
zone possibilities, discrete outcomes for yards gained on an ordinary (non-kickoff)
play include no gain (an incomplete pass), or a gain or loss of 5, 10, or 15 yards due
to penalty. Nearer either end zone, half-the-distance to the goal-line penalties are
also possible. Those scenarios do not play a role in the plots developed here, but
are relevant to note.
2.2.2 Data
A play-by-play account of 2016 NFL games comprise the dataset (Horowitz, 2017).
It contains 45,736 entries, 2,593 of which are kickoffs with implications to our model.
Kickoffs are further subdivided into those with discrete categorical outcomes (touch-
back, out-of-bounds, and end zone touchdowns or safeties) and those returned within
the field of play. Table 2.1 shows highlights of this division.
Starting
Type Category Field Frequency Probability
Position
Continuous Returned in the field-of-play (0, 100) 1047 10472593
∼= 0.404
Discrete End Zone (return team) 0 3 32593
∼= 0.001
Touchback 25 1518 15182593
∼= 0.585
Out-of-bounds 40 18 182593
∼= 0.007
End Zone (kicking team) 100 7 72593
∼= 0.003
Total: 2593 25932593 = 1.000
Table 2.1: Summary data for 2016 NFL regular season kickoff starting field position
outcomes—measured as the distance from the return team’s end zone.
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2.2.3 Model and Results
Let X be the starting field position following an NFL kickoff, measured in yards
from the return team’s end zone (regardless if a turn-over occurs). Let C and D be
the continuous and discrete components of X , respectively, such that X = C ∪D.














































































assuming “starting” field position for a touchdown or safety is defined at those re-
spective end zone goal lines. We use a Gaussian smoothing kernel with a bandwidth
of 1.84 for continuous data. Figure 2.3 illustrates a resulting mixed type probability
distribution. Isolating its continuous component produces Figure 2.4.
Starting field position is most often the 25 yard-line per touchback rules. Those
attempting a return have varying degrees of success, with few reaching distances
past midfield. Two distinct modes are evident in Figure 2.4. The first—with a mode
at the 22 yard-line—represents distances most often attained before a returner is
stopped. The second—just past mid-field—is a consequence of the 54 onside kick
attempts during the 2016 season, as confirmed by the dotted line illustrating its
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Figure 2.3: Mixed type distribution representing 2016 NFL starting field position.
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Figure 2.4: Starting field position continuous component kernel density function.
kernel density function without those attempts.
Clearly communicating mixed random variable circumstance necessitates distin-
guishing its continuous and discrete parts. Alternatively, this underlying dichotomy
is lost in a plot of homogeneous components. The latter is the fate of the histogram,
shown in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: A probability histogram of NFL starting field position in 2016.
2.3 Plot Analysis and Alternatives
Figure 2.3 is accurate—it is a valid probability distribution and is derived from the
data—but it is ineffective. The continuous portion of the distribution provides insuf-
ficient detail. Its nuanced and noteworthy peaks and troughs evident in Figure 2.4
are indistinguishable within the low profile of Figure 2.3. The relative influence of
the continuous component—representing over 40% of all outcomes—also appears
understated in contrast to its discrete outcomes. The histogram of Figure 2.5 also
fails to appropriately display the mixed type distribution. By ignoring the dis-
tinction between discrete and continuous components, relevant underlying system
behavior insights are lost. Each of the aforementioned plot issues are addressed in
this section, presenting a sequence of improving graphics to overcome mixed type
distribution plot issues.
Before addressing probability plot alternatives, first consider the cumulative dis-
tribution plot, shown in Figure 2.6. Although it does well portraying relative discrete
and continuous component sizes, it does have flaws. First, small discrete outcomes
at 0, 40, and 100 yards are nearly imperceptible as a jump in the cumulative distribu-
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Figure 2.6: Cumulative distribution function of starting field position.
tion. Second, details regarding the peaks and troughs of its continuous component
(see Figure 2.4) are difficult to extract from Figure 2.6. Third, cumulative distri-
bution functions do not capture the shape of a probability distribution as well as
the probability mass/density function. These issues motivate the pursuit of a plot
technique that will overcome these shortcomings and provide valuable perspective
and intuition.
A progression of alternate mixed type distribution plots are presented to address
these concerns, with an accompanying discussion of pros and cons. While NFL
kickoff starting field position is a backdrop to our discussion, alternate circumstances
are also hypothesized to recognize the breadth of challenges encountered with a
mixed type distribution plot.
2.3.1 Normalized Mixed Type Distribution Plot
Normalizing the support is one technique to create a mixed type distribution plot
whose continuous “real-estate” is calibrated using a consistent methodology. Nor-
malization of support is done by mapping the minimum continuous support value
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Figure 2.7: Normalized support plot of starting field position.
to zero and its maximum continuous support value to one. Figure 2.7 illustrates
results of such a support transformation on our example.
Complementary issues now plague the discrete probability mass, as Figure 2.7
overstates emphasis on the continuous portion. Continuous probability density val-
ues rose suitably to the support transformation, but in doing so diminished the
relative apparent influence of its discrete contributions. They remain fixed at their
respective probability mass values.
Despite a non-ideal outcome here, continuous support normalization has merit.
It succeeded in “resurrecting” the continuous profile that was previously indistin-
guishable due to scale, and does so in a calibrated and reproducible manner. Our
example also benefits from the fortuitous circumstance of being a reduction of two
orders of magnitude. Intuition is more accessible in an order of magnitude reduction
(or magnification) of the support than otherwise. A starting field position of 0.25 in
hundreds-of-yards cleanly maps to the 25 yard-line; it is an easy (albeit somewhat
distracting) mental leap for an audience to make. Alternatively, consider a game
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played under similar rules on a 150 yards field. Then a 25 yard-line touchback is
represented as 0.1666 150-yard units in the normalized mixed type distribution, and
noteworthy effort is warranted to deduce this equivalence.
It is also significant that the discrete support range is within the continuous
support range for the normalization technique to have its full impact. The implica-
tion otherwise is that the support axis must extend to include any discrete outliers,
which implicitly reduces the space (and perceived influence) afforded the continu-
ous component of the distribution. In a contrived (and rather preposterous) parallel
to our example problem, Figure 2.8 illustrates the normalized distribution shown
in Figure 2.7 if touchbacks result in starting field position twenty football fields
away, at the −2000 yard-line (possibly a tailgate or a nearby practice stadium?!).
Although an inconceivable outcome here, the fact remains that accommodating dis-
crete probability mass outside of the continuous support can dampen the utility of
normalization.






Figure 2.8: A contrived discrete outlier’s influence to starting filed position with
normalized continuous support.
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2.3.2 Independent Probability Density and Mass Axes
A secondary vertical axis can strike a balance between continuous and discrete
components by putting control in the hands of its architect. It enables scaling
the relative heights of each axis to whatever proportions are appropriate. For the
football starting field position plot, a single vertical axis understates the continuous
component (Figure 2.3), and normalization overcompensates with an overstated
continuous portion (Figure 2.7). In Figure 2.9, a secondary axis enables continuous
and discrete maximum heights to plot with equal heights.
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Figure 2.9: Starting field position with independent probability density and mass
axes.
Secondary axes often draw criticism for their ability to mislead, but mixed type
distributions appear uniquely able to accommodate them. They inherently com-
bine two paradigms of probability—density and mass—which have proven through
previous examples to have unfavorable graphic consequences under a single pair of
axes. Considering relative proportions of continuous and discrete components are
otherwise adjustable through a support transformation (Section 2.3.1), keeping unit
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measures unaltered and adjusting relative scale using a secondary axis seems less
egregious.
It is relevant to note that the effects of scaling via a secondary axis are repro-
ducible under a single axis with a custom support transformation, as Figure 2.10
demonstrates. So long as its implications on units of scale are palatable—in Fig-
ure 2.10 each unit of measure represents 27 yards—this transformation achieves a
similar desired effect. Adopting a seemingly arbitrary support axis unit measure,
however, is both confusing and undesirable.
Starting Field Position (27s of yards)
0 0.92 1.48 3.7
0.0
0.59
Figure 2.10: Starting field position with a non-standard support transformation.
2.3.3 Custom Mixed Type Distribution Plot
After the progression of alternatives leading us to this point, a final custom plot
is presented as our best option for this particular dataset. Custom plots address
specific circumstantial needs. For our example, two notable shortfalls of our original
plot (Figure 2.3) were its deceptive proportions of discrete to continuous compo-
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nents, and its indistinguishable low frequency discrete events (outcomes at 0, 40,
and 100 yards). These concerns are each addressed in detail next.
Two major revisions occur in Figure 2.11 to enhance readability: a secondary
vertical axis and an alternate scale appear uniquely apt to accommodate them con-
sidering their unfavorable graphic consequences under a single set of axes (Figures
2.1 and 2.2). The secondary vertical axis enables custom scaling to match intu-
ition. This axis also accommodates relative comparison of small discrete spikes by
accentuating them with its square root scale. A square root scale is chosen over a
logarithmic one to mitigate the risk of exaggerating the influence of these infrequent
discrete events.
Two final touches complete the graphic in Figure 2.11. First, mid-plot labels
state respective continuous and discrete component contributions. Next, two foot-
ball player silhouettes—a kicker and a returner—provide perspective by orienting
the viewer to the context of the underlying scenario responsible for the distribution
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Figure 2.11: Starting field position featuring a secondary axes with discrete square
root scale.
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(Freepik, 2017).
An analogous technique is possible using a histogram approach in lieu of the
kernel density function to represent its continuous component. Identical concessions
are necessary with regard to a secondary axes and its relative scale. This result is
shown in Figure 2.12.
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Figure 2.12: Starting field position with a histogram representing continuous out-
comes.
2.4 Methodology
Scaling relative continuous and discrete component heights to align with intuition
using a secondary axis—as seen in Figure 2.11—requires user calibration. One
heuristic to facilitate this subjective scaling is to adjust the maximum height of the
continuous component, relative to its discrete counterpart(s), according to the total
probability it represents. Using this methodology, if the integrated probability under
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the continuous component equals that of a discrete spike in the mixed type random
variable, then those two components also share maximum plot heights. This equiv-
alence arguably aligns with intuition, and will therefore anchor our calibration of
continuous and discrete plot heights. It implies that a discrete spike height exceed-
ing the maximum height of its continuous counterpart also exceeds its probability,
and vice versa. For example, in Figure 2.11 the maximum height of the continuous
component is roughly two-thirds the height of the maximum discrete spike, since
their respective probability ratio is 0.404 : 0.585.
Algorithm 1 scales the primary and secondary axes to attain the aforementioned
results. It identifies vertical limits for each respective axis, which in-turn dictate
relative plot heights. Vertical limits are the minimum and maximum values visible
in the pictured plot area, and may differ from the range. For example, in Figure 2.11
the probability density function axis maximum vertical limit is 0.031, whereas its
probability density function maximum range value is 0.021.
A descriptive summary of Algorithm 1 follows. Its conditional expression from
lines 1–7 sets probability density function and probability mass function vertical
limits based on its dominant component—the continuous component or discrete
spike accounting for the greatest probability, and therefore determining the highest
point on its corresponding plot. In lines 1–3, its maximum probability density
function height dictates those limits. Lines 4–6 address the case in which a discrete
spike is the dominant plot value. In that case, line 5 scales its probability density
function vertical limit by the relative probability of that maximum discrete spike




−∞ f(x)dx. Lines 8–12 then
compare probability density function and probability mass function vertical limits.
The closer these limits are to each other, the lesser the impact of the secondary axis.
At some point—if the scales are close enough—simplification to a single vertical axis
may benefit plot clarity more than a nuanced adjustment in scale via a secondary
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Algorithm 1: Mixed Type Distribution Plots Algorithm
input : f(x)← continuous component
{d1, d2, . . .}← discrete PMF component(s) for {x1, x2, . . .}
output: PDF and PMF vertical limits such that the maximum height of the
continuous component scales, relative to its discrete counterpart(s),
according to the total probability it represents
1 if
∫∞
−∞ f(x)dx > maxi
{di} then




































8 if PDF vertical limits ≃ PMF vertical limits then









11 use respective PDF and PMF vertical axes limits for primary and
secondary axes;
12 end
axis. This threshold for close enough is subjective.
Algorithm 1 often improves mixed type distribution illustrations, however, match-
ing plot proportions to intuition remains a subjective endeavor. Pulling continuous
and discrete components into focus together is an unfamiliar paradigm, so the at-a-
glance impression of these plots will vary from individual to individual. Influential
to its audience’s plot perception is also the continuous distribution shape, whose
countless possible permutations are not taken into account under this simple scaling
algorithm. Nonetheless, Algorithm 1 holds up well for many circumstances, and is
a recommended starting point when plotting mixed type distributions. Examples of
its performance are given in the next section.
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2.5 Additional Examples
This section invokes Algorithm 1 on three examples. The latter two are real world
systems, but first we will re-visit a Section 2.1.2 example. Figure 2.13 applies






















Figure 2.13: Plots from Figure 2.1 re-scaled with secondary axes scaling methodol-
ogy.
Percentage sunshine is important to solar power generation and serves as the next
example. Percentage sunshine is the fraction of possible daylight hours—regardless
of length-of-day—with direct sunlight (no cloud cover) as recorded at the regional
airports of the respective cities illustrated in Figures 2.14 and 2.15 (NOAA, 2017).
It has discrete components at 0% and 100%, and is one of many meteorological
systems exhibiting mixed type distribution behavior.
Financial instruments provide a final example. These monetary contracts dictate
terms agreed to by all parties and come in many varieties. Some offer investors
an opportunity to mitigate risk of loss at the expense of unrealized gains should
the market outperform expectations. A structured note is one type of financial
instrument and will illustrate this hypothetical example: An investor agrees to a
structured note terms whereas their money is indexed against the S&P 500. Their
profits for the upcoming year are capped according to these terms—say, at 12%—
however they are compensated with downside protection, meaning their original
























Figure 2.15: Daily sunshine for Phoenix, AZ for calendar years 1966 to 1978.
investment is protected from loss. In other words, should the S&P 500 net losses for
the year, they would simply get a return of their original investment. Assuming the
S&P 500 historic geometric mean of 9.5% with standard deviation of 19.7% yields
the mixed type distribution in Figure 2.16.
2.6 Summary
Statistical graphics are a tremendous vehicle to quickly communicate the nuanced
landscape of a random variable, but plotting mixed type distributions is a nontrivial












Figure 2.16: Structured note with downside protection, capped at 12% profit.
endeavor. Pulling components of continuous and discrete probability into focus
together often occurs at the expense of equitable presentation of each. To counter
these implications, it is necessary to balance the complexities inherent with changing
the standard paradigm view of a probability distribution with its associated benefits.
The relative portrayed sizes of its continuous and discrete components is at the
center of this deliberation, with the goal of avoiding reader misinterpretation. The
fickle nature of mixed type distribution plots justifies consideration of a secondary
axis, capable of adjusting relative continuous and discrete component plot heights
to better align with intuition. An algorithm to customize the two components
tunes the maximum height of the continuous component, relative to its discrete
counterpart(s), according to the total probability it represents.
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Chapter 3
Sums and Products of Mixed
Type Random Variables
This chapter reviews mixed type random variables in sum and product calculations.
Mixed type random variables can both contribute to, and result from, sum and
product calculations.
The sum or product of independent random variables are relevant to statistical
analysis. Consider modeling a stock portfolio. Its value one year from now could be
modeled using a sum of random variables, where each random variable represents its
component stock values at the end of the year. Alternatively, a product of random
variables is useful to project the value of a single stock, re-invested at the end of
each year, several years into the future.
Within this chapter, let C, D, and M represent continuous, discrete, and mixed
type random variables, respectively. Let S denote the sum of two such random
variables, and T denote their product. Let P (X = x) denote the probability that
a random variable X assumes the value x ∈ A, where A is the sample space. The
random variable Y for y ∈ B, where B is the sample space, is also used.
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3.1 Sums of Mixed Type Random Variables
Given two random variables are either continuous or discrete, their sum is discrete
only when both are also discrete. This is shown in Table 3.1, which is symmetric
because the commutative property holds for the addition of random variables: X +




Table 3.1: Sums of continuous (C) and/or discrete (D) random variables.
An analogous dynamic follows for mixed type random variables, whereas a dis-
crete component persists within a sum only when each contains discrete probability
mass. In addition to those discrete components, for a mixed type distribution to
result the sum must also contain a continuous component. Satisfying both require-
ments implies that mixed type random variables only result from summing random
variables in which each contains discrete probability mass, and at least one is a
mixed type random variable. In other words, the sum of random variables X and
Y is a mixed type random variable if and only if
• P (X = x) > 0 for some x ∈ A,
• P (Y = y) > 0 for some y ∈ B, and
• X and/or Y contain a continuous component.
When a mixed type random variable results from the sum of random variables, its
discrete support values represent the union of the sum of the discrete support values
of its component distributions.
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Table 3.2 summarizes pairwise combinations of continuous, discrete, and/or
mixed type distributions. It is also symmetric because of the commutative property.
+ C D M
C C
D C D
M C M M
Table 3.2: Sums of continuous (C), discrete (D), and/or mixed type (M) random
variables.
3.2 Products of Mixed Type Random Variables
The product of random variables X and Y is a mixed type random variable if either
Condition 1 or Condition 2, itemized next, are satisfied.
Condition 1. A mixed type random variable results if:
• X and Y each contain one or more discrete components (P [X = x] > 0
for some x ∈ A, and P [Y = y] > 0 for some y ∈ B), and
• X and/or Y contain a continuous component.
Condition 2. A mixed type random variable results if:
• either P (X = 0) > 0 or P (Y = 0) > 0, and
• X and/or Y contain a continuous component.
When the product of two random variables results in a mixed random variable,
its discrete portion represents either the union of discrete parts of its component
distributions, or the union of a discrete zero element, P (X = 0) > 0 or P (Y = 0) >
0, with any other distribution.
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Table 3.3 shows possible product combinations. It is symmetric because the
commutative property holds for the product of random variables: X · Y = Y ·X .
* C D M
C C
D C or M† D
M C or M† M M
† if and only if P (D = 0) > 0 or P (M = 0) > 0
Table 3.3: Products of continuous (C), discrete (D), and/or mixed type (M) random
variables.
3.3 Monte Carlo Simulation
This section presents the results of Monte Carlo simulation experiments concerning
sums and products of two random variables. These Monte Carlo simulation results
support the conclusions given in Tables 3.2 and 3.3.
3.3.1 Random Variables
The Monte Carlo simulation experiments will use combinations of three contin-
uous, three discrete, and three mixed type probability distributions. Each mixed
type distribution comprises a mixture of the aforementioned continuous and discrete
distributions (i.e., the mixed type distribution M1 is a mixture of the continuous
distribution C1 and the discrete distribution D1). Mixed type distributions are not
paired with their respective component distributions in sum and product simula-
tions in order to avoid unintended correlation impacts (e.g. we will use M1 + D2 or
M1 + D3 rather than M1 + D1).
Continuous random variables are given by C1, C2 and C3 (or C1, C2, and C3),
and represent uniform, normal, and chi-squared distributions, respectively. Discrete
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random variables are given by D1, D2, and D3 (or D1, D2, and D3), and represent
Bernoulli, binomial, and Poisson distributions, respectively. Mixed type random
variables are given by M1, M2, and M3 (or M1, M2, and M3). Each Mi represents a
mixture of equal parts Ci and Di for i = 1, 2, 3.
C1 ∼ U(0, 1) D1 ∼ Bern(0.25) M1 ∼ Mixture([C1, D1], [0.5, 0.5])
C2 ∼ N(2, 1) D2 ∼ B(3, 0.25) M1 ∼ Mixture([C2, D2], [0.5, 0.5])
C3 ∼ χ2(3) D3 ∼ Poisson(1) M1 ∼ Mixture([C3, D3], [0.5, 0.5])
Figures 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 show histograms of 10, 000 samples from each distribu-
























































































Figure 3.1: Histogram and ECDF for Ci (i = 1, 2, 3; n = 10000).






































































































































































Figure 3.3: Histogram and ECDF for Mi (i = 1, 2, 3; n = 10000).
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Sum and Product Results
Three sets of Monte Carlo simulation experiment results are given in Figures 3.4–
3.6. Each is best interpreted by-column, from top-to-bottom. The first and second
entries in each column show the distribution inputs. The third and forth entries in
each column show the sum and product ECDF Monte Carlo simulation results.
Monte Carlo simulation experiment results given in Figures 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6
support the entries in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3. Figure 3.4 sums and products
correspond to the first column of Table 3.2 and the first column of Table 3.3 when
P (D = 0) > 0 and P (M = 0) > 0. Figure 3.5 sums and products correspond to the
third row of Table 3.2 and the third row of Table 3.3. Figure 3.6 sums and products
correspond to the first column of Table 3.2 and the first column of Table 3.3 when
P (D = 0) = 0 and P (M = 0) = 0; comparing it to Figure 3.4 highlights the
distinction between having and not having probability mass at zero in sum and
product calculations.












































































































C1 + C2 ECDF







C1 + D2 ECDF







C1 + M2 ECDF
−




























C1 * D2 ECDF
−







C1 * M2 ECDF
Figure 3.4: Monte Carlo simulation results (by column; n = 10000; C1 top row.
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M2 Histogram
−







































































M2 + C3 ECDF
−









































































M2 * M3 ECDF
Figure 3.5: Monte Carlo simulation results (by column; n = 10000; M2 top row).































































(M2 + 1) Histogram













(D2 + 1) + C1 ECDF







(M2 + 1) + C1 ECDF







(D2 + 1) * C1 ECDF







(M2 + 1) * C1 ECDF
Figure 3.6: Monte Carlo simulation results (by column; n = 10000; each input





This chapter introduces the computational probability software MixedAPPL, sup-
porting the manipulation of mixed type random variables. Prior to computational
probability advancements, models fit a dichotomy of solution possibilities: relatively
simple circumstance permitted development of exact solutions, and those beyond
the reach of analytic solutions relied on approximation techniques or simulation.
Computational probability extends the subset of problems with attainable exact
computations by using a symbolic computer algebra system whose solutions are ex-
act, rather than bound by confidence intervals inherent to simulation sample size.
The introductory chapter of Computational Probability (pages 3–11) illustrate this
comparison well by way of two examples (Drew et al., 2017).
Multiple computational probability platforms exist to leverage the symbolic cal-
culations capability of a computer algebra system. Examples include Operations
Research and Probability and Statistics focused textbooks with regard to Maple
(Parlar, 2012; Tanis and Karian, 1999) and Mathematica (Rose and Smith, 2002;
Hastings, 2006). This research introduces software expanding the existing capabili-
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ties of the Maplesoft (Maple, 2015) based package APPL (A Probability Program-
ming Language), which is well documented in the textbooks Computational Prob-
ability and Computational Probability Applications (Drew et al., 2017; Glen and
Leemis, 2017). APPL handles continuous or discrete random variables. MixedAPPL
is an extension to APPL enabling the manipulation of mixed type random variables.
There is no current evidence (found within this literature review) of other software
specifically catering to mixed type distributions.
A series of basic procedures that establish the foundation for the future expansion
of MixedAPPL are given in this chapter. MixedAPPL is given as the supplemental
file MixedAPPL.txt, and is loaded from the Maple console with the command
read(‘/Users/username/Desktop/MixedAPPL.txt‘) :
where /Users/username/Desktop is replaced by the appropriate path name.
4.1 Mixed Random Variables
MixedAPPL stores mixed random variables in a format similar to continuous and
discrete random variables in APPL. It differs only in that the first two lists—
functions defining the distribution and its corresponding supports—are now each
themselves broken into two sublists capturing the respective continuous and dis-
crete components. This general format is outlined as
[[f(x), f(y)], [support X, support Y], ["Mixed", "PDF"]]
where x is the continuous component and y is the discrete component of the mixed
random variable. Some use examples follow.
• A random variable X with 50% probability of being uniformly distributed
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between 0 and 1 (its continuous support) and two discrete spikes with 25%
probability each at 0 and 2 is given by the MixedAPPL statement:
X := [[[x -> 1 / 2], [1 / 4, 1 / 4]], [[0, 1], [0, 2]],
["Mixed", "PDF"]]
This is equivalent to mixing a U(0, 1) continuous random variable with equally
likely discrete spikes at 0 and 2, each having a 50% equity in the resulting
mixed type distribution.
• A random variableX with two-thirds probability of being a triangular(−1, 0, 1)
distribution, and the remaining one-third probability amassed in a discrete
spike at 0 is given by the MixedAPPL statement:
X := [[[x -> (2 / 3) * x + 2 / 3, x -> -(2 / 3) * x + 2 / 3],
[1 / 3]], [[-1, 0, 1], [0]], ["Mixed", "PDF"]]
In Section 4.2, modifications to the MixedAPPL Mixture procedure will en-
able results equivalent to those above via a linear combination of their respective
continuous and discrete components.
4.2 MixedAPPL Procedures
Appendix R contains a set of example problems, along with their solutions, to
facilitate introducing the MixedAPPL procedures contained within this section.
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4.2.1 Mixture(MixRVs, [MixParameters])
The argument input order for MixedAPPL’s Mixture procedure is the reverse of
APPL’s. This is done to enable the MixParameters argument to become optional,
which now follows MixRVs. When MixParameters are provided, they represent
the percent probability accounted for by those respective components; otherwise
the random variables are mixed “as is”. This provides the freedom to combine
unaltered pieces (those not scaled to valid probability density function proportions)
of continuous and/or discrete distributions. Doing so enables a “raw,” building-
block perspective of assembling random variable components. Accordingly for this
revision, a warning (instead of error) is displayed if MixParameter arguments do not
sum to 1, and the procedure continues (does not result in a RETURN()).
The examples below use Mixture to produce results identical to those given in
Section 4.1.
• Given continuous and discrete components each respectively account for half
of the mixed distribution, combining a U(0, 1) continuous random variable
with equally likely discrete spikes at 0 and 2 is given by:
X := UniformRV(0, 1);
Y := [[1 / 2, 1 / 2], [0, 2], ["Discrete", "PDF"]];
W := Mixture[[X, Y], [1 / 2, 1 / 2]];
• A triangular(−1, 0, 1) distribution is combined with a discrete spike at 0 in a
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2 : 1 ratio with:
X := TriangularRV(-1, 0, 1);
Y := [[1], [0], ["Discrete", "PDF"]];
W := Mixture[[X, Y], [2 / 3, 1 / 3]];
4.2.2 MixedParts(X)
This procedure accepts a mixed random variable X and returns its respective con-
tinuous and discrete components in a list-of-lists format. This procedure accepts
X in probability density function form and returns C and D in probability density
function form as well.
MixedParts is designed to facilitate code in other MixedAPPL procedures. With
it, a mixed random variable is broken into its respective components so pre-existing
continuous and discrete APPL code is subsequently accessible within a procedure.
• The mixed random variable
X := [[[x -> 1 / 2], [1 / 4, 1 / 4]], [[0, 1], [0, 2]],
["Mixed", "PDF"]];
is decomposed into its respective continuous and discrete components with
Xc, Xd := MixedParts(X);
Its results in a list-of-lists for Xc and Xd corresponding to
Xc = [[x -> 1 / 2], [0, 1], ["Continuous", "PDF"]], and
Xd = [[1 / 4, 1 / 4], [0, 2], ["Discrete", "PDF"]].
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It is relevant to note that Xc and Xd are inherently invalid stand-alone dis-
tributions since each is a smaller subset of the valid distribution X .
4.2.3 ScaleRV(X, p)
The procedure ScaleRV scales probability density function values, f(x), to account
for p total probability. It accepts continuous, discrete, or mixed random variables
in probability density function form as its input argument, X . It scales f(x) val-
ues (X [1] parameters) so they subsequently integrate, sum, or both (if continuous,
discrete, or mixed, respectively) to the desired p input value; all other parameters
remain unchanged.
ScaleRV facilitates code in other MixedAPPL procedures. It streamlines the
scaling of a distribution, and/or a linear combination of a mixed type distribution’s
respective components. It is called in the Mixture procedure, and accordingly is an
alternate means to achieve similar results.
• Given an invalid random variable X whose probability density function does
not sum to one, we can scale it to meet that requirement using the code:
X := ScaleRV(X, 1)
To ensure this result is a valid probability density function, VerifyPDF or
InfoPDF (both detailed separately in this section) must also verify probability
density function non-negativity.
4.2.4 PDFform(X)
The procedure PDFform accepts a mixed type random variable, X , checks to ensure
it is in a valid format of any type (“PDF”, “CDF”, “SF”, “HF”, “CHF”, “IDF”),
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and returns it in probability density function form. This shortcut is designed to
streamline a short re-occurring sequence of commands that return the original ran-
dom variable if already in probability density function form, and otherwise call the
PDF procedure to convert it into that form.
fX := PDFform(X);
4.2.5 ErrorCheck(X)
This procedure streamlines a re-occurring sequence of error checks that ensure the
input random variable is in the proper list-of-lists format, including:
• it is among the following forms: “PDF”, “CDF”, “SF”, “HF”, “CHF”, “IDF”,
• it is among distribution types: “Continuous”, “Discrete”, or “Mixed”, and
• the number of terms in its first and second list (f(x) and support, respectively)
correctly correspond with the random variable type.
ErrorCheck returns a boolean (true or false) result: false indicates no errors, true
otherwise.




To be consistent with existing APPL protocol, ErrorCheck does not verify f(x)
non-negativity. Non-negativity is currently assessed by InfoRV and/or VerifyPDF.
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InfoRV VerifyPDF
Calculates Total Probability
APPL (NA) Verifies Non-negativity
Outputs Results to Screen
(does not return any values)
Calculates Total Probability (calls on InfoRV for results)
MixedAPPL Verifies Non-negativity Outputs Results to Screen
Returns p and Negativity Results (does not return any values)
Table 4.1: A comparison of InfoRV and VerifyPDF procedures in APPL and
MixedAPPL.
4.2.6 VerifyPDF(X)
Table 4.1 summarizes updates made to VerifyPDF and the InfoRV procedure (new to
MixedAPPL). The VerifyPDF update overwrites its predecessor; its focus becomes
output to the screen whereas InfoRV now performs necessary checks of the input
distribution. Both APPL and MixedAPPL VerifyPDF procedures print identical
output.
• An example validating (or invalidating) X as a random variable—accounting
for its integrated (or summed or both) probability and non-negativity in p
results—is given with the syntax:
VerifyPDF(X);
For a mixed random variable, VerifyPDF outputs information regarding the com-
plete distribution, followed by a subset of results for its continuous and discrete
components, respectively.
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4.2.7 InfoRV(X, [specify])
This procedure contains most of the original VerifyPDF code, however, has two
principal differences with it. The first is that no output is printed to the screen
when InfoRV is called. The second is that it returns two values in a list: the total
integrated (summed, or both) probability, and either “Non-negative f(x)” or “Some
negative f(x)”. The optional [specify] parameter enables the user to request one
return value: "prob" for the total probability, or "neg" for the f(x) negativity-check
results.
Suppressing on-screen output enables other procedures access to these routines
without the unintended consequence of VerifyPDF output to the screen. ScaleRV,
VerifyPDF, Truncate, and CDF procedures all retrieve return values from InfoRV to
facilitate with their calculations. InfoRV also recursively calls itself when a mixed
type random variable is input in order to assess its respective continuous and discrete
components.
• The examples below each assign p a value of total probability accounted for in
the random variable X , and assign neg the negativity or non-negativity result
as the string variable.
p, neg := InfoRV(X);
p := InfoRV(X, "prob");
neg := InfoRV(X, "neg");
4.2.8 ExpectedValue(X, [g])
The ExpectedValue procedure is updated to enable mixed random variable inputs.
To determine the expected value of a mixed random variable, the random variable
is split into its continuous and discrete components (via MixedParts), recursively
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calls ExpectedValue to determine their respective contributions, and then returns
the expected value.
Updates to ExpectedValue also provide mixed random variable functionality to
the Mean procedure because it in turn calls ExpectedValue.
• The expected value of the mixed random variable X is given by:
ExpectedValue(X);
4.2.9 Truncate(X, a, b, [method])
Updates to the Truncate procedure enable both discrete and mixed random variable
inputs and outputs (previously APPL was only capable of handling the continuous
case). Its syntax is augmented with the optional [method] parameter, whose ac-
cepted values are given in Table 4.2
[method] syntax options truncated probability is. . .
“-” or “Redistribute” re-allocated proportionally
“|” or “Amass” re-allocated to the support extremes
“x” or “Ignore” ignored and discarded
Table 4.2: Options for the optional method parameter in Truncate.
“Redistribute” re-allocates truncated probability proportionally throughout the
remaining probability density function. “Amass” re-allocates truncated probability
to the respective extremes of the support (a and b). “Ignore” returns probability
density function values between a and b parameters unchanged (truncated proba-
bility is not re-allocated, rather it is simply ignored and discarded). The “Ignore”
option will return an invalid probability density function (assuming a valid probabil-
ity density function is input and some probability is discarded within the truncated
region).
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When addressing discrete or mixed random variables, the truncation points are
inclusive to the retained interval (discrete points at a and/or b are retained in the
(a, b) segment).
• The examples below apply Truncate to a U(0, 1) random variable X :
Truncate syntax result
Truncate(X, 0.25, 0.75); U(0.25, 0.75) random variable
Truncate(X, 0.25, 0.75, "|"); a mixed random variable with
0.25 spikes at 0.25 and 0.75
Truncate(X, 0.25, 0.75, "x"); an invalid distribution, having
f(x) = 1 for 0.25 < x < 0.75
4.2.10 CDF(X, [x])
The CDF procedure is updated to handle mixed random variables. Syntax and output






Confidence regions provide a simultaneous measure of the precision of parameter
estimates (Cox and Oakes, 1984, pages 42–43). They account for dependence in
the parameter estimates, and therefore represent their probabilistic relationships
better than an assembly of individual confidence intervals. A grid-type search is
an inefficient way to plot a confidence region (Meeker and Escobar, 1995). Jaeger
(2016) highlights the computational advantages of an alternative likelihood-ratio
based radial profile technique, and demonstrates that runtime improvement can
measure orders of magnitude faster. For a two-parameter distribution, this algo-
rithm effectively reduces a two-dimensional problem to a one-dimensional problem.
The techniques developed in this chapter augment Jaeger’s work by (1) determining
upper bounds on the search radius to account for locations where the log likeli-
hood function is undefined, (2) optimizing the angles for the one-dimensional search
problems in order to produce a smooth boundary for the confidence region, and
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(3) allowing the point-of-reference for the radial azimuth direction and distance to
re-locate from the MLE in order to reach confidence region areas otherwise inacces-
sible to the algorithm. This chapter addresses these heuristics for likelihood-ratio
based confidence regions for two-parameter univariate probability distributions.
After a brief introduction to the radial profile log likelihood ratio technique
in Section 5.2 and an illustration of parameter space restrictions in Section 5.3,
an example given in Section 5.4 highlights confidence region plot challenges. Two
heuristics improving its implementation are then introduced in Sections 5.5 and 5.6.
Both heuristic techniques aim to improve the spacing of confidence region boundary
plot points produced through modifications to the method’s φ values—a radial az-
imuth parameter defined in Section 5.2. The first improving technique finds points
whose spacing is approximately equidistant along the perimeter of the confidence
region boundary. The second improving technique uses a progressive search heuris-
tic that weights regions of rapid change with more points. Section 5.7 presents an
additional example with an alternative distribution. Section 5.8 addresses repairs
for radially inaccessible regions, and Section 5.9 provides a practical example of such
circumstance. Plots using right-censored datasets are detailed in Section 5.10 with
accompanying examples. Finally, Section 5.11 provides conclusions.
5.2 Radial Profile Log-Likelihood Ratio
This section briefly summarizes the radial profile log-likelihood ratio technique for
plotting confidence regions summarized by Jaeger (2016).
Let θ be a vector of p unknown parameters associated with a univariate proba-
bility distribution. Let L(θ) be the likelihood function. Let θ̂ be the corresponding
vector of maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs). A confidence region for θ at signif-
icance level α is determined using an asymptotic result associated with the likelihood






D−→ χ2 (p) ,
where log is the natural logarithm. The boundary of a 100(1 − α)% confidence






where the second subscript is associated with the right-hand tail probability. Cal-
culating the boundary of this confidence region is computationally expensive using
a progressive search or grid-exploration technique.
Now consider the case of p = 2 unknown parameters, θ1 and θ2, with associated
MLEs θ̂1 and θ̂2. This will be the case considered for the remainder of this chapter.
The radial profile log likelihood technique (Jaeger, 2016) pieces together the bound-
ary of the confidence region by identifying boundary points on various cross-sections
of the log likelihood function. A vector of unique angles φ from its MLE define the
cross-sections, and the vector r represents their respective radial distances from the













By exploiting the asymptotically χ2(2) distribution of the likelihood ratio statistic,
solving for r in equation (5.2) identifies points on the boundary of its approximate
100(1−α)% confidence region. When taken in aggregate over the domain φ ∈ [0, 2π),
these points delineate the confidence region of interest.
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5.3 Parameter Space Restrictions
The radial distance, r, from the MLE to its confidence region boundary for given φ
angles can be calculated using (5.2). For most two-parameter univariate probabil-
ity distributions this has no closed-form solution, and requires numerical methods.
Those solution methods become complicated, however, when the parameter space
is restricted. For instance, implementing a bisection type algorithm—as available
in the R uniroot function—requires lower and upper limits to bracket the solu-
tion. Näıvely specifying arbitrarily large upper limits for r can extend evaluation
of the log likelihood function out of the parameter space, thereby terminating the
algorithm without solution. The upper limits on r must account for this possibility.
The parameter space for the distribution parameters, θ, determines the feasible
regions for r. Two-parameter distributions such as the gamma, inverse Gaussian,
log logistic, and Weibull distributions have the first quadrant as a parameter space.
Alternate and/or unique support constraints are dealt with accordingly. For exam-
ple, a triangular(0, θ1, θ2) distribution would have its first quadrant feasible region
restricted to the area where 0 < θ1 < θ2. In another example, if one parameter
can assume any real value and the second is non-negative—such as the normal or
log normal distributions—then the parameter space consists of the first and second
quadrants (assuming the vertical axis represents the non-negative parameter).
Figure 5.1 illustrates constraints for the case when θ1 > 0, θ2 > 0, and r
is restricted to the first quadrant. It is broken into three sections—each MLE
dependent—separated by thicker solid lines that radiate from the MLE denoted
by + at (θ̂1, θ̂2). Dotted lines within this figure illustrate several φ values for assess-
ment, some of which have a di annotation for reference here. The section containing
d1 associated with 0 ≤ φ ≤ π/2 has no upper bound. Any length d1 remains feasi-
ble, therefore an arbitrarily large upper limit is sufficient. Care is taken within the
remaining two regions, however, to capture feasible possibilities without extending
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to its infeasible region. The symbols and • show desired upper bounds to re-
strict the search for r, lying arbitrarily close to each axis but still within the first
quadrant. Trigonometric relationships reveal these respective upper bounds, each
representative of all φ within their section, as:





π/2 < φ < π + arctan(θ̂2/θ̂1) and





π + arctan(θ̂2/θ̂1) ≤ φ < 2π,









Figure 5.1: Log likelihood feasible region constraints for radial distances, r, from
the MLE given θ1 > 0, θ2 > 0.
5.4 Example of Implementation Challenges
The n = 23 deep-groove ball bearing failure times, given by Lieblein and Zelen
(1956) in millions of revolutions, will serve as our example throughout this chapter:
17.88, 28.92, 33.00, 41.52, 42.12, 45.60, 48.48, 51.84, 51.96, 54.12, 55.56, 67.80,
68.64, 68.64, 68.88, 84.12, 93.12, 98.64, 105.12, 105.84, 127.92, 128.04, 173.40.
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with positive shape parameter κ and positive scale parameter λ. The associated log
likelihood function is









where x1, x2, . . . , xn denote the data values, with corresponding MLEs λ̂ = 0.0122,
and κ̂ = 2.102.
Let m be the length of φ (number of angles) in the radial profile log-likelihood
ratio technique. Assessing m = 360 and m = 3600 equally-spaced angles from the
MLE, φ ∈ {0, 2π · 1m , 2π ·
2
m , 2π ·
3
m , . . . , 2π ·
m−1
m }, the radial profile log-likelihood
ratio technique yields the plots shown in Figure 5.2 for the ball bearing failure times.
Each plot point in Figure 5.2 is found by solving equation (5.2) for rj , where rj
corresponds to a particular φj value for j = 1, 2, . . . , m, using the uniroot function
in R. The fact that κ = 1 falls outside of the confidence region indicates that there
is statistical evidence that the population distribution is in the IFR (increasing
failure rate) class. The confidence region supports the intuitive notion that the ball
bearings are wearing out.
Sharp vertices and non-uniform point distributions in both graphs in Figure 5.2
are a cause for concern. Even in Figure 5.2 (right), with 3600 angles assessed (spaced
every 1/10◦), the plot lacks sufficient smoothness on its right side. These issues are
traceable to the vastly different magnitudes for λ̂ and κ̂. Figure 5.3 illustrates how
the ratio of these quantities influences the distribution of points along an elliptical
boundary under eight equally-spaced angles 0 ≤ φ < 2π on a circle and on an ellipse
associated with generic parameters θ1 and θ2.













Figure 5.2: Confidence regions for κ and λ for the ball bearing failure times fitted to
the Weibull distribution for α = 0.05, and 0 ≤ φ < 2π uniformly distributed using























Figure 5.3: Point spacing comparison between 1:1 and 5:1 width-to-height ratio
elliptical plots given 16 uniformly distributed angles for 0 ≤ φ < 2π.
Equally-spaced φ angles become increasingly less effective as the relative axis
scales get further apart. Some areas—nearer to the top and bottom of both Fig-
ures 5.2 and 5.3—plot more points then necessary, while others areas—nearer to the
left and right of both Figures 5.2 and 5.3—suffer from insufficient smoothness. In
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Figure 5.2, the height and width scales differ over two orders of magnitude; there-
fore spacing implications are much more severe than what Figure 5.3 demonstrates.
Targeted modifications to φ angles assessed within the radial profile log likelihood
plotting technique must address these deficiencies for it to remain effective, and two
such techniques are given in the next two sections.
5.5 Elliptically-Oriented Points
Identifying equidistant points along the confidence region boundary is an intuitive
approach to improve upon the results in Figure 5.2. This, however, implies having
a priori knowledge of its shape and size, which are both unknown. Nonetheless, by
estimating its relative size using an ellipse to account for significant differences in
the magnitudes of the parameters, results improve significantly.
An ellipse is chosen to approximate the confidence region shape because a p-
dimensional confidence region converges to a p-dimensional ellipsoid as n → ∞.











where θ̂ = (θ̂1, θ̂2, . . . , θ̂p)′ denotes the vector of MLEs of the unknown parameters
θ = (θ1, θ2, . . . , θp)
′, and I(θ) is the information matrix associated with the random
sample x1, x2, . . . , xn in estimating θ.
We choose the Steiner generation of a non-degenerate conic section to construct
an ellipse with points that are themselves approximately equally-spaced along the
ellipse circumference. This algorithm, also known as the parallelogram method, is
a result of the Theorem of Steiner (Meserve, 1983, page 65) and is given in greater
detail next.
Figure 5.4 illustrates the parallelogram method with generic parameters θ1 and
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θ2 having respective major and minor axis lengths of 2a and 2b. This example
assumes the ellipse major axis—having and ! endpoint symbols—is parallel to
the horizontal axis. To identify m = 4n ellipse points, place n points ( ) equally-
spaced above a major axis endpoint (!) from (0, 2b] and connect them with line
segments to the opposite major axis endpoint ( ). Next, place n points (") above
and parallel to the major axis, offset at a distance equal to the minor axis (2b),
and spaced equidistant from [−a, a). Connect them (") to the other major axis
endpoint (!). The intersection of these respective line segments (sequencing " left-
to-right and top-to-bottom) identifies n points (•) along the ellipse. Ellipses are
symmetric about their major and minor axes, therefore the remaining 3n points are
easily attainable. The points are approximately equidistant, despite the decidedly
non-uniform distribution of associated φ angles from its centerpoint. Example φ










Figure 5.4: Parallelogram method for points on an ellipse with major and minor
axes lengths of 2a and 2b.
A shortfall remains: appropriate ellipse dimensions are unknown. Considering
the parameters of interest are the set of radial angles φ, only the relative size of
the ellipse’s major and minor axes (its elongation or eccentricity) is relevant. The
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φ (radians)





Figure 5.5: Beeswarm plot of φ ∈ [0, 2π) angles resulting from roughly uniformly
distributed points along an ellipse, generated using the Steiner method for various
ratios of width : height.
φ values depend only on this elongation and m. An approximation is sufficient;
precision is not critical to produce a series of angles that adequately distribute
along the confidence region boundary. The φ angles are, after all, approximations
themselves of where true equidistant points along the confidence region boundary
might lie.
The ratio of asymptotic standard errors of its MLEs identifies a reasonable ap-
proximation of the ellipse elongation. It is found by first calculating the 2×2 Fisher
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Although the expected values of these partial derivatives have no closed-form so-
lution, the observed information matrix is attainable using λ̂ and κ̂. For the ball
























identifies the estimated variance of λ̂ and κ̂ in its diagonal. The ratio of MLE





The set of φ angles corresponding to the approximately equidistant ellipse points
are now ready for use in the radial log likelihood plotting technique. These φ angles
differ greatly from equally-spaced angles. As the width-to-height ratio increases, φ
angles concentrate nearer 0◦ and 180◦, as indicative of the trend shown in Figures 5.4
and 5.5. This effect is even more pronounced for the ball bearing data set, whose
elongation is much more severe.
Results using this technique on the ball bearing data set are shown in Figure 5.6







Figure 5.6: Confidence region for κ and λ for the ball bearing failure times fitted to
the Weibull distribution using the elliptically-oriented heuristic described in Algo-
rithm 4 with α = 0.05, m = 100, and a major to minor axes ratio of sκ̂/sλ̂ = 256.
for m = 100. Appendix A contains a description of Algorithm 4, which implements
this elliptically-oriented points approach.
Using the parallelogram method to identify φ angles results in a more uniform
distribution of points along the confidence region’s boundary, significantly improving
both plot resolution and its associated computational cost. Using R, Figure 5.6 took
just 0.070 seconds runtime and gave significantly better results than both Figure 5.2
(left) using m = 360 points at 0.285 seconds and Figure 5.2 (right) using m = 3600
points at 2.812 seconds.
Although a significant improvement over using equally-spaced φ angles, this
technique has vulnerabilities. A severe bend between points may result in vi-
sually striking and misleading vertex angles along its boundary. An example of
this is given in Section 5.9. Although the computational ease and efficiency of
the elliptically-oriented algorithm for identifying confidence region boundary points
make it a worthwhile option to consider, portions of confidence region boundaries
with high curvature may warrant a more robust approach. The next section ad-
dresses such cases with an alternate strategy.
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5.6 Smoothing Boundary Search Heuristic
In their analysis of confidence curves for nonlinear regression, Cook and Weisberg
(1990) develop a dynamic step size approach after recognizing that more plot points
were necessary to adequately model regions where the likelihood function changes
rapidly. An analogous logic motivates this heuristic, which strategically identifies
points along the confidence region boundary that result in a smooth and accurate
plot.
Accuracy is assumed for points evaluated along the confidence region boundary
determined by a numerical solver. Linear connections assumed between those points,
however, are an approximation of the boundary’s true shape. Given a sufficient
number of points, those linear approximations are indistinguishable from the true
region. The objective of the smoothing search algorithm is to select more points
along the confidence region boundary where its curvature is large, in contrast to
areas with smaller curvature where fewer points are adequate to approximate its
true shape. Adequate plot resolution is loosely quantified as a sequence of adjoining
line segments such that vertex angles are indistinguishable; the boundary appears to
be a smooth curve. To quantify the smoothness with greater specificity, a maximum
tolerable vertex angle is assigned.
Creating a plot that conforms to a maximum tolerable vertex angle constraint
is nontrivial. This is because the apparent plot angle (the angle as it appears in the
plot) differs from its actual angle (the calculable angle using trigonometry) when its
respective horizontal and vertical axes limits cover ranges disproportionate to their
relative plot space (the plot width and height). These impacts are illustrated in
Figure 5.7 for its vertex angle at point v. Its plots show identical vertex angles—
they have identical points—with different θ2 vertical axis limits. Within a square
plot area (plot width and height are equal) non-equal axes limit ranges will distort
angles, as evident in Figure 5.7 (right). Under such warping dynamics, an acceptable
























Figure 5.7: Identical plots using different vertical axes limit ranges. Identical hori-
zontal and vertical axes limit ranges (left) in a square plot area result in an actual
angle equivalent to its apparent angle, whereas differing axes limit ranges (right)
distort its resulting apparent angle.
angle threshold loses meaning. An in-tolerance angle may appear out-of-tolerance,
and vice versa.
This complication is overcome using a consistent methodology to frame the con-
fidence region, in conjunction with a transformation. We define the plot area using
a minimum bounding rectangle, as seen in Figure 5.7 (right), where the axes limits
adjust to accommodate no more than their minimum and maximum support values.
Strictly imposing this standard gives our methodology a consistent framework to
operate within. The n points defining the confidence region boundary, given by
the coordinate pairs (θ1,i, θ2,i) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, are then transformed to (θ1,i, θ′2,i)
according to
θ′2,i = s · θ2,i, for i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
where s =
max{θ1,1, θ1,2, . . . , θ1,n}−min{θ1,1, θ1,2, . . . , θ1,n}
max{θ2,1, θ2,2, . . . , θ2,n}−min{θ2,1, θ2,2, . . . , θ2,n}
.
Within a square plot area, this transformation yields identical apparent and actual
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angles; the distortion effects of Figure 5.7 (right) are accounted for. The algebraic
manipulation below, in which θj represents θj,1, θj,2, . . . , θj,n for each j = 1, 2, con-
firms this by demonstrating the equivalence of the transformed vertical axis limits
range with the horizontal axis limits range.
max{θ′2}−min{θ
′
2} = s ·max{θ2}− s ·min{θ2}






Figure 5.8 shows this transformation, correctly identifying the apparent angle in











Figure 5.8: Figure 5.7 (right) under the transformation θ′2 = s · θ2 = 10 θ2 yields
equivalent axes ranges, therefore apparent and actual vertex angles match given a
square plot area is in use.
This transformation enables the design of Algorithm 5, provided in Appendix B.
In it, a maximum tolerable vertex angle ψtol—the apparent angle as seen in a min-
imum bounding box plot—is assigned. Smaller values of ψtol result in smoother
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boundaries. By first transforming the plot, apparent angles are calculable, and
those not within tolerance are augmented with additional confidence region bound-
ary points accordingly.
Figure 5.9 shows the result of applying Algorithm 5 to the ball bearing failure
times fit to the Weibull distribution. Boundary regions with greatest curvature—its
top-left and extreme-right—accordingly have the greatest density of points. Fig-
ure 5.9 uses points along the confidence region boundary more efficiently than Fig-
ure 5.2. It achieves greater resolution of high curvature areas (located on its far-right
and upper-left regions), and sacrifices little (seemingly identical results) by locating
fewer points in relatively straight sections of the boundary. Although Algorithm 5
is elegant and uses confidence region boundary points efficiently, its iterative na-
ture comes at a computational cost, taking 0.130 seconds to run, or 1.9 times the
elliptical method runtime. This trade-off is reasonable considering its improvement
in the high-curvature area resolution, and the guaranteed nature of its results (ψtol
constraint is active, whereas the elliptical method provides no guarantee that an
unwanted “sharp” angle will not appear).
5.7 Additional Example
Confidence region boundaries for parameter estimation of the inverse Gaussian dis-
tribution are now given as a supplemental example incorporating heuristic tech-
niques from Sections 5.5 and 5.6. Consider an inverse Gaussian population distri-
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Figure 5.9: Confidence region for κ and λ for the ball bearing failure times fitted
to the Weibull distribution using the smoothing search heuristic described in Algo-
rithm 5 with α = 0.05 and ψtol = 5◦ maximum vertex angle tolerance (m = 102
points result).












































Using the two procedures described in Sections 5.5 and 5.6, the elliptic-oriented
algorithm and smoothing boundary search heuristics respectively yield the plots
shown in Figure 5.10 for the ball bearing failure times.
5.8 Repairs for Radially Inaccessible Regions
A second implementation challenge exists in addition to Section 5.4 issues of scale.
Non-convex log likelihood function confidence region contours can result in confi-













Figure 5.10: Confidence regions for inverse Gaussian parameters fitted to the ball
bearing failure times for α = 0.05. (Left) Elliptic-oriented algorithm (Section 5.5;
Algorithm 4) with m = 100 points. (Right) Smoothing boundary search heuristic
(Section 5.6; Algorithm 5) with a ψtol = 10◦ maximum vertex angle tolerance (with
m = 52 points).
dence region shapes with area(s) inaccessible via the radial profile technique. These
inaccessible regions are the result of multiple confidence region boundary points at
select radial angles from the MLE, and become increasingly problematic for smaller
sample sizes and/or smaller significance levels. The elliptical approach cannot plot
these areas, and the smoothing-search algorithm terminates without satisfying its
maximum degree tolerance. This section improves the heuristic described in Sec-
tion 5.6 by accessing these otherwise unreachable areas. The complete details for
this approach given in general terms are available in Appendix C, and an example
is given in Section 5.9.
Figure 5.11 illustrates two inaccessible region scenarios, both with shapes having
multiple roots for a subset of φ. The counter-clockwise or clockwise direction-of-
approach to its inaccessible region is what differentiates the scenarios. Its • plot
points share a near-identical radial angle from its MLE (+), shown as a dashed
line. The line segment between the • points marks the edge of its accessible and
inaccessible (shaded) confidence regions. For reference, its location relative to the





Figure 5.11: Hypothetical confidence region shapes with radially inaccessible
(shaded) areas with respect to the MLE (+). Reference points • and ◦ help estab-
lish the jump-center location ! within the confidence region. Comparing ◦ vertical
values differentiates between scenarios (left and right).
MLE is given quadrant labels I, II, III, and IV. Quadrant III techniques (shown)
are transferable with trivial geometric and trigonometric manipulation to all other
quadrants.
To access the uncharted confidence region area, an alternate “centerpoint” (not
the MLE) is created within the existing confidence region perimeter, hereafter known
as a jump-center. It is given by ! in Figure 5.11. Appropriately locating the jump-
center requires identifying the respective orientation of the inaccessible region: a
Figure 5.11 (left) or Figure 5.11 (right) scenario. This is done by comparing the
y-coordinate values for points adjacent to the inaccessible region border, shown as
◦ in Figure 5.11. For quadrant III (also shown in Figure 5.11), if the smaller (more
highly negative) ◦ y-coordinate value corresponds to the smaller φ angle then it
aligns with the Figure 5.11 (left) scenario, and Figure 5.11 (right) otherwise.
The jump-center is assigned as a slightly uphill point (relative to the three-
dimensional log likelihood surface) from the confidence region boundary for a given
angle from the MLE. The angle chosen bisects the horizontal (Figure 5.11 left) or
vertical (Figure 5.11 right) gap, where the gap represents the line segment within the
confidence region “nearest” the inaccessible region and parallel to an axis. Although
any angle crossing this gap is feasible, bisecting is a reasonable approach because it
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projects the jump-center into the vicinity of the uncharted region, however, not so
near it that it might inadvertently locate at its nearer edge. From the jump-center,
the radial profile method can identify points in the previously inaccessible region to
combine with the original solution.
5.9 Jump-Center Repairs Example
Evans et al. (2008) illustrate the case of small data sets with two applications: op-
erating times between catastrophic space shuttle failures and times between nuclear
reactor meltdowns. This example will focus on nuclear reactor meltdowns, which
currently number three: Three Mile Island in the USA in 1979, Chernobyl in the
Ukraine in 1986, and Fukushima in Japan in 2011. Figure 5.12 shows the quan-
tity of reactors world-wide in operation since the Russian Obninsk AM-1 reactor
first came online in 1954, with data from the Nuclear Energy Institute (2018) and
World Nuclear Association (2018). This analysis makes the simplifying assumption
of reactor commissioning or decommissioning on the first day of the calendar year.
Year
Reactors





Figure 5.12: Worldwide active nuclear reactors from 1954–2018.
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Total worldwide reactor operating time preceding each meltdown is found by
integrating under the Figure 5.12 curve, and occur at 1728, 3714, and 14460 reactor-
years, respectively. Let the random variable of interest be the time between core
meltdowns. The n = 3 samples are thus 1728, 1986, and 10746 reactor-years.
Next, the likelihood-ratio based confidence region is sought using the radial ap-




xκ−1e−x/θ x > 0,
with positive shape parameter κ and positive scale parameter θ. The associated log
likelihood function is











The MLEs for θ and κ cannot be expressed in closed form, but can be calculated
using numerical methods.
The plot heuristics from Sections 5.5 and 5.6 both have difficulty generating
a confidence region for the n = 3 times between meltdowns because of radially
inaccessible regions. The elliptic approach (Figure 5.13 left) fails to adequately
locate points in areas of relatively high curvature (top-left and bottom-right regions).
The smoothing search approach (Figure 5.13 right) terminates at the maximum
iteration tolerance without satisfying its maximum vertex degree constraint, ψmax ≤
5◦, where θ = 50900. It reveals a large gap between • plot points sharing a near-
identical angle from its MLE (+), shown as a dotted line.
Figure 5.14 (left) illustrates the implementation of the heuristic for handling
radially inaccessible regions from Section 5.8, including the jump-center location
(!) and the additional confidence region points it creates (▽). Figure 5.14 (right)
shows the final form of the 90% confidence region.













Figure 5.13: Confidence region for κ and θ for the n = 3 times between meltdowns
fitted to the gamma distribution for α = 0.1 using the elliptical heuristic algorithm
from Section 5.5 with m = 100 points (left) and the smoothing search heuristic from













Figure 5.14: Confidence region for θ and κ for the number of reactor-years between
nuclear meltdowns fitted to the gamma distribution using the jump-center repairs
heuristic in Algorithm 6 to augment the smoothing search heuristic of Algorithm 5,
shown with jump-center reference points (left) and in its final form (right) for α =
0.1.
Two comments conclude this section. First, Section 5.8 repairs also prove valu-
able with larger data sets when significance levels are small. For example, the
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Weibull confidence region for the n = 23 ball bearing data set from Section 5.4
requires repair when α ≤ 10−11. Second, confidence regions can have multiple in-
accessible regions requiring repair. Examples of this nature is given in Section 6.1
and Appendix E.
5.10 Right-Censored Data
Right-censored data sets frequently arise in reliability and survival analysis. Life
testing provides an example of such circumstance, where lifetime failures within
the observed sample population may not be guaranteed within timeline constraints
imposed by its researchers. A subset of its sample population may have observed
failure times, and all others are assigned a right-censored annotation associated with
the time they are taken off-test.
Figure 5.15 illustrates two common graphical portrayals of right-censoring. Type
I censoring (also known as time censoring) is analogous to the aforementioned ex-
ample whereas samples without an observed failure at time t are right-censored
values. Type II censoring (or order statistic censoring) considers the case where all
remaining samples are right censored at the time of the kth observation.























Figure 5.15: Examples of: (left) Type I right-censoring at time t, and (right) Type
II right-censoring at the third order statistic, where × represent observed failures
and ◦ represent right-censored values.
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from the test at random. Unlike censored samples in the Type I or Type II cases
that share a common value, random right-censoring features censored samples at
various times.
The likelihood function accounts for right-censored data by replacing density






with survival function values, S(ci, θ), for all right-censored samples observed at
censoring time ci. Let the set U contain the indexes of all uncensored observations,
the set C contain the indexes of all right-censored observations, and the set {U,C}
comprise the indexes of the complete sample set. The likelihood function for a
















where log is the natural logarithm, is often given in terms of the hazard function,









Using this form of the log likelihood function in (5.2) enables confidence region plots
for right-censored datasets.
Two examples of right-censored datasets are given next. The first revisits the
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worldwide reactor operating time preceding each nuclear meltdown from Section 5.9.
The second looks at a dataset of cancer remission patients.
The three observed values in worldwide reactor operating time preceding each
nuclear meltdown (1728, 1986, 10746) can be accompanied by a right-censored data
value representing reactor-years of runtime since the disaster at Fukoshima, 3548.
Figure 5.16 illustrates its final result following jump-center repairs when fitting this












Figure 5.16: A 95% confidence region for the right-censored nuclear meltdown
dataset fitted to the gamma distribution.
Cancer remission times typically contain data values which are inherently prone
to right-censored values. This is because for some patients the cancer does not
return. In such a case there is no complete remission length to record, only a right-
censored time of observation in which the patient remained cancer-free. Consider
a dataset reported by Freireich et al. (1963). It contains 21 remission lengths for
acute leukemia patients who were administered the drug 6-mercaptopurine (6-MP),
and another 21 who were administered a placebo in lieu of 6-MP.
We will focus on the 6-MP treatment sample here. It consists of nine values whose
remission lengths were complete (the length of time until the cancer returned), and
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12 others whose remission lengths were right-censored (the cancer had not returned
upon conclusion of the trial). They are:
6, 6, 6, 6∗, 7, 9∗, 10, 10∗, 11∗, 13, 16, 17∗, 19∗, 20∗, 22, 23, 25∗, 32∗, 32∗, 34∗, 35∗,
where ∗ denotes a right-censored value. The resulting 95% confidence region for λ
















Figure 5.17: A 95% confidence region for the right-censored 6-MP dataset fitted to
the Weibull distribution.
5.11 Conclusion
The radial profile technique for plotting two-dimensional likelihood-ratio based con-
fidence regions is a tremendous tool, but should not be applied näıvely in all cases.
It is important to also consider the parameter space feasible region, issues of scale,
and inaccessible regions. Constraints on the parameter space are necessary to ensure
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numeric boundary point solutions are possible. Issues of scale arise when parameters
differ greatly in magnitude. An inconsistent point distribution along the boundary
of its confidence region results, an issue attributable to its uniformly distributed
φ values. Two heuristics for choosing improved φ values devised here offer effec-
tive alternatives. The first identifies φ angles coinciding with roughly equal point
spacing along the circumference of an ellipse, which in turn leads to approximately
equidistant points along the boundary of the confidence region. Its appeal includes
ease of implementation and quick runtime. The second alternative is a smoothing
search heuristic that allocates points along the confidence region boundary in an
iterative fashion in the areas of highest curvature warranting the most attention.
Its appeal includes efficient point distribution and guaranteed smoothing results—
within an assigned vertex angle tolerance—at a reasonable computational cost. A
final challenge arises when a single radial angle from the MLE crosses multiple con-
fidence region boundary points—often if sample size and/or significance level are
small—resulting in a radially inaccessible region. A jump-center heuristic allows
access to these regions by relocating the point-of-reference for the radial approach
away from the MLE.
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Chapter 6
The R conf Package
This chapter introduces software that automates the plot methods given in Chap-
ter 5. Although those methods (Algorithms 4, 5, and 6) overcome confidence region
plot challenges with efficiency, implementing them is nontrivial. By automating the
process, likelihood-ratio based confidence regions for two-parameter univariate prob-
ability models and their subsequent coverage analysis become readily accessible. It
is done with the R package conf (Weld et al., 2018), which is publicly available on
the R Comprehensive Archive Network (CRAN). The conf package currently sup-
ports nine distributions: the Cauchy, gamma, inverse Gaussian, logistic, log-logistic,
log-normal, normal, uniform, and Weibull distributions. This section describes the
crplot and coversim functions in conf, their required and optional arguments, and
examples of their syntax and output.
Several appendices serve as conf software references. Appendix D and Ap-
pendix E provide vignettes on the conf function crplot, which automates Chap-
ter 5 confidence region plot algorithms. Appendix F provides a vignette on the conf
coversim function, which streamlines coverage simulation. Appendix G is the conf
users manual, detailing all of its functions. Appendix H gives example code lever-
aging a high performance computing platform to simultaneously implement many
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coversim parameterizations.
6.1 The crplot Function
The required arguments for crplot are: data values (dataset), significance level
(alpha), and distribution name (dist) using R suffixes: cauchy, gamma, invgauss,
logis, llogis, lnorm, norm, unif, and weibull. The binary vector cen specifies
whether the corresponding dataset values are right-censored (0) or observed (1,
default). The Algorithm 5 smoothing search heuristic is used by default with ψtol =
5◦ maximum degree tolerance (adjustable with the maxdeg argument). Repairs to
radially inaccessible regions using Algorithm 6 are also invoked by default, and
turned off using repair = FALSE. Its parameters enable customizing the jump-
center location via gap width shift percentage and its relative uphill location from
the confidence region boundary (see Section 5.8 for descriptions), and are given
default values jumpshift = 0.5 and jumpuphill = min(alpha, 0.01).
Algorithm 4 elliptic heuristic with m plot points is called with heuristic = 0
and ellipse n = m, where ellipse n is a multiple of 4 and ≥ 8 to exploit com-
putational efficiency associated with ellipse symmetry in its respective quadrants.
Providing an ellipse n value without specifying heuristic = 0 combines Algo-
rithms 4 and 5, first plotting points with the elliptically-oriented heuristic and subse-
quently complementing them accordingly to meet constraints set by the smoothing
search heuristic.
Plot points and the MLE location are hidden using pts = FALSE and mlelab =
FALSE, respectively. Jump-center reference points, analogous to Figure 5.14 (left),
are added to the plot using showjump = TRUE. Significant figures for horizontal
and vertical axes are specified using sf = c(x, y), where x and y represent the
respective values of the optional digits argument in the R function round as it
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pertains to those respective axes labels. Customization of margin size, main plot
label, axes labels and orientation, and axes limits are also possible, and all conform
to R base graphics syntax. The horizontal and vertical axes are switched using
xyswap = TRUE. Axes limits are coerced to include the point (0, 0) with origin =
TRUE.
Plot information—p plot points with corresponding φ angles, and MLE values
θ̂1, θ̂2—are returned as components in an R list with info = TRUE. This permits
additional analysis and/or plot customization. Setting jumpinfo = TRUE will aug-
ment the list with jump-center repair information (when applicable). Either in-
formation request can be combined with showplot = FALSE to hide plot results.
These features together motivate additional conf coverage simulation capabilities
using coversim.
Table 6.1 illustrates the use of crplot syntax. It includes both references from
Chapter 5 and additional examples given in Figure 6.1.
6.2 Coverage Simulation
Coverage simulations can illustrate and quantify coverage bias inherent to relatively
small sample sizes, and can also demonstrate the relevance of a confidence region
and its corresponding significance level. The conf package automates coverage
simulations. Combining crplot with R’s parametric random variate generation
functions and a point-in-polygon algorithm from VanDerWal’s package SDMTools
(2014) function pnt.in.poly, we can generate random variates and determine if
their associated parameter estimate confidence region contains the true parameters.
A summary of this methodology is given in Figure 6.2. We expect the actual coverage
to converge to its nominal coverage (or stated coverage, 1−α) given its sample size
is sufficiently large to assume its asymptotic qualities. Algorithm 2 illustrates the
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crplot syntax reference
ballbearing <- c(17.88, 28.92, 33.00, 41.52, 42.12, 45.60,
48.48, 51.84, 51.96, 54.12, 55.56, 67.80, 68.64,
68.64, 68.88, 84.12, 93.12, 98.64, 105.12, 105.84,
127.92, 128.04, 173.40)
crplot(ballbearing, 0.05, "weibull", heuristic = 0,
ellipse n = 100, sf = c(2, 4), ylas = 1) Figure 5.6
crplot(ballbearing, 0.05, "weibull", sf = c(2, 4), ylas = 1) Figure 5.9
crplot(c(1728, 1986, 10746), 0.1, "gamma", heuristic = 0,
ellipse n = 100, sf = c(0, 2), ylas = 1) Figure 5.13 (left)
crplot(c(1728, 1986, 10746), 0.1, "gamma", repair = FALSE,
sf = c(0, 2), ylas = 1) Figure 5.13 (right)
crplot(c(1728, 1986, 10746), 0.1, "gamma", pts = FALSE,
sf = c(0, 2), ylas = 1) Figure 5.14 (right)
crplot(c(1728, 1986, 10746, 3548), 0.05, "gamma",
cen = c(1, 1, 1, 0), pts = FALSE) Figure 5.16
mp6 <- c(6, 6, 6, 6, 7, 9, 10, 10, 11, 13, 16, 17, 19, 20,
22, 23, 25, 32, 32, 34, 35)
cen <- c(1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0)
crplot(mp6, 0.05, "weibull", cen = cen, sf = c(5, 5)) Figure 5.17
x <- crplot(ballbearing, 0.05, "weibull", pts = FALSE,
origin = TRUE, info = TRUE, sf = c(3, 3),
xlab = "scale", ylab = "shape", xyswap = TRUE)
polygon(x$lambda, x$kappa, col = "gray50", lty = 2, lwd = 2)
segments(rep(x$lambdahat, length(x$phi)), rep(x$kappahat,
length(x$phi)), x$lambdahat + 1000 * x$lambdahat *
cos(x$phi), x$kappahat + 1000 * x$lambdahat *
sin(x$phi), col = "gray")
points(x$lambdahat, x$kappahat, pch = 19, cex = 2) Figure 6.1 (top-left)
plot.ecdf(x$phi, pch = 20, cex = 0.1, xlab = expression(phi),
main = "phi angle ECDF") Figure 6.1 (top-right)
crplot(c(1.9, 2, 2.2), 0.01, "llogis", cen = c(1, 1, 0),
pts = FALSE, xyswap = FALSE, sf = c(5, 5)) Figure 6.1 (btm-left)
crplot(c(1.9, 2, 2.2), 0.01, "norm", cen = c(1, 1, 0),
mlelab = FALSE, sf = c(5, 5)) Figure 6.1 (btm-right)
Table 6.1: Example R syntax to use the crplot function in the conf package.
corresponding Monte Carlo simulation, with actual coverage returned.














































































Figure 6.1: R output from Table 6.1 examples demonstrating customization with
optional arguments. Top-left and top-right plots emphasize the use info = TRUE
to return plot info as a list enabling subsequent customization and analysis. Both
lower plots represent a data set with two observed and one right-censored value.
Lower-left demonstrates multiple Algorithm 6 repairs in a variety of orientations
with respect to the MLE and an axes swap, and lower-right demonstrates a hidden
MLE location.
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Figure 6.2: Monte Carlo simulation summary for confidence region coverage.
6.3 The coversim Function
The conf package coversim function automates the coverage simulation in a single
command. Its basic form for significance level alpha is given by
coversim(alpha, distn, n, iter, p1, p2)
for n random samples in each of iter replications (or iterations), taken from a distn
distribution with parameters p1 and p2. Here, p1 and p2 are shown as placeholders
for the applicable distribution parameters, for example mu and sigma given distn
= "norm".
Several optional arguments enable customization. In addition to base R graphic
formatting syntax, optional crplot arguments remain valid for coversim, including:
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Algorithm 2: Actual coverage Monte Carlo simulation
input : m: number of replications
n: number of samples per replication
α: confidence region (CR) significance level
θ : parametric population distribution parameters
g(x,α) : fn. returning CR boundary points associated with α for sample x
A(p) : fn. returning the area enclosed by the perimeter points, p
F−1(·,θ): pop. inverse distribution fn. (closed-form or numeric method)
output: actual coverage
1 c← 0 ; /* initialize count variable */
2 for i from 1 to m do /* replications */
3 for j from 1 to n do /* samples */
4 uj ← U(0, 1) ; /* random number */
5 xj ← F−1(uj ,θ) ; /* random variate */




; /* confidence region area */
7 if (θ ∈ C) then /* assessment */
8 c← c+ 1 ; /* increment if covered */
9 return(c/m) ; /* actual coverage */
heuristic, maxdeg, ellipse n, pts, mlelab, sf, origin, and tol. Replications
are hidden from view (default) unless showplot is set TRUE; when used, successive
plots are displayed for delay seconds each (default 0). Coverage is assessed with
respect to p1 and p2. Alternatively, coverage of a user-specified point-of-interest
is possible by placing that coordinate location as a vector in the optional point
argument. Assessing a user specified dataset in place of a random sample is also
possible using the n × iter matrix argument dataset in lieu of n and iter.
6.4 coversim Example Results
Simulation results—outcomes per replication, total coverage, error record, simula-
tion sample size, and significance level—are returned as components in an R list
with info = TRUE. Including TRUE values for returnsamp and/or returnquant will
supplement the info returned list with the simulation sample values and/or sam-
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ple quantiles, respectively. The random number generator can be set using the R
set.seed function or, equivalently, by including the optional coversim argument
seed. This facilitates record keeping and enables reproducible results when using
random samples.
Figure 6.3 illustrates coverage simulation plots corresponding to the coversim
syntax in its figure caption. Two of its six replications produce confidence regions










































Figure 6.3: Coverage simulation of 20 standard normal samples at a significance
level α = 0.5 using the conf command coversim(alpha = 0.5, distn = "norm",
n = 20, iter = 6, mu = 0, sigma = 1, showplot = TRUE, xlim = c(-0.5,
0.5), ylim = c(0.5, 1.5), sf = c(1, 2), ylas = 1, seed = 5); the final
two of its six replications cover the population parameters (actual coverage of 33%).
Two Monte Carlo simulation experiments involving random variates generated
from Weibull populations and the associated confidence region follow. In the first
experiment, samples of size n = 100 were generated from a Weibull(κ = 3, λ =
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1/2) population distribution and the associated 100(1− α)% confidence region was
constructed. For 10,000 replications of the experiment, Figure 6.4 displays the
results for nominal coverages of 5%, 10%, 15%, . . ., 95%. The actual coverages were
within one percent of nominal coverage for all significance levels assessed at this
sample size. Clearly, the asymptotic properties of the likelihood ratio statistic are
well approximated at n = 100.















Figure 6.4: Confidence region coverage for n = 100 Weibull(κ = 3,λ = 1/2) samples
at various nominal coverages.
The second Monte Carlo experiment investigates the effect of small sample sizes
on the actual coverage of the confidence region. As before, consider a Weibull(κ = 3,
λ = 1/2) population. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 illustrate notable separation between
the nominal and actual coverages for small values of n. Given α = 0.1, Figure 6.5
shows how the actual coverage increases toward the nominal coverage as n increases.
Figure 6.6 illustrates how this negative bias in the actual coverage for small n changes
as a function of the nominal coverage.
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Figure 6.5: Confidence region actual coverage given a 90% nominal coverage from a
Weibull(κ = 3,λ = 1/2) population distribution as a function of sample size (data
points represent 10,000 iterations each).



















Figure 6.6: Confidence region actual coverage for various sample sizes from a
Weibull(κ = 3,λ = 1/2) population distribution as a function of nominal cover-




This chapter provides additional analysis of coverage simulation results. Section 7.1
begins with a comparison of Section 6.4 actual coverage results with the well-known
Bartlett correction. This comparison demonstrates Bartlett correction utility, and
supports results attained through the conf function coversim. Section 7.2 then
highlights how coversim demonstrates that some, but not all, distribution exhibit
parameter invariance to their coverage results.
7.1 Bartlett Correction Analysis
The Bartlett correction supports the coverage simulation results in Section 6.2, and
provides a mechanism to correct bias inherent to small sample coverage regions. Fig-
ures 6.5 and 6.6 underscore inaccuracies inherent to constructing confidence region
plots using the asymptotic qualities of the log likelihood ratio test statistic with a
relatively small sample size. In such cases, applying a multiplier to the likelihood
ratio test statistic can improve the accuracy of coverage results in comparison to the
stated nominal coverage. This technique is known as a Bartlett correction, named
for the author whose groundbreaking publication in 1937 paved the way for signif-
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icant future exploration of such test statistic modifications. For additional details,
the book by Cordeiro and Cribari-Neto (2014) provides an overview of both the
topic and its history of advances.
Kahle (1996) published a Bartlett correction for the two-parameter Weibull dis-
tribution in the case of orthogonalized parameters. Given n samples he concludes







where c = 1/(1+ 1.73482/2n). Comparisons of small sample size coverage with and
without the Bartlett correction are possible using this result. Define αa as the level
of significance under the asymptotic assumptions of the log likelihood ratio statistic
in equation (5.1), and αb as the level of significance given the test statistic using the
Bartlett correction from equation (7.1). Using c as defined in equation (7.1), their








The χ22,α cumulative distribution function simplifies to F (x; 2) = 1 − exp(−x/2).
Given x values corresponding to the χ22,αa quantile function, Qp for 0 < p < 1, yields
the relationship
αb = exp (−c ·Qp/2) ,
whose results given n = 2, 3, 5, 10, 100 are shown in Figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1 curves follow similar contours as Figure 6.6 Monte Carlo experimental
results, indicating the Bartlett correction improves the accuracy of actual coverage to
its stated nominal coverage. Although an improvement, the Bartlett correction given
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Figure 7.1: Bartlett correction curves for parameter estimation given various sample
sizes from a Weibull distribution as a function of nominal coverage probabilities
under the assumption of orthogonalized Weibull parameterization.
n = 2 is nearer n = 3 actual coverage in Figure 6.6 than the Bartlett correction for
n = 3. Sources of error remain despite its improvement. In addition to error inherent
to the Bartlett correction technique and sampling variability, discrepancies between
Figures 6.6 and 7.1 are also attributable to parameters assuming orthogonality in
Kahle’s derivation of the two-parameter Weibull Bartlett correction—a necessary
simplification he uses to reduce the exceptional volume of calculations required,
and to produce this generic result. Despite its inconsistency, this illustration of the
Bartlett correction illustrates how an improvement in coverage accuracy becomes
both observable and quantifiable using simulation results possible through the conf
package crplot function.
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7.2 Parameter Invariance
Coverage simulations reveal that the values of the population Weibull shape (κ) and
scale (λ) parameters do not influence coverage probability. This coverage invariance
to Weibull population parameters implies the u1, u2, . . . , un sample quantile values
corresponding to the random sample values x1, x2, . . . , xn will determine the actual
coverage for a given α, regardless of population κ and λ values. Identifying sets
of quantile values leading to coverage (or lack thereof) leads to valuable insights
regarding the precision of maximum likelihood estimators.
This hypothesis originates from a coverage comparison using α = 0.1 and n = 8
random variates from a Weibull(κ,λ = 1) distribution in separate trials for κ values
of 0.5, 1, and 3. Each trial seeds the random number generator identically and
consists of 10, 000 iterations. Given sufficient plot detail to properly assess the
coverage of points near its boundary, each of the three trials produces an identical
sequence of coverage successes and failures: 8, 652 and 1, 348 total, respectively,
yielding an estimated 86.52% actual coverage probability. Identical coverage also
resulted for a Weibull(κ = 3,λ) distribution in separate trials using λ values of 0.5,
1, and 3.
A similar hypothesis does not develop when analogous trials using inverse Gaus-
sian random variate generation fitted to an inverse Gaussian distribution are run.
Coverage proves parameter dependent. For example, consider 10,000 replications
with α = 0.1 and n = 8 random variates from an inverse Gaussian(µ,λ = 3) distri-
bution in separate trials for µ values of 0.5 and 1, with an identical random number
seed in each trial. Although the vast majority of replications exhibited matching
coverage results regardless of the parameter change, there were 26 exceptions among
10,000 iterations where adjusting µ from 0.5 to 1 results in a coverage change.
Appendix J explores the sample quantile rank set’s influence from a machine
learning perspective. Although notable conclusions are possible with this approach—
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a correlation between sample variance and coverage—much richer insights are pos-
sible using golden quantile rank sets, which are introduced in Chapter 8. First,
Section 7.3 continues this discussion of coverage analysis with reference tables for
three distributions exhibiting coverage invariance to parameterization: the Weibull,
normal, and log-logistic distributions.
7.3 Coverage Reference Tables
Improvements in confidence region plot runtime noted in Chapter 5 together with
conf automation tools introduced in Chapter 6 enable coverage simulation capabil-
ity to an extent unattainable in previous years. Albeit a vast improvement, com-
pleting sufficient replications to report insightful precision requires a targeted effort
(the pairwise combination of sample size and level of significance) and significant
runtime. The computational cost is none-the-less worthwhile considering the un-
limited longevity and breadth of applications this precise reference provides within
the distributions they represent. It is a universal reference for the Weibull, normal,
and log-logistic distribution MLE confidence regions because the resulting precise
actual coverage estimates are applicable regardless of circumstance; they are invari-
ant to the population distribution parameters. Section 7.2 discussed this parameter
invariance, and it is explained in detail in Chapter 8.
Each numeric value in Tables 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3 represents 20 million replications.
Typical runtime for one million replications with 30 samples each is 33 hours for
either the Weibull or normal distributions and 52 hours for the log-logistic distribu-
tion. Fortunately this computer code is conducive to parallel processing, enabling
successive replications and/or significance level and sample size parameterizations
to run concurrently. Results given in this section were enabled with this benefit
by leveraging a high performance computing platform at The College of William &
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Mary which was provided by contributions from the National Science Foundation,
the Commonwealth of Virginia Equipment Trust Fund, and the Office of Naval Re-
search (High Performance Computing Team, 2019). Taken in series, their 4.5 billion
Monte Carlo simulation replications represented in Tables 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3 corre-
spond to 19.4 years of runtime. The massive number of replications means that the
estimated actual coverages have three digits of precision.
Tables 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3 show actual coverage probability for common nomi-
nal coverage values of 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, and 99%. Their entries reflect inherent
coverage bias attributable to sample size, captured in Figure 7.2. As an example,
consider fitting n = 15 samples to various distributions. For a 90% nominal value,
Tables 7.1–7.3 show expected coverage for the resulting Weibull, normal, and log-
logistic distribution confidence regions are 88.3%, 88.4%, and 88.7%, respectively.
1− α◗◗
n 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
0.80 0.704 0.726 0.740 0.749 0.756 0.762 0.766 0.777 0.783 0.787 0.789 0.790 0.792 0.793 0.793
0.85 0.761 0.782 0.795 0.804 0.810 0.815 0.819 0.830 0.835 0.838 0.840 0.841 0.842 0.843 0.844
0.90 0.824 0.843 0.854 0.862 0.867 0.871 0.874 0.883 0.888 0.890 0.892 0.893 0.894 0.895 0.895
0.95 0.895 0.910 0.918 0.924 0.927 0.930 0.933 0.939 0.942 0.943 0.945 0.945 0.946 0.946 0.947
0.99 0.968 0.975 0.978 0.981 0.982 0.983 0.984 0.986 0.987 0.988 0.988 0.989 0.989 0.989 0.989
Table 7.1: Simulated Weibull actual coverage estimates (20 million replications).
1− α◗◗
n 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
0.80 0.707 0.729 0.743 0.752 0.758 0.763 0.767 0.779 0.784 0.788 0.790 0.791 0.792 0.793 0.794
0.85 0.764 0.785 0.798 0.806 0.813 0.817 0.821 0.831 0.836 0.839 0.841 0.842 0.843 0.844 0.845
0.90 0.826 0.845 0.856 0.864 0.869 0.873 0.876 0.884 0.889 0.891 0.893 0.894 0.894 0.895 0.896
0.95 0.897 0.912 0.920 0.925 0.929 0.932 0.934 0.940 0.942 0.944 0.945 0.946 0.946 0.947 0.947
0.99 0.970 0.976 0.979 0.981 0.983 0.984 0.984 0.987 0.988 0.988 0.988 0.989 0.989 0.989 0.989
Table 7.2: Simulated normal actual coverage estimates (20 million replications).
The entries in Tables 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6 compensate for inherent coverage bias
in order to attain a desired coverage value. They show nominal coverage values
necessary to achieve actual coverage probabilities of 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, and 99%.
For example, again consider a 90% confidence region for n = 15 samples. To plot
the confidence region with an expected actual coverage of 90%, Tables 7.4, 7.5,
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1− α◗◗
n 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
0.80 0.719 0.739 0.751 0.759 0.765 0.769 0.772 0.782 0.787 0.789 0.791 0.793 0.793 0.794 0.795
0.85 0.773 0.793 0.805 0.812 0.818 0.822 0.825 0.834 0.838 0.840 0.842 0.843 0.844 0.845 0.845
0.90 0.850 0.861 0.869 0.873 0.876 0.879 0.887 0.890 0.892 0.894 0.895 0.895 0.896 0.896
0.95 0.927 0.931 0.934 0.936 0.941 0.943 0.945 0.946 0.946 0.947 0.947 0.947
0.99 0.983 0.985 0.987 0.988 0.988 0.989 0.989 0.989 0.989 0.989
Table 7.3: Simulated log-logistic actual coverage estimates (20 million replications).















Figure 7.2: Weibull coverage bias results (20 million replications per datapoint).
and 7.6 indicate nominal coverage values of 91.5%, 91.4%, and 91.2% should be
used when plotting Weibull, normal, and log-logistic distribution confidence regions,
respectively.
Tables 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6 result from the linear interpolation of Table 7.1, 7.2,
and 7.3 values, respectively. For example, 20 million simulation replications with 15
samples each resulted in coverage of 0.883 for a 90% Weibull confidence region, and
0.939 for a 95% confidence region (rounded to three digits). The nominal coverage
achieving 90% actual coverage is shown in Figure 7.3. It is found by the linear
interpolation
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which is a result given in Table 7.4. In 10 days runtime, the Monte Carlo simulation
coversim(alpha = 0.085, distn = "weibull", n = 15, iter = 10^7, kappa = 1, lambda = 1)
supports this result, covering 8999427 of 107 replications for a 95% confidence in-
terval of (0.8998, 0.9001), which contains the target value of 0.9 actual coverage.
Table values are reported to three significant digits because the maximum 95%
confidence interval half-widths Blaker (2000) for Table 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3 were 0.000199,
0.000196, and 0.000198, respectively (when α = 0.2 and n = 4) .
1− α◗◗
n 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
0.80 0.884 0.866 0.854 0.846 0.840 0.836 0.832 0.822 0.816 0.813 0.811 0.810 0.808 0.807 0.807
0.85 0.921 0.906 0.897 0.890 0.885 0.881 0.878 0.869 0.864 0.861 0.860 0.858 0.857 0.857 0.856
0.90 0.953 0.943 0.936 0.931 0.927 0.924 0.922 0.915 0.911 0.909 0.908 0.907 0.906 0.905 0.905
0.950 0.980 0.975 0.971 0.969 0.967 0.965 0.963 0.959 0.957 0.956 0.955 0.954 0.954 0.953 0.953
0.990 0.997 0.996 0.995 0.995 0.994 0.994 0.994 0.993 0.992 0.992 0.991 0.991 0.991 0.991 0.991
Table 7.4: Nominal estimates to achieve common Weibull coverages.
1− α◗◗
n 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
0.80 0.881 0.863 0.852 0.844 0.838 0.834 0.831 0.820 0.815 0.812 0.810 0.809 0.808 0.807 0.806
0.85 0.919 0.904 0.895 0.888 0.883 0.880 0.877 0.868 0.863 0.860 0.859 0.858 0.857 0.856 0.855
0.90 0.952 0.941 0.935 0.930 0.926 0.923 0.921 0.914 0.911 0.909 0.907 0.906 0.905 0.905 0.904
0.95 0.979 0.974 0.970 0.968 0.966 0.964 0.963 0.959 0.957 0.955 0.955 0.954 0.953 0.953 0.953
0.99 0.997 0.996 0.995 0.995 0.994 0.994 0.994 0.993 0.992 0.992 0.991 0.991 0.991 0.991 0.991
Table 7.5: Nominal estimates to achieve common normal coverages.
Appendix H contains R code supporting the high performance computing sim-
ulations that generate Tables 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3. The complete simulation results—
reported to three digits within this document—are included in full in the supplemen-
tal files mcResults weibull, mcResults norm, and mcResults llogis. The 95%
confidence intervals surrounding each point estimate are given in Appendix I.
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Figure 7.3: Weibull nominal versus actual coverage results (20 million replications
per datapoint) highlighting the n = 15 nominal value achieving 90% coverage.
1− α◗◗
n 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
0.80 - 0.856 0.845 0.838 0.833 0.829 0.826 0.817 0.813 0.810 0.809 0.807 0.806 0.806 0.805
0.85 - 0.900 0.890 0.884 0.879 0.876 0.873 0.865 0.861 0.859 0.858 0.857 0.856 0.855 0.855
0.90 - - - 0.927 0.923 0.921 0.919 0.912 0.909 0.907 0.906 0.905 0.905 0.904 0.904
0.95 - - - - - 0.963 0.962 0.958 0.956 0.955 0.954 0.953 0.953 0.953 0.952
0.99 - - - - - 0.994 0.994 0.992 0.992 0.991 0.991 0.991 0.991 0.991 0.991
Table 7.6: Nominal estimates to achieve common log-logistic coverages.
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Chapter 8
Golden Quantile Rank Sets
A quantile rank set consists of the population cumulative distribution function values
associated with a random sample. A golden quantile rank set (GQRS) can be re-
garded as “perfectly” representative of the distribution because their associated sam-
ple values result in an estimator matching its true population parameter(s). GQRSs
are not ubiquitous; they are unique to particular estimator / continuous parametric
population distribution pairs. This chapter introduces and defines GQRSs, their ex-
istence criteria, and identifies important implications when they exist. Specifically,
applications include an alternative (and at times computationally superior) method
for parameter estimation and an exact actual coverage methodology for confidence
regions (at times in which currently only estimates exist). Distributions with MLE
GQRSs include the normal, exponential, Weibull, log logistic, and one-parameter
exponential power distributions.
8.1 A Perfectly Representative Sample
Consider a random sample x1, x2, . . . , xn which is drawn from a population that
can be adequately modeled by a parametric probability distribution. A question
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we address in this chapter is whether a “perfectly representative sample” exists.
We define a perfectly representative sample to be a sample whose corresponding
estimators match the true parameter values.
To illustrate this concept consider the maximum likelihood estimators (MLE)
associated with n = 2 independent observations x1 and x2 drawn from a N (µ, σ 2)
population (this concept will be subsequently extended to any estimator, n, and
population distribution). The MLEs for µ and σ 2 are
µ̂ = x̄ =
x1 + x2
2






(xi − x̄)2 .










(xi − x̄)2 .
Solving this 2× 2 set of equations for x1 and x2 gives
x(1) = µ− σ and x(2) = µ+ σ,
where x(i) represents the ith order statistic. So choosing one data value that is one
standard deviation below the mean and another that is one standard deviation above
the mean results in a perfectly representative sample of size n = 2 for a normally
distributed population.
Golden quantile rank sets (GQRSs), which are introduced here, are an extension
to this concept of a perfectly representative sample. We use the term quantile rank
set to refer to the u1, u2, . . . , un values associated with a sample x1, x2, . . . , xn where
ui = F (xi, θ) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n and F is the cumulative distribution function with
parameters θ. Given a sample associated with a continuous parametric distribu-
tion’s GQRS, its associated parameter estimator(s) will match the true population
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parameter(s) regardless of the value(s) of the population parameter(s). The previous
example concludes that drawing from the 0.1587 and 0.8413 quantiles of a normal
population—one standard deviation below and above the mean—give the MLE re-
sult µ̂ = µ and σ̂2 = σ2 regardless of the values of µ and σ2. The set {0.1587, 0.8413}
is therefore a GQRS for the MLE when sampling n = 2 data values from a normal
population.
GQRSs are not ubiquitous; they are unique to particular estimator and para-
metric population distribution pairings. The log logistic distribution, for example,
has an n = 2 MLE GQRS {0.1760, 0.8240}, which differs from the MLE GQRS
for the normal distribution. The gamma distribution, on the other hand, has no
MLE GQRSs. The values in a GQRS are independent of the parameterization for
a particular distribution family.
8.2 Introduction
When they exist, GQRSs provide a unique perspective of the distribution’s char-
acteristics, and an alternative point of view from which to engage historically well-
studied statistical methodologies of the estimator and distribution pair. Considering
the rich and thorough research history of parametric distributions and estimation
theory, the untapped potential for applications using GQRSs is significant.
This chapter uses the MLE in its examples, however, it is noteworthy that the
MLE is not appropriate to produce a “representative sample” for all population
distributions. Consider a single sample value x1 drawn from a U(0, θ) distribution
with θ = 10. A representative value in this case is x1 = 5 which corresponds to a
match between the method of moments estimator θ̂ = 2x1 = 10 and the population
parameter θ = 10. None-the-less, since MLE estimation is far more pervasive in
the statistical community than other estimators, it will provide the backdrop to
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demonstrate the attributes and implications of GQRSs.
Identifying quantile rank sets representative of a population distribution has
applications in the selection and use of order statistics. Mosteller (1946) was among
the first to research functions of order statistics, motivated by cases “where data
are inexpensive compared to the cost of analysis.” Ogawa (1951) introduced the
optimal spacing problem, using a function of k order statistics among n sample
values that produce its best linear unbiased estimate (BLUE) of the population
parameter values. Shortly thereafter, optimal quantile and sample spacing became
widely researched. Among its many contributing authors, Kulldorff (1963a,b, 1973),
Saleh (1966), Hassanein (1968, 1969, 1972), and Kulldorff and Vännman (1973)
covered exponential, normal, Pareto, and six extreme value distributions under a
variety of order statistic functions, distribution parameterizations, sample groupings,
and censoring. A thorough accounting of these and dozens more since are given by
Ali and Umbach (1998). More recently, Heathcote et al. (2002) and Brown and
Heathcote (2003) highlighted computational advantages of an analogous approach
with their quantile maximum likelihood algorithm using grouped data, and Glen
(2010) underscored the effectiveness of inference using a single order statistic. It
remains an active research area through books (Sun, 2007) and articles (Zhou et al.,
2017; Malevich and Müller, 2019) under various modifications of this theme.
While a GQRS inherently arises in parameter estimation, the authors found
no evidence of their formal definition, analysis, or exploitation—as given by this
chapter—within the literature review. Section 8.3 begins by discussing why this
might be the case, highlighting recent computational advances that brought GQRSs
to the foreground. Section 8.4 formally defines a GQRS and its characteristics.
Using the MLE, Section 8.5 highlights some estimator / distribution pairs with
GQRSs and identifies their respective one or two-valued GQRSs. Section 8.6 is a
segue between GQRS introductions and applications, illustrating their implications
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to confidence region coverage. Section 8.7 illustrates how to leverage Section 8.4–
8.6 results to formulate an alternate approach for its parameter estimation, and also
to analytically derive its corresponding confidence region coverage bias. Finally,
Section 8.12 suggests areas of future research.
8.3 Motivation
Computational advances in plotting confidence regions associated with the log like-
lihood function were the catalyst for this research. Their assembly has traditionally
involved a computationally taxing grid-type search of the parameter space, but
recently Jaeger (2016) highlighted a radial profile technique capable of improving
computation time by orders of magnitude, which is given in Chapter 5. Additional
computational efficiencies were given by Weld et al. (2019) and implemented in R
(R Core Team, 2019) with the conf package by Weld et al. (2018), opening the
door for confidence region coverage simulation to an extent inaccessible in previous
years. In the corresponding Monte Carlo simulations, some distributions exhibited a
curious result: coverage appeared invariant to the true population parameters, and
depended only on the quantile rank sets representing its samples. This observation—
later detailed in Section 8.6—set this research into motion.
8.4 Golden Quantile Rank Sets
This section introduces unique sets of estimator and distribution-specific quantile
rank sets (with cardinality corresponding to sample size n) which we name golden
quantile rank sets on account of their distinct characteristics given in Definition 1.
Definition 1. Consider a cumulative distribution function F (·, θ) parameterized
by θ. Let X and Ω be the sample space (the n-dimensional support of a random
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sample x1, x2, . . . , xn) and the parameter space, which are subsets of Rn and Rp,
respectively. An estimator θ̂ of the parameter θ is a function that maps X → Ω.
Let {ω1,ω2, . . . ,ωn} denote a quantile rank set—the F (·, θ) values associated with
a sample of length n—where 0 ≤ ωi ≤ 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Given the associated
n sample values x1 = F−1(ω1, θ), x2 = F−1(ω2, θ), . . . , xn = F−1(ωn, θ) from its
population distribution, if the corresponding estimator(s) match the true population
parameter(s), that is, θ̂ = θ, regardless of the value(s) of the parameter(s) θ, then
{ω1,ω2, . . . ,ωn} is a golden quantile rank set (GQRS) for the distribution.
Equivalently, Definition 1 states that a GQRS ω = {ω1,ω2, . . . ,ωn} for the
estimator θ̂ and corresponding continuous population distribution with parameter
θ give the result
θ̂(F−1(ω, θ)) = θ for ∀θ ∈ Ω, (8.1)
where F−1(ω, θ) is shorthand for F−1(ω1, θ), F−1(ω2, θ), . . . , F−1(ωn, θ).
Theorem 1 will highlight an important implication of GQRSs. Theorem 2 and
Conjecture 1 then detail existence criteria for GQRSs associated with the MLE of a
continuous parametric distribution family. Examples 8.4.1–8.4.4 are given to demon-
strate the aforementioned theorems and conjecture, and highlight some distributions
with (and without) GQRSs.
Theorem 1. Let F (x, θ) be the cumulative distribution function value at x asso-
ciated with a continuous, univariate distribution parameterized by θ whose support
does not depend on any unknown parameters. Let X and Ω be the sample space and
the parameter space, which are subsets of Rn and Rp, respectively. An estimator θ̂ of
the parameter θ is a function that maps X → Ω. Let u1, u2, . . . , un be real numbers
on the interval [0, 1] which define a quantile rank set—the cumulative distribution
function values associated with sample values xi = F−1(ui, θ) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. If
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a GQRS exists for the parametric distribution family with the given estimator, it is
given by




for i = 1, 2, . . . , n and any θ ∈ Ω. Its corresponding samples are therefore given by
xi = F
−1(ui, θ) = F
−1(ωi, θ̂). (8.2)
Proof. Let θ0 ∈ Ω represent a unique population parameterization. Let F−1(ωi, θ0) =
xi ∈ X for i = 1, 2, . . . , n be a sample from its population associated with a unique
GQRS ω. Its ω values are given by
ωi = F (xi, θ0) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. (8.3)
Since {F−1(ω1, θ0), F−1(ω2, θ0), . . . , F−1(ωn, θ0)} values satisfy (8.1), (8.3) becomes
ωi = F (xi, θ̂0) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. (8.4)
Suppose the sample x1, x2, . . . , xn is drawn from a population with unknown
parameter θ ∈ Ω. The associated estimator θ̂ = θ̂0, and (8.4) becomes
ωi = F (xi, θ̂) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. (8.5)
Additionally, there exists ui on the interval [0, 1] such that
xi = F
−1(ui, θ) for ∀θ ∈ Ω, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. (8.6)
Equations (8.5) and (8.6) together show Theorem 1.
Equation (8.2) applies if GQRSs exist, but that is not guaranteed. Their exis-
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tence is unique to combinations of estimator and continuous parametric distribution
pairs.
Although any estimator is a candidate for GQRSs, this chapter will use the
MLE on account of both its pervasive role in the statistical community as well as
its relative algebraic accessibility. With this backdrop Theorem 2 is introduced; its
identity will support the existence of an MLE GQRS.
Theorem 2. If a GQRS exists for the MLE of a continuous parametric distribution






= 0 for j = 1, 2, . . . , p, (8.7)
is an identity in its parameter space θ ∈ Ω, where ω1,ω2, . . . ,ωn are a GQRS.
Proof. The MLE is given by θ̂ = argmax{logL(θ)}, where L(θ) is the likelihood
function
∏n










= 0 for j = 1, 2, . . . , p. (8.8)
By Definition 1, samples associated with a GQRS {ω1,ω2, . . . ,ωn} are F−1(ω1, θ),
F−1(ω2, θ), . . . , F−1(ωn, θ), and correspond with the result θ = θ̂ regardless of θ.
Therefore substituting xi = F−1(ωi, θ) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n in (8.8) meets the condition
θ = θ̂, and (8.8) becomes (8.7).






= 0 for j = 1, 2, . . . , p. (8.9)
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Example 8.4.1. Use Theorem 2 to determine whether the Weibull distri-
bution has an MLE GQRS. If so, identify the GQRS for sample size n = 2.




with positive scale parameter λ and positive shape parameter κ. For general



























where log is the natural logarithm. Next, assume that a GQRS exists
and replace xi terms using the Theorem 1 equality xi = F−1(ui,λ, κ) =





































log(1− ωi) log (− log(1− ωi))1/κ̂ ,
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where {ω1,ω2, . . . ,ωn} is a GQRS. These equations simplify to













log(1− ωi) log (− log(1− ωi)) .
(8.11)
Note that all λ̂ and κ̂ terms cancel, and its result is a function of ω1,ω2, . . . ,ωn
and n only. It is an identity in the parameter space θ̂ ∈ Ω. This satisfies
(8.9), indicating that a GQRS exists for the Weibull distribution.
Determining the Weibull distribution GQRS for n = 2 is straightforward
using this system of equations. Its equations
0 = 2 + log(1− ω1) + log(1− ω2)
0 = 2 + log(− log(1− ω1)) · (1 + log(1− ω1))
+ log(− log(1− ω2)) · (1 + log(1− ω2))
are numerically solvable for the GQRS which, to 20 digits of accuracy, is
ω(1) = 0.15332929706167303735 and ω(2) = 0.84015593929618849629.
(8.12)
Example 8.4.2. Demonstrate that the ω(1),ω(2) pair in (8.12) satisfy Def-
inition 1 GQRS characteristics using a Weibull(λ = 3, κ = 1/2) population
distribution.
According to Definition (1), samples associated with a GQRS will give the
result θ̂ = θ regardless of the population parameters θ. Let two sam-
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ples drawn from a Weibull(λ = 3, κ = 1/2) correspond to the GQRS
given in (8.12). Using the inverse distribution function, xi = F (ui,λ, κ) =
(− log(1− ui))1/κ/λ, they are
x(1) = F
−1(ω(1),λ = 3, κ = 1) ≈ 0.009234473, and
x(2) = F
−1(ω(2),λ = 3, κ = 1) ≈ 1.120643219.
Throughout this chapter, the Weibull MLEs are calculated using the fixed-
point algorithm given by Qiao and Tsokos (1994) found here to match
the population parameters: λ̂ = 3, κ̂ = 1/2. This supports the GQRS
characteristic given in Definition 1 because in this case λ = λ̂ and κ = κ̂.
Example 8.4.3. Suppose n = 2 samples drawn from aWeibull(λ = 1.5, κ =
0.8) distribution are x1 = 0.7 and x2 = 1.8. Plot the inverse distribution
function of the population distribution and the distribution parameterized
by λ̂, κ̂. Geometrically relate those distributions using the ω(1),ω(2) Weibull
n = 2 GQRS in (8.12) in order to highlight the equality in (8.2).
The Weibull(λ = 1.5, κ = 0.8) population distribution quantile ranks cor-
responding to x1 and x2 are u1 = F (0.7) = 0.646 and u2 = F (1.8) = 0.891,
where F is the cumulative distribution function. The MLEs for the sam-
ples x1 = 0.7 and x2 = 1.8 are λ̂ = 0.705 and κ̂ = 2.540. Figure 8.1
illustrates the inverse distribution function of both population and MLE
parameterized Weibull distributions, highlighting their relationship through
the GQRS ω(1), ω(2) given in (8.12).
Examples 8.4.1–8.4.3 provide a unique and valuable alternate perspective for pa-
rameter estimation given n = 2 samples from a Weibull distribution. The maximum
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Figure 8.1: The geometry of the population and MLE parameterized inverse distri-
bution functions for n = 2 samples from Example 8.4.3. It illustrates the Theorem 1
equality between F−1(ui, θ) (dashed line) and F−1(ωi, θ̂) (dotted line).
likelihood method effectively assumes whatever two sample values are drawn were
taken from the ω(1) and ω(2) GQRS in (8.12) (the 0.153 and 0.840 quantile ranks)
and “tunes” λ̂ and κ̂ accordingly to validate this assumption. It identifies the λ̂, κ̂
pair such that ω(1) = F (x(1), λ̂, κ̂) and ω(2) = F (x(2), λ̂, κ̂). In essence, maximum
likelihood theory “sees” GQRSs as perfectly representing a sample set from the dis-
tribution, and identifies the parameter estimates assuming those n quantiles for its
drawn samples.
Prior to proceeding, a caveat to the aforementioned methodology to confirm
Theorem 2 for certain distributions is necessary; it is prohibitive for cases when no
closed-form inverse distribution function exists. This fact motivates Conjecture 1.
Conjecture 1. For a given continuous parametric distribution whose support does
not depend on any unknown parameters, demonstrating that a unique set of quantile
ranks satisfy θ̂ = θ for multiple values of θ is sufficient to conclude Definition 1
criteria that θ̂ = θ regardless of θ are met, and that the aforementioned quantile rank
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set is a GQRS ω1,ω2, . . . ,ωn for the estimator θ̂. Alternatively, given a u1, u2, . . . , un
quantile rank set exists whose corresponding samples satisfy the condition θ̂0 = θ0
for unique population parameter(s) θ0, then demonstrating samples drawn from the
quantile rank set u1, u2, . . . , un with population parameter(s) θ1, where θ1 ≠ θ0,
gives the result θ̂1 ≠ θ1 is sufficient proof that its distribution has no GQRS for the
estimator θ̂.
Example 8.4.4. Determine whether the normal distribution has MLE
GQRSs. If so, identify the MLE GQRS for sample size n = 2.
The normal distribution has no closed-form inverse distribution function,
so the methodology shown to confirm GQRS existence in Example 8.4.1 is
inaccessible. Alternatively, the Conjecture 1 approach is taken to identify
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is arbitrarily selected to simplify calculations. The result for n = 2 is
x(1) = −1 and x(2) = 1, representing sample values a standard deviation
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below and above the mean. They correspond to the quantile rank set of
u(1) = 0.15866 and u(2) = 0.84134. If this pair represents a GQRS then,
given samples from its respective quantiles, µ̂ = µ and σ̂2 = σ2 results
regardless of µ and σ2.
Next, alternate population parameters will test Conjecture 1 criteria. A
N(µ = −13, σ2 = 4) distribution is arbitrarily chosen. Corresponding
samples from the previously identified (potentially-GQRS) quantiles are
x(1) = F−1(0.15866) = −15 and x(2) = F−1(0.84134) = −11. The MLEs








(−15 + 13)2 + (−11 + 13)2
)
= 4,
which match µ and σ2 population parameters. Conjecture 1 criteria are
met, so a GQRS for the normal distribution with n = 2 is ω(1) = 0.15866
and ω(2) = 0.84134.
Appendix R.3 contains two additional examples that reinforce the GQRS con-
cepts.
8.5 One- and Two-Sample GQRSs
This section provides GQRS examples for some continuous parametric probability
distributions. Again, the MLE is chosen as the estimator because of its popularity
and accessibility. Although the concept extends to higher dimensions, sample sizes
of n = 1 and n = 2 for one and two-parameter distributions, respectively, are con-
sidered first. This enables easy visualization in one or two dimensions. Section 8.7
will address GQRSs for n > 2.
One-parameter continuous distributions exhibiting GQRS characteristics include
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the uniform distribution, one-parameter normal distributions, exponential distribu-
tion, and one-parameter exponential power distributions. Consider a single sample
drawn from each, given their respective probability density functions as parameter-
ized in Table 8.1. Figure 8.2 plots their respective n = 1 golden quantile ranks,
displayed to seven digits.
Figure 8.2 shows that, for one sample, the normal distribution with µ = 0 has two
golden quantile rank options. It also shows a one sample exponential golden quantile
rank that is recognizable as the Weibull characteristic life, 1− e−1 ≈ 0.632. Its con-
nection to the exponential golden quantile is logical considering Weibull(λ, κ = 1) is
equivalent to exponential(λ). GQRS calculations, additional analysis, and graphics
for the exponential distribution and one-parameter exponential power distribution
are given in Appendix O and Appendix P, respectively.
It is noteworthy that not all one-parameter distributions have GQRSs. A coun-
Distribution Probability density Support and parameter space
U(0, θ) f(x) = 1θ 0 < x < θ, θ > 0




2 −∞ < x <∞, µ ∈ R




2σ2 −∞ < x <∞, σ2 > 0
exponential(λ) f(x) = λe−λx x > 0, λ > 0







κxκ−1 x > 0, κ > 0





eλxλx x > 0, λ > 0






exponential power(λ = 1,κ) exponential power(λ,κ = 1)
exponential(λ) U(0, θ)
ω1
Figure 8.2: GQRS, ω1, for n = 1 sample from various distributions.
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terexample is the Muth distribution (Muth, 1977). It has the cumulative distribution
function
F (x) = 1− e−eκx/κ+κx+1/κ x > 0, 0 < κ ≤ 1.
Conjecture 1 criteria disproves the existence of GQRSs for this distribution. Con-
sider the sample x1 = 2 drawn from a Muth(κ = 0.5) distribution. The MLE for
this sample is κ̂ = 0.5, which matches the population parameter κ. The cumulative
distribution function identifies its corresponding quantile rank as F (2) = 0.9125391.
According to Definition 1, if it is a golden quantile rank then drawing from it will give
the result κ̂ = κ regardless of κ. This, however, is not the case for κ ≠ 0.5. For ex-
ample, given a Muth(κ = 0.7) distribution, the sample F−1(0.9125391) = 1.8310125
leads to κ̂ = 0.6246827 ≠ κ.
Two-parameter continuous distributions having GQRSs include the normal, log-
logistic, and Weibull distributions. Consider two samples drawn from each, given
their respective probability density functions as parameterized in Table 8.2. Fig-
ure 8.3 plots the respective GQRS for each to three digits.
The Normal distribution MLE GQRS for n = 2 was derived in Example 8.4.4
and is one standard deviation above and below its mean, an intuitive result both
centered on its mean and with spread accounting for its variance. The Weibull
distribution MLE GQRS for n = 2 was derived in Example 8.4.1. They are near the
normal distribution GQRS, a similarity consistent with research by Dubey (1967)
Distribution Probability density Support and parameter space




2σ2 x ∈ R, µ ∈ R, σ > 0
log logistic(λ, κ) f(x) = λκ(λx)
kκ−1
(1+(λx)κ)2
x > 0, λ > 0, κ > 0
Weibull(λ, κ) f(x) = κλκxκ−1e−(λx)
κ
x > 0, λ > 0, κ > 0
Table 8.2: Two-parameter distributions with GQRSs.
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Figure 8.3: GQRSs for sample size n = 2 for various two-parameter distributions.
demonstrating the normal distribution well approximates the Weibull distribution
for shape parameters 3.25 < κ < 3.61. Appendix Q provides a derivation of the
n = 2 MLE GQRS for the log-logistic distribution.
As seen for one-parameter distributions, not all two-parameter distributions have
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is one such example, demonstrated here using Conjecture 1 criteria. Consider the
samples x1 = 0.5 and x2 = 1 drawn from an inverse Gaussian(λ = 6, µ = 0.75)
distribution. The MLEs for this sample, λ̂ = 6 and µ̂ = 0.75, both match their re-
spective population parameters. The cumulative distribution function identifies the
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corresponding sample quantile ranks as F (0.5) = 0.1586026 and F (1) = 0.8414977.
According to Definition 1, if these are a GQRS, then samples associated with those
respective quantile ranks will give the result λ̂ = λ and µ̂ = µ regardless of λ and µ.
This, however, is not the case. If λ and µ are changed and samples are again drawn
from this quantile rank set, then λ̂ ≠ λ and µ̂ ≠ µ. For example, given an inverse
Gaussian(λ = 2, µ = 3) distribution, the sample F−1(0.1586026) = 0.6777756 and
F−1(0.8414977) = 5.0930137 leads to κ̂ = 2.0437026 ≠ κ and µ̂ = 2.8853947 ≠ µ.
8.6 Confidence Region Coverage
A random sample with cardinality n will correspond to a point estimate for a pa-
rameter of interest. Uncertainty surrounding that point estimate can be quantified
using a (1 − α)% confidence interval, or confidence region (in higher dimensions).
Given the confidence region is exact, if the experiment is repeated a large num-
ber of times then the fraction of confidence regions containing the true population
parameters will approach (1 − α), known as its coverage. If the confidence region
is asymptotically exact, this relies on sufficiently large n. Otherwise, coverage at
smaller n can exhibit some coverage bias, such that the actual coverage does not
equal the nominal, or stated coverage value of (1− α).
Section 8.4 detailed an inherent connection between GQRSs and MLEs, so it
is reasonable to suspect that the proximity of the sample quantile rank sets to
the GQRS is an influential measure for confidence region coverage. This section
explores the relationship between quantile rank sets and confidence region coverage
for distributions having GQRSs. Examples 8.6.1 and 8.6.2 will provide a methodical
exploration of this relationship using likelihood-ratio based confidence regions for
two-parameter distributions, as detailed in Chapter 5.
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Example 8.6.1. Conduct 10, 000 Monte Carlo simulation replications test-
ing confidence region coverage for n = 2 samples drawn from a Weibull(λ =
1/2, κ = 3) distribution with significance levels α = 0.05, 0.5, and 0.95.
Record the quantile rank set for each sample, and their corresponding cover-
age results. Illustrate the first iteration, and a coverage summary according
to the quantile rank set for each α.
Monte Carlo simulation coverage analysis is automated using the coversim
function in the R package conf. One replication is given by
coversim(alpha = 0.05, distn = "weibull", n = 2, iter = 1, seed = 6,
lambda = 1 / 2, kappa = 3, showplot = TRUE,
returnsamp = TRUE, returnquant = TRUE),
where seed = 6 sets the R random number stream. It identifies the sam-
ples and their quantile rank set (prompted by the optional arguments
returnsamp and returnquant), and MLEs as
x(1) = 0.8016097 u(1) = 0.06235803 λ̂ = 0.7485045
x(2) = 1.5878588 u(2) = 0.39373170 κ̂ = 3.5102960,
and returns the confidence region plot in Figure 8.4. It illustrates the MLEs
with a +, the population parameters with a ◦, and the boundary of the
95% confidence region with a curve. It is clear that this iteration produces
a confidence region that covers the population parameters λ = 1/2 and
κ = 3.
Figure 8.5 plots simulated coverage results for the n = 2 sample quantile
rank sets for significance values α = 0.05, 0.5, and 0.95, and 10, 000 replica-
tions. Black dots correspond to quantile ranks and their associated random
variates resulting in a confidence region containing the population parame-
ter values, and the gray dots indicate when population parameter values fell
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Figure 8.4: A confidence region for n = 2 Weibull(λ = 1/2, κ = 3) random variates.
outside the confidence region. Nominal coverage values differ significantly
from the actual coverage values associated with the Monte Carlo simulation
experiment given in Table 8.3.
It is noteworthy that the Figure 8.5 (u(1), u(2)) pairs resulting in coverage
nominal coverage, 1− α 0.95 0.5 0.05
actual coverage 0.7758 0.2956 0.0269
Table 8.3: Coverage simulation for n = 2 Weibull samples at various α (10, 000
replications).







































Figure 8.5: Actual coverage for 10, 000 Monte Carlo simulation replications of the
ordered samples F−1(u(1)) and F−1(u(2)).
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converge to the Weibull distribution golden quantile pair from (8.12) as
α→ 1.
Example 8.6.2. Change the Weibull scale and shape parameters and re-
peat the Example 8.6.1 Monte Carlo simulation using an identical random
number seed. Compare coverage results to those of Example 8.6.1.
Supplemental material to this chapter (R code and RData files) illustrates
this comparison using a Weibull(λ = 1, κ = 8) distribution. A consistent
outcome results regardless of the population parameters chosen: an identi-
cal sequence of coverage (or lack-thereof) to Example 8.6.1 throughout its
10,000 replications.
Example 8.6.2 indicates the quantile rank sets alone are sufficient to deter-
mine actual coverage for the Weibull distribution, independent of its population
parameters. Experimentation confirms similar results for the log logistic and nor-
mal distributions—both having GQRSs—but not the gamma or inverse Gaussian
distributions—both without GQRSs. This observation leads to Conjecture 2.
Conjecture 2. If x1, x2, . . . , xn are iid observations drawn from a continuous para-
metric distribution that has a GQRS, then
P (likelihood-ratio based confidence region contains the population parameter(s) θ)
depends on the significance level α and the population quantile rank set u1, u2, . . . , un
of its sample(s) xi = F−1(ui) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and is independent of θ.
Section 8.7 details analytic actual coverage probability results enabled using
Conjecture 2. First, Example 8.6.3 demonstrates that Conjecture 2 is valid for
sampling from a Weibull population distribution.
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Example 8.6.3. Given n sample values x1, x2, . . . , xn from a Weibull(λ, κ)
distribution, confirm likelihood-ratio based confidence region coverage de-
pends only on its corresponding population quantile ranks u1, u2, . . . , un
and significance level α, and is independent of its population parameters
λ, κ.




logL(λ, κ)− logL(λ̂, κ̂)
]
< χ22,α.
The logL(λ̂, κ̂) and χ22,α terms are found using x1, x2, . . . , xn and α. The
steps below confirm that logL(λ, κ) can be given in terms of the quantile
ranks u1, u2, . . . , un associated with the data values x1, x2, . . . , xn and is
independent of λ and κ. They rely on Theorem 1 substitutions, enabled
by the existence of a Weibull GQRS found in Example 8.4.1. Following
Theorem 1 substitutions and simplification, the log likelihood equation



























The κ in the first term cannot be eliminated and is therefore dealt with
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for any {i, j} ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, where i ≠ j. This equation is solvable for κ
as
κ =
log(− log(1− ui))− log(− log(1− uj))
(1/κ̂) · log(− log(1− ωi))− (1/κ̂) · log(− log(1− ωj))
. (8.14)
Together (8.13) and (8.14) confirm that logL(λ, κ) can be given as a func-
tion of the unknown sample quantiles u1, u2, . . . , un, and independent of
the unknown population parameters λ, κ. All other parameters (κ̂, λ̂, and
ω1,ω2, . . . ,ωn) are found using its x1, x2, . . . , xn samples (see Appendix K).
This validation for the Weibull distribution supports the conclusions of
Conjecture 2.
8.7 Maximum Likelihood Estimation and
Sample Quantile Rank Set Coverage Regions
While their details and derivations are left to Appendices K–N, this section pro-
vides examples of unique GQRS-based MLE solutions and analytic exact actual
confidence region coverage probabilities using GQRSs. The Weibull distribution—
having already established much of its GQRS groundwork—is used to illustrate
these examples.
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for i = 1, 2. (8.16)
Equation (8.16) gives the same κ̂ for i = 1 and i = 2. The closed-formMLEs in (8.15)
and (8.16) provide a significant computational improvement over traditional iterative
techniques, typically measuring 6–8 times faster than the fixed-point algorithm.
Derivations for (8.15) and (8.16) are given in Appendix L, and supplemental material
includes the corresponding computational performance comparison (R file).
With (8.15) and (8.16), a confidence region quantile boundary for a given level
of significance—analogous to the Figure 8.5 results—is possible using the likelihood
ratio test statistic. Figure 8.6 (left) illustrates this result, and enables Figure 8.6
(right) which gives the exact actual coverage probability as a function of stated
nominal coverage for n = 2 samples drawn from a Weibull distribution. Its results
are supported using the R conf package coversim function with 10,000 Monte Carlo
simulations (supplemental material R code and RData files contain this analysis).
Exact confidence regions are accessible using Figure 8.6 (right). Its dotted lines
illustrate two circumstances. First, a confidence region with a 90% nominal cover-
age has an actual coverage probability of 69.05%. Second, to attain a 90% actual
coverage probability confidence region for two Weibull distributed samples a 98.93%
nominal coverage confidence region is necessary. At this minimal sample size, most
nominal values have significant negative bias in their corresponding actual cover-
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Figure 8.6: (Left) Coverage contours corresponding to (1−α) confidence region plots
for α = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, . . . , 0.9. (Right) Exact, analytically derived, actual confidence
region coverage probabilities given nominal coverage (1− α) for n = 2 observations
drawn from a Weibull(λ, κ) population and for α = 0.01, 0.02, . . . , 0.99.
age, as large as 0.24 at the nominal coverage 0.75. Figure 8.7 quantifies this bias.
Appendix M details Figure 8.6 (left and right) assembly, and supplemental material






Figure 8.7: Negative bias of actual coverage as a function of nominal (stated) cov-
erage.
The existence of a GQRS provides an alternate MLE solution methodology for
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any size n > 2. Given x(1), x(2), . . . , x(n) ordered sample values from a Weibull(λ, κ)
distribution and their corresponding ordered GQRS elements ω(1),ω(2), . . . ,ω(n), the
MLE κ̂ is found by numerically solving for the root of














































for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. (8.19)
Although an accurate alternative, this n > 2 formulation typically requires 1.5–
2.5 times the computational cost of the fixed point algorithm. This none-the-less
remains an encouraging result considering the relatively long research history con-
tributing to the fixed point algorithm’s computational efficiency in comparison to the
rather näıve implementation of the golden quantile set formulation introduced here.
Derivations for (8.17)–(8.19) are given in Appendix K, and supplemental material
includes the corresponding computational performance comparison (R file).
Unlike the unique Weibull distribution golden quantile pair in (8.12), an infinite
number of possible elements ω1,ω2, . . . ,ωn comprising a GQRS for a Weibull(λ, κ)
population that satisfy (8.17)–(8.19) are possible when n > 2. For n = 3, GQRS
triplets are shown as a black curved loop within the shaded volume shown in Fig-
ure 8.8 (left). Any point along this curved loop represents a GQRS such that three
samples drawn from its respective quantile ranks will result in λ̂ = λ and κ̂ = κ,





















Figure 8.8: (Left) A 10% confidence region coverage volume for a u1, u2, u3 Weibull
sample quantile rank set surrounding its ω1,ω2,ω3 GQRS loop (black curve); the
diagonal reference line runs from its origin to the point (1, 1, 1). (Right) Exact,
analytically derived, actual confidence region coverage probabilities given nominal
coverage (1− α) for n = 3 observations drawn from a Weibull(λ, κ) population and
for α = 0.01, 0.02, . . . , 0.98.
regardless of λ and κ. The shaded surface surrounding this GQRS loop corresponds
to a 10% confidence region, found using the likelihood ratio test statistic and (8.17)–
(8.19). Appendix N details Figure 8.8 assembly, and supplemental material provides
the corresponding code (R file). Points within its volume represent quantile rank
sets whose corresponding samples will achieve coverage, and its volume represents
the actual coverage probability for the stated nominal coverage. Assessing quan-
tile coverage volumes for a variety of significance levels enables the exact actual
confidence region coverage probability in Figure 8.8 (right).
Identifying exact actual confidence region coverage probabilities for n ≥ 4 sam-
ples using an analogous methodology to the n = 2 and n = 3 cases becomes increas-
ingly difficult, although theoretically feasible for any n as an enclosed n-dimensional
quantile rank set hypervolume within its unit-n-dimensional hyperspace. Although
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enabling this potential, results for n ≥ 4 curves are left for future work on account
of their complexity and computational expense.
8.8 Coverage Contours
The contours in Figure 8.6 give ordered quantiles u(1) and u(2) corresponding to
confidence regions that will cover the true parameters λ and κ for a prescribed value
of α. Using the inverse distribution function, these contours can be translated into
the x1 and x2 space. Each (u(1), u(2)) coordinate corresponds to a (x(1), x(2)) sample
pair from its governing Weibull(λ, κ) distribution. Using the inverse distribution
function for an exponential(1) population, which is x← − log(1−u), Figure 8.9 plots
the sample pairs representing boundary values of Figure 8.6 given its population is
exponential(1).










Figure 8.9: Exponential(λ = 1) sample coverage contours for α =
0.1, 0.2, 0.3, . . . , 0.9.
When its shape parameter deviates from 1, coverage contours adjust accordingly.






















































































Figure 8.10: Weibull(κ,λ = 1) sample coverage contours for α = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, . . . , 0.9.
Figure 8.10 displays two sample coverage contours for a selection of alternate κ
values. The outermost contours represent 90% confidence regions (α = 0.1), and
the innermost contours represent 10% confidence regions (α = 0.9). A single • is
shown at (X1, X2) pairs yielding (λ̂, κ̂) = (λ, κ). Scales differ substantially between
the six plots given in Figure 8.10.
Figure 8.11 shows several κ values in a single plot, each drawn using 90% nominal
coverage. Sample contour areas decrease as κ increases, coinciding with decreased
Weibull variance under those parameterizations. The contours of Figure 8.11 over-
lap (are non-concentric), and gravitate towards (1, 1) as κ → ∞ and the Weibull
probability density function “masses” nearer to one.


















Figure 8.11: Weibull(κ,λ = 1) sample coverage contours at α = 0.1 for κ =
2, 3, 4, . . . , 10.
8.9 GQRS Bounds
Although an infinite number of possible ordered elements ω(1),ω(2), . . . ,ω(n) com-
prising a GQRS may exist (as shown in Figure 8.8 [left]), each ω(i) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n
has a well-defined range of feasible values. This section identifies the respective
upper and lower bounds for each ω(i) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, which we will refer to as
the GQRS bounds. To remain consistent, the Weibull distribution—a distribution
already shown to have MLE GQRSs—will illustrate GQRS bounds, although the
methodology is transferable to all other estimator and distribution pairings with a
GQRS.
Consider identifying GQRS bounds for two ordered elements, ω(a) and ω(b), from
the GQRS ω(1),ω(2), . . . ,ω(n), where a and b are positive integer values between 1 and
n−1, ω(a) < ω(b), and b = n−a. Suppose a identical samples x(1) = x(2) = · · · = x(a),
and b = n − a identical samples x(a+1) = x(a+2) = · · · = x(n) with a value of x(b),
are drawn from a Weibull(κ,λ) distribution. Let ωa and ωb represent the GQRS
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elements corresponding to those respective samples, where ωa < ωb. From (8.10)
and (8.11) the system of equations
0 = n+ a · log(1− ωa) + b · log(1− ωb) (8.20)
0 = n+ a · log(− log(1− ωa)) + b · log(− log(1− ωb))
+ a · log(1− ωa) log(− log(1− ωa)) + b · log(1− ωb) log(− log(1− ωb)) (8.21)
is numerically solvable for ωa and ωb. Values for ωa and ωb represent two ordered
GQRS feasible value constraints given n samples:
• the ωa value is a lower bound for the ath ordered GQRS value, ω(a), and
• the ωb value is an upper bound for the (a+1)th ordered GQRS value, ω(a+1) =
ω(n−b+1).
Example 8.9.1 will demonstrate this approach.
Example 8.9.1. Identify the feasible range for each ordered GQRS value
for a Weibull distribution with n = 5.
Analysis with (8.20) and (8.21) are necessary using a = 1 and b = 4, and
also using a = 2 and b = 3. Solutions to these equations are also shown
next to provide solutions to the case where a = 4 and b = 1, and also where
a = 3 and b = 2. Using a = 2 and b = 3, (8.20) and (8.21) become
0 = 5 + 2 · log(1− ωa) + 3 · log(1− ωb)
0 = 5 + 2 · log(− log(1− ωa)) + 3 · log(− log(1− ωb))
+ 2 · log(1− ωa) log(− log(1− ωa)) + 3 · log(1− ωb) log(− log(1− ωb))
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with solutions (ωa = 0.09478, ωb = 0.79816), and (ωa = 0.88246, ωb =
0.21285). Since we define ωa < ωb, the relevant solution is (ωa = 0.09478, ωb =
0.79816). It identifies a lower bound on ω(a) = ω(2) of 0.09478, and an upper
bound on ω(a+1) = ω(n−b+1) = ω(3) of 0.79816. By re-defining its terms, the
unused solution (ωa = 0.88246, ωb = 0.21285) is relevant to the case where
ω(b) < ω(a). It identifies a lower bound for ω(3) of 0.21285, and an upper
bound for ω(4) of 0.88246. In a similar manner, the system of equations in
which a = 1 and b = 4 reveals lower bounds for ω(1) and ω(4), and upper
bounds for ω(2) and ω(5) from its solutions {(ωa = 0.00804, ωb = 0.71292),
and (ωa = 0.96556, ωb = 0.33497)}.
Table 8.4 captures ordered GQRS value constraints for n = 3, 4, and 5 samples
from a Weibull distribution. A similar methodology can be applied to any sample
size n ≥ 3 to determine ordered GQRS upper and lower bound constraints.
for n = 3 for n = 4 for n = 5
0.05857 ≤ ω(1) ≤ 0.25266 0.02193 ≤ ω(1) ≤ 0.30330 0.00804 ≤ ω(1) ≤ 0.33497
0.25266 ≤ ω(2) ≤ 0.77003 0.15333 ≤ ω(2) ≤ 0.73445 0.09478 ≤ ω(2) ≤ 0.71292
0.77003 ≤ ω(3) ≤ 0.91089 0.30330 ≤ ω(3) ≤ 0.84016 0.21285 ≤ ω(3) ≤ 0.79816
0.73445 ≤ ω(4) ≤ 0.94584 0.33497 ≤ ω(4) ≤ 0.88246
0.71292 ≤ ω(5) ≤ 0.96556
Table 8.4: Ordered golden quantile constraints for n = 3, 4, 5.
8.10 Monte Carlo Simulation GQRS Assembly
Every Monte Carlo simulation trial can identify a GQRS if they exist for the corre-
sponding estimator and distribution in use. Figure 8.1 demonstrates this idea using
n = 2 Weibull(λ, κ) samples whose GQRS corresponds to ω(i) = F−1(x(i), θ̂) for
i = 1, 2, which evaluate to ω(1) = 0.153 and ω(2) = 0.840 regardless of the values
for x(1) and x(2). When n > 2 an analogous approach will also identify a GQRS.
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When n > 2 for a Weibull(λ, κ) distribution, the GQRS identified will represent one
realization of infinitely many possible ω(1),ω(2), . . . ,ω(n) MLE GQRSs.
Algorithm 3 outlines the methodology to identify GQRSs using Monte Carlo sim-
ulation. It requires input parameters for the number of replications (r), and samples
per replication (s). Additionally, the population distribution parameters (θ) and
functions for their corresponding cumulative distribution function (F [·, θ]), inverse
cumulative distribution function (F−1[·, θ]), and likelihood (L[·, θ]) are required.
Lastly, a sorting function (s), and function for matrix establishment (matrix[z, a, b]),
and a custom plot design to utilize ranked GQRS values are necessary to begin Al-
gorithm 3, which is outlined in detail next.
An r × n matrix, O, is first established in line 1. Each of its rows will store
an ordered GQRS with elements ω(1),ω(2), . . . ,ω(n), corresponding to a simulation
replication, which Lines 2–9 assemble. Lines 3–5 create its random variates using
a Monte Carlo simulation technique. Line 6 groups values into a sample vector of
size n, before Line 7 identifies their corresponding MLE. GQRS corresponding to
the sample are found using (8.2) in Line 8, which are then stored as an ordered set
in a row in matrix O in Line 9. Line 10 then uses GQRS realizations from O to
produce a custom plot, such as the figures within this section that follow.
Algorithm 3 enables various perspectives to graphically illustrate GQRSs and
their corresponding bounds. Several such graphical perspectives are given next.
Figure 8.12 (top-left) illustrates (ω(1),ω(2),ω(3)) GQRS solutions with for n = 3
samples from a Weibull distribution given ω(1) < ω(2) < ω(3). A plot of unordered
triplets, (ω1,ω2,ω3), results in a ring of solutions shown as in Figure 8.12 (top-
right). Samples corresponding to that ring of “perfectly” representative quantile
ranks achieve coverage regardless of level of significance. Figure 8.12 (bottom)
illustrates four perspectives of this ring superimposed atop points representing
Monte Carlo simulation replications missing coverage at a significance level of α =
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Algorithm 3: ω(1) vs ω(i) GQRS plot Monte Carlo simulation
input : r: number of replications
n: number of samples per replication
θ : unknown parameters from a parametric distribution
F (·, θ): cdf of population distribution
F−1(·, θ): inverse-cdf (closed-form or numeric method)
L(·, θ) : likelihood function within the θ parameter space
matrix(z, a, b): a function establishing an a× b matrix with entries z
s: a function that sorts input values from smallest to largest
plot: a custom plot function designed to utilize ranked GQRS values
output: plot corresponding to GQRS of random samples
1 O ← matrix(0, r, n) ; /* initialize r × n matrix to store GQRSs */
2 for i from 1 to r do /* replications */
3 for j from 1 to n do /* samples */
4 uj ← U(0, 1) ; /* random number */
5 xj ← F−1(uj, θ) ; /* random variate */
6 x← ⟨x1, x2, . . . , xj⟩ ; /* sample vector */
7 θ̂ ← argmax( logL(x, θ)) ; /* MLE */
8 ω ← F (x, θ̂) ; /* corresponding GQRS for ith replication */
9 Oi,· ← s(ω) ; /* ordered GQRS into ith row of O matrix */
10 plot(O) ; /* display custom plot using O GQRS data */
0.1 (mostly along the diagonal from (0, 0, 0) to (1, 1, 1) and along feasible region
edges).
In accordance with Table 8.4, Figure 8.12 (top-left) has endpoints where ω(1) =
ω(2) = 0.25266 (pictured upper-right) and ω(2) = ω(3) = 0.77003 (pictured lower-
left). Its values abide by the feasibility bounds, given to 10 digits, of
0.0585677868 < ω(1) < 0.2526613916 < ω(2) < 0.7700339371 < ω(3) < 0.9108581349.
Figure 8.13 illustrates an alternate view of Weibull GQRS triplet values in two-
dimensional space.
A final perspective considers the relative sizes of the ω(i) triplet values in Fig-
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Figure 8.12: Weibull GQRS triplets (ω(1),ω(2),ω(3)) (top-left) lead to a curved “ring”
of GQRS triplets (ω1,ω2,ω3) through its six unordered permutations (top-right).
The “perfectly” representative QRS float far from the Monte Carlo simulation missed
coverage points at significance level α = 0.1 given by in the bottom four plots.
ure 8.14 with endpoints 0.911/0.253 = 3.61 and 0.770/0.0586 = 13.15 for lower and
upper bounds of ω(3)/ω(1) and ω(2)/ω(1), respectively.
In the three-sample case, Figures 8.8–8.14 show consistent results for relative
ω(i) triple quantiles and their respective ratios. This is indicative of the coverage
invariance to its Weibull parameterization. Contrasting this consistency, Figure 8.15
is analogous to Figure 8.14 except it uses sample values in lieu of their corresponding
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Figure 8.14: A ratio-based perspective of Weibull GQRS triplets, ω(1),ω(2),ω(3).
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Figure 8.15: Weibull sample GQRS triplet ratios where x(i) = F
−1
θ (ω(i)) for i =
1, 2, 3.
Figure 8.16 illustrates Monte Carlo simulation results for GQRSs corresponding
to a random sample from a Weibull distribution with n = 3, 4, 5, and 6, respec-
tively. Its respective axis labels correspond to ordered GQRS feasibility constraints.
Figure 8.16 (top-left) illustrates that, when n = 3, ω(1) is strictly increasing as ω(2)
decreases and as ω(3) increases. The ω(2) value is strictly increasing as ω(1) decreases
and as ω(3) decreases. The ω(3) value is strictly increasing as ω(1) increases and as
ω(2) decreases.
8.11 Optimal Sample Quantile Spacing
This section will demonstrate a link between the existence of a GQRS and optimal
sample spacing. The optimal spacing problem focuses on identifying order statistics,
or functions thereof, whose relative asymptotic efficiency (RAE)—the ratio of the
variance of the best unbiased estimate for the complete sample compared to the
variance of the estimate which is a function of its order statistics—is maximized.
Optimal spacing analysis is often useful when data is plentiful (as it now often is) but
analytic resources are scarce and/or expensive. As unbiased estimators, identifying
GQRSs can restrict the parameter space from which optimal sample spacing sets










Figure 8.16: GQRS ω(1) vs ω(i) plot of Monte Carlo simulation results for i =
1, 2, . . . , n and n = 3, 4, 5, 6 Weibull distributed samples (shown left-to-right, top-
to-bottom, respectively) over 106 replications. Axes labels correspond to feasibility
constraints (Table 8.4).
are sought, improving efficiency and computation time. The GQRS sample space
(which has infinite solutions when sample size exceeds the number of parameters)
corresponding to an estimator and distribution pair can also be assessed for RAE
performance (best, worst, and relatively good and poor regions).
Consider the optimal spacing problem associated with a best linear unbiased
estimator (BLUE) of the form
∑k
i=1 g(x(i)), where g is a function of the i
th order
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statistic x(i), and k order statistics are selected among n sample values, where n is
sufficiently large to enable the targeted quantile selection. Both the BLUE and MLE
for distributions with GQRSs are unbiased, and the result for one can be mapped
to a corresponding result for the other. For example, assume a distribution with a
GQRS has a closed-form MLE given by
∑k
i=1 h(yi) where h is a function of sample














, and the sample values y1, y2, . . . , yn
will associate with a GQRS.
Example 8.11.1. This example uses a BLUE result given by Kulldorff
(1963b). For an exponential(α) distribution with cumulative distribution
function F (x) = 1 − e−x/α for x > 0, identify the GQRS corresponding to
the BLUE of the form α̂ =
∑k
i=1 bix(i) where k = 3, and x(1), x(2), x(3) are
order statistics corresponding to specified sample quantiles.
Exponential GQRSs are verified using Theorem 2. Setting its score vector

















The closed-form MLE for y1, y2, . . . , yn samples from an exponential(α) dis-
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tribution is α̂ =
∑n












establishes a connection between the BLUE and yi samples, yi = 3 · bi · xi,
which in-turn correspond to a GQRS. BLUE results given by Kulldorff
(1963b) and its corresponding GQRS are given in Table 8.5. Values for xi
are found using an exponential(α = 1) distribution; this parameterization
is arbitrarily assumed because θ̂ = θ regardless of θ for GQRS. Table 8.5
ω1,ω2,ω3 values satisfy (8.23), so they are a valid GQRS.
i bi ui xi = F−1(ui |α = 1) yi = 3 · bi · xi ωi = F (yi |α = 1)
1 0.44769 0.52953 0.7540 1.01267 0.63677
2 0.22659 0.82994 1.7716 1.20428 0.70009
3 0.07756 0.96545 3.3652 0.78301 0.54299
Table 8.5: (Left) Kulldorff (1963b) results for n = 3 exponential(α) BLUE of α̂ =
∑k
i=1 bix(ni). (Right) Corresponding samples and GQRSs for the MLE.
Corresponding GQRSs for each transformation given by Kulldorff (1963b) are
given in Table 8.6 for the n = 2 case, calculated using an analogous method to
Example 8.11.1. Figure 8.17 plots these points, and the Weibull GQRS from (8.12),
on the exponential n = 2 GQRS curve given by (8.23).
Figure 8.17 illustrates two potential benefits for a GQRS perspective towards
optimal sample spacing. Both are introduced here, although their detailed anal-
ysis are left as an open question for future work. First, identifying GQRSs can
restrict the parameter space from which optimal sample spacing sets are sought.
GQRSs define the subset of quantile rank sets resulting in an unbiased MLE, a
constraint that could be leveraged to improve the runtime of an optimal sample
spacing optimization algorithm. Second, it is noteworthy that the RAE for the
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Kulldorff (1963b) BLUE for exponential(λ) with n = 2 GQRS connection
Estimator Coefficient(s) u(1) u(2) RAE ω(1) ω(2) x(2/1) ‡
∑k

















x(i) 0.44989 0.88998 0.7860 0.59199 0.66831 1.231
c
∑k




i=1 x(i) † 0.36281 0.78760 0.7385 0.36281 0.78760 3.437
† Identical to maximum likelihood estimation. ‡ x(2/1) = x(2)/x(1)















x(2/1) = 11.016 x(2/1) = x(2)/x(1)
Weibull
Figure 8.17: Exponential GQRS pairs from (8.23), highlighting (8.12) and Table 8.6
GQRS points.
BLUEs from Kulldorff (1963b) strictly increase as the corresponding GQRS sample
ratio x(2)/x(1) = F−1(ω(2))/F−1(ω(1)) in Figure 8.17 decreases. This implies that the
vicinity of a BLUE’s associated GQRS is potentially relevant to its RAE.
8.12 Summary and Future Work
The unique perspective provided by GQRSs offer a fresh avenue to approach his-
torically well-studied problems. Among its insights, this chapter demonstrates how
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Figure 8.18: A visualization of GQRSs as it relates to the population θ and estimator
θ̂ parameters.
GQRSs enable alternative analytic MLE solutions, exact confidence region coverage
calculations, and optimal quantile spacing connections. In addition to these prac-
tical implications, GQRSs provide intuition and a unique perspective regarding the
probability distributions they represent. Figure 8.18 illustrates some attributes of
the developing GQRS picture.
Future work includes pursuing improved estimator computation time and confi-
dence region precision for any size sample. How GQRSs travel with regard to the
relative number of censored samples is also of interest. In addition to the MLE/dis-
tribution pairs shown in this chapter, other estimator/distribution pairs with GQRSs
may also be similarly sought and exploited. Finally, the inherent connection between
GQRSs and optimal quantile spacing can be further researched and exploited for its
potential to both improve the associated optimization runtime, and potentially con-
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tribute to superior estimator identification through GQRS regions with best, worst,
and relatively good and poor corresponding estimator RAE.
All GQRS research and application opportunities are predicated on their exis-
tence for the estimator and distribution in question. This leads to among the most
fundamental questions for future work running parallel with continued exploitation
of its benefits: a complete list of existing continuous parametric distributions and es-
timator pairs with GQRSs or, better yet, a comprehensive test or rule with improved
accessibility over the Theorem 2 methodology and Conjecture 1 (for the MLE, or an
analogous alternative for another estimator) capable of succinctly capturing their
entire breadth.
8.13 Supplementary Material
R Files: R code supporting simulations and graphics including coverage compari-
son of Example 8.6.1 and 8.6.2 (cover compare.R, cover1.RData, cover2.RData),
Section 8.7 MLE runtime comparison (mletime.R), Figure 8.6 assembly and
Monte Carlo simulation (n2gqrs.R, MCdata.Rdata, MCsim.R), and Figure 8.8





The short description below summarizes Algorithm 4, the elliptically-oriented algo-
rithm for identifying points along a confidence region boundary.
Lines 1–2 validate a usable m value is given; this constraint is necessary to
take advantage of ellipse symmetry: calculations in one quadrant (with respect
to the MLE) are transferable to the remaining three given m is divisible by four.
Line 3 then stores the number of points in one quadrant. Line 4 initializes φ as
an empty set, and the MLEs are identified in Line 5. Line 6 stores values for the
asymptotic standard error of the MLEs, which will dictate the ellipse eccentricity.
Lines 7–13 then generate points along the circumference of an ellipse using the
parallelogram method (reference Figure 5.4), also assembling the corresponding set
of φ angles to each point in Line 13 as it proceeds. With one quadrant of φ
angles determined, Line 14 exploits ellipse symmetry to populate the remaining
three quadrants. Line 15 completes the set of φ angles with cardinal directions at 0
and π. Points along the confidence region boundary corresponding to each φ entry
are finally identified in Line 17 using the radial profile log likelihood ratio technique
from Section 5.2, and returned as output to produce its plot.
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Algorithm 4: Elliptically-Oriented Heuristic
input : x1, x2, . . . , xn : data values
α : confidence region (CR) significance level
m : number of points to plot (a multiple of four is required for this method)
θ1 and θ2 : unknown parameters from a parametric distribution
L(θ1, θ2) : likelihood function within the (θ1, θ2) parameter space
ase(θ̂1, θ̂2) : asymptotic standard errors of θ̂1, θ̂2
h((A,B), (C,D)) : function returning the point of intersection of line segments AB and CD
g(φi,α) : function returning the CR boundary point associated with the angle φi ∈ ⟨φ1, . . . ,φm⟩
measured counterclockwise and centered at the MLE, 0 ≤ φ < 2π
output: pi = (xi, yi) for i = 1, 2, . . . , m coordinate pairs distributed using the elliptically-oriented
algorithm and enclosing a 100(1 − α)% CR for θ1 and θ2
1 if m% 4 ≠ 0 then
2 return{Error: m must be a multiple of four} ; /* exit algorithm displaying error message */
3 mQ ← m/4 ; /* number of points to plot in one quadrant */
4 φ← {} ; /* initialize φ as an empty set */
5 (θ̂1, θ̂2)← argmax{logL(θ1, θ2)} ; /* maximum log likelihood arguments are the MLEs */
6 (sθ̂1 , sθ̂2)← ase(θ̂1, θ̂2) ; /* identify MLE asymptotic standard errors */
7 V1 ← (sθ̂1 , 0) ; /* point at the right end of the ellipse horizontal axis */
8 V2 ← (−sθ̂1 , 0) ; /* point at the left end of the ellipse horizontal axis */
9 for i from 1 to mQ do
10 z1 ← sθ̂1 − 2sθ̂1 i/mQ ; /* x-coordinate of points to connect to V1 */
11 z2 ← sθ̂2 i/mQ ; /* y-coordinate of points to connect to V2 */
12 (ex, ey)← h
!
"




V2, (sθ̂1 , z2)
#
$
; /* (x, y) coordinate of point on ellipse */
13 φ← {φ, arctan(ey/ex)} ; /* augment φ according to ellipse point (ex, ey) */
14 φ← {φ,π − φ, π + φ, 2π − φ} ; /* use ellipse symmetry to identify additional φ angles */
15 φ← {φ, 0, π} ; /* augment φ with 0 and π angles */
16 for i from 1 to m do




The short description below summarizes Algorithm 5, the smoothing search heuristic
for identifying points along a confidence region boundary.
Line 1 initializes φ values in each cardinal direction. Line 2 initializes count and
the maximum angle variables, ψmax. The MLEs are identified in Line 3. A series of
steps within the main while loop (Lines 4–35) then determine its confidence region
boundary plot points, and if and where additional points are necessary. To do so, the
radial log likelihood function (described in Section 5.2) first determines confidence
region points corresponding to each φ value (Lines 7–9). Lines 10–15 then perform
a transformation on θ2 values so that apparent ψ vertex angles are calculable, de-
termined in Lines 17–21 using the law of cosines. Note that Line 16 preceding this
calculation simplifies its execution by dictating the last point precedes the first, and
the first point follows the last in its enclosed confidence region boundary. An analo-
gous circumstance applies to Lines 23 and 24. Lines 26–34 conclude the while loop
by adding points to the confidence region boundary in the vicinity of points where
the ψtol constraint is not yet met. New points are identified using the angle through
the midpoint of the existing adjacent points. This loop repeats, augmenting points
and re-evaluating vertex angles until ψtol is met at all confidence region vertexes,
which concludes with a smooth confidence region for an appropriate choice of ψtol.
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If the maximum iteration tolerance (countmax) is met prior to satisfying ψtol then
the program terminates with a warning and returns the working solution.
Algorithm 5: Smoothing Search Heuristic
input : x1, x2, . . . , xn : data values
α : confidence region (CR) significance level
ψtol : maximum angle tolerance between consecutive plot segments
countmax : maximum iteration tolerance in algorithm before forced termination
θ1 and θ2 : unknown parameters from a parametric distribution
L(θ1, θ2) : likelihood function within the (θ1, θ2) parameter space
g(φi,α) : function returning CR boundary point associated with the angle φi ∈ ⟨φ1, . . . ,φm⟩
measured counterclockwise and centered at the MLE, 0 ≤ φ < 2π corresponding to α,ψtol
d((xi, yi), (xj , yj)) : function returning the length of the segment joining its respective points
output: pi = (xi, yi) for i = 1, 2, . . . , m coordinate pairs enclosing a 100(1 − α)% CR for θ1 and θ2
satisfying maximum angle tolerance ψtol
1 φ ∈ ⟨0, π/2, π, 3π/2⟩ ; /* initialize φ in the four cardinal directions */
2 ψmax ← π; count← 0 ; /* initialize */
3 (θ̂1, θ̂2)← argmax{logL(θ1, θ2)} ; /* maximum log likelihood arguments are the MLEs */
4 while (ψmax > ψtol) and (count < countmax) do
5 count← count + 1 ; /* increment counter */
6 m← length(φ) ; /* number of angles in φ vector */
7 for i from 1 to m do
8 (xi, yi)← g(φi,α) ; /* CR point corresponding to φi */
9 p← ⟨(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xm, ym)⟩ ; /* all current CR points */
10 xrange ← max{x1, x2, . . . , xm}−min{x1, x2, . . . , xm} ; /* horizontal axis range */
11 yrange ← max{y1, y2, . . . , ym}−min{y1, y2, . . . , ym} ; /* vertical axis range */
12 s← (xrange)/(yrange) ; /* (x range):(y range) ratio of CR plot */
13 for i from 1 to m do
14 (xi, y′i)← (xi, s · yi) ; /* transformation enabling apparent angle calculations */
15 p′ ← ⟨(x1, y′1), (x2, y′2), . . . , (xm, y′m)⟩ ; /* transformed CR points */
16 p′ ← ⟨(xm, y′m), p′, (x1, y′1)⟩ ; /* repeat end-points to ease analysis */
17 for i from 2 to (m+ 1) do
18 l1 ← d(p′i−1, p
′
i) ; /* preceeding segment distance */
19 l2 ← d(p′i, p
′
i+1) ; /* next segment distance */
20 l3 ← d(p′i−1, p
′
i+1) ; /* preceeding-to-next-point segment distance */
21 ψi−1 ← π − arccos(l21 + l22 − l23)/(2 · l1 · l2) ; /* apparent angle (law of cosines) */
22 ψmax ← max{ψ1,ψ2, . . . ,ψm} ; /* current apparent maximum angle */
23 ψ ← ⟨ψm,ψ1,ψ2, . . . ,ψm,ψ1⟩ ; /* repeat end-values to ease analysis */
24 p← ⟨(xm, ym), p, (x1, y1)⟩ ; /* repeat end-points to ease analysis */
25 φnew ← { } ; /* initialize */
26 for i from 2 to (m+ 1) do
27 if ψi > ψtol then
28 if ψi−1 > ψtol then
29 φnew ← {φnew,φ from MLE to mid-point of pi and pi−1} ; /* add φ before */
30 if ψi+1 > ψtol then
31 φnew ← {φnew,φ from MLE to mid-point of pi and pi+1} ; /* add φ after */
32 if (ψi−1 < ψtol) and (ψi+1 < ψtol) then
33 φnew ← {φnew,φ from MLE to mid-point of pi and pi−1, /* add φ before */
34 φ from MLE to mid-point of pi and pi+1} ; /* add φ after */




The short description below summarizes Algorithm 6, which extends the smoothing
search heuristic to repair otherwise radially inaccessible regions of a confidence region
boundary. Its pseudo-code follows execution of Algorithm 5, so Algorithm 5 inputs
and outputs are accessible to it.
Line 1 runs the smoothing search heuristic, so its inputs and outputs become
available to Algorithm 6. The condition in Line 2 is true if Algorithm 5 terminates
before satisfying its maximum degree tolerance ψtol, indicating inaccessible regions
of the confidence region boundary. Line 3 identifies quadrants, with respect to the
MLE, where inaccessible regions exist, and the loop from Line 4–34 sequentially ad-
dresses repairs to those regions. Line 4 loops through the four quadrants relative to
the MLE. Quadrants requiring repairs enter the if statement on Line 5. Lines 6–13
identify three noteworthy reference values related to the confidence region points
bordering its inaccessible region: the index value of its point nearer the MLE, and
the vertical axis values of both points. Lines 14–25 use these values to identify an
appropriate angle from the MLE to locate the jump-center. This angle depends on:
the quadrant (relative to the MLE) of the inaccessible region, and the orientation of
the inaccessible region (if it is above or below the line segment marking its border,
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reference Figure 5.11). The latter of these variables is known by comparing the
vertical axis confidence region value on adjacent points of both sides of its inacces-
sible region. With these three variables, we identify whether the line segment from
the MLE to the jump-center must pass through a horizontal segment to the left
or right of the nearer confidence region inaccessible region border point, or a ver-
tical segment above or below that point. That segment length (the feasible length
within the confidence region that the jump-center angle passes through) is given
by the variable gap in Lines 15, 18, 21, and 24. The specific jump-center angle is
then given in Lines 16, 19, 22, and 25 using the input variable b to discern where
along the feasible gap segment the jump-center angle will pass. Line 26 identifies
the jump-center coordinates. Line 27 calls Algorithm 5 with pjump replacing the
MLE as the point of reference where radial azimuths are taken, therefore allowing
its algorithm to plot the previously inaccessible region. The subset of points within
its results that occupy the previously inaccessible region are isolated in Line 28.
Lines 29–32 identify the location within the original p confidence region boundary
points to insert the jump-center repair points following, which depends on the in-
accessible region orientation (reference Figure 5.11). Line 33 then integrates those
results into the previous confidence region solution in the proper sequence. Finally,
Line 34 updates the length of the confidence region points solution.
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Algorithm 6: Jump-Center Repairs to Algorithm 5
input : Algorithm 5 inputs: α, ψtol, countmax, θ̂1, θ̂2, g(φi,α), d((xi, yi), (xj , yj))
Algorithm 5 output: φnew, pi = (xi, yi) for i = 1, 2, . . . ,m coordinate pairs
αjump : jump-center significance level, “uphill” of α (α < αjump)
b : bi-section percentage; determines the angle from the MLE where the jump-center will locate
output: pi = (xi, yi) for i = 1, 2, . . . , m coordinate pairs enclosing a 100(1 − α)% confidence region (CR)
for θ1 and θ2 satisfying maximum angle tolerance ψtol, including jump-center repairs
1 run Algorithm 5 ; /* smoothing search heuristic */
2 if count = countmax then /* smoothing search terminated without satisfying ψtol */
3 ⟨φI,φII,φIII,φIV⟩ ← φnew ; /* decompose new angles by quadrant (relative to MLE) */
4 for q in {I, II, III, IV} do /* loop through four quadrants (relative to MLE) */
5 if φq ≠ { } then /* inaccessible region in quadrant q (relative to MLE) */










8 φnear ← φq[k] ; /* angle to point bordering repair region nearest MLE */
9 for k in 1 to length(p) do
10 if φnear = φk then
11 inear ← k ; /* index of point bordering repair region nearest MLE */
12 yinear−1 ← pinear−1[2] ; /* y value of point before repair region */
13 yinear+1 ← pinear+1[2] ; /* y value of point after repair region */
14 if ((q =I ) ∩ (yinear−1 < yinear+1)) ∪ ((q =II ) ∩ (yinear−1 > yinear+1)) then
15 gap ← y-range in CR above yinear ; /* jump-center feasible vertical shift */
16 φjump ← angle from MLE to (xinear , yinear + b·gap) ; /* jump-center angle */
17 if ((q =III ) ∩ (yinear−1 > yinear+1)) ∪ ((q =IV ) ∩ (yinear−1 < yinear+1)) then
18 gap ← y-range in CR below yinear ; /* jump-center feasible vertical shift */
19 φjump ← angle from MLE to (xinear , yinear − b·gap) ; /* jump-center angle */
20 if (q ∈ {I, IV}) ∩ (yinear−1 > yinear+1) then
21 gap ← x-range in CR right of xinear ; /* jump-center feasible horizontal shift */
22 φjump ← angle from MLE to (xinear + b·gap, yinear ) ; /* jump-center angle */
23 if (q ∈ {II, III}) ∩ (yinear−1 < yinear+1) then
24 gap ← x-range in CR left of xinear ; /* jump-center feasible horizontal shift */
25 φjump ← angle from MLE to (xinear − b·gap, yinear ) ; /* jump-center angle */
26 pjump ← g(φjump,αjump) ; /* jump-center location */
27 j ← run Algorithm 5 with pjump replacing the MLE ; /* smoothing search repeated */
28 jrepair ⊂ j ; /* identify points repairing the previously inaccessible region */
29 if
"




(q ∈ {III, IV}) ∩ (yinear−1 > yinear+1)
#
then
30 padd ← pinear ; /* identify location to insert new points after */
31 else
32 padd ← pinear−1 ; /* identify location to insert new points after */
33 p← ⟨p1, . . . , padd, jrepair, padd+1, . . . ,m⟩ ; /* insert jump-center CR repair points */
34 m← length(p) ; /* update the total number of CR points */
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Appendix D
crplot Vignette (1 of 2)
This is the first of two crplot vignettes made publicly available through CRAN. It
serves as an introduction to the confidence region plot algorithm and its accompa-
nying syntax for use in the R package conf.
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crplot
Christopher Weld ceweld@email.wm.edu, Lawrence Leemis leemis@math.wm.edu
2019-02-27
Introduction
The crplot function is part of the conf package. It generates a two-dimensional confidence region plot for
the specified two-parameter parametric distribution, fitted to a dataset. Details of the plot algorithm
employed by crplot are available in its corresponding publication1.
A second crplot vignette titled crplot Advanced Options is available via a link found on the conf package
webpage. It focuses on crplot optional arguments that are helpful to troubleshoot plot issues. The default
crplot algorithm, however, is robust over a wide range of plot circumstances with varying levels of
di!culty and its users should therefore familiarize with this vignette first.
Installation Instructions




The dataset for ball bearing failure times, given by Lieblein and Zelen2, is used throughout this example.
Its fit to the Weibull distribution, including the confidence region illustrated next, is also explained in depth
in the Reliability textbook by Leemis3.
After reading ball bearing failure times (in millions of revolutions) into the vector ballbearing, crplot is
called using arguments for the Weibull distribution, and a level of significance  to yield a 
confidence region.
library(conf)
ballbearing <- c(17.88, 28.92, 33.00, 41.52, 42.12, 45.60, 48.48, 51.84,
                 51.96, 54.12, 55.56, 67.80, 68.64, 68.64, 68.88, 84.12,
                 93.12, 98.64, 105.12, 105.84, 127.92, 128.04, 173.40)
crplot(dataset = ballbearing, alpha = 0.05, distn = "weibull") 
#> [1] "Confidence region plot complete; made using 102 boundary points."
α = 0.05 95%
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Appendix E
crplot Vignette (2 of 2)
This is the second of two crplot vignettes made publicly available through CRAN.
It serves to illustrate advanced features of the confidence region plot algorithm and
its accompanying syntax for use in the R package conf.
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crplot Advanced Options
Christopher Weld ceweld@email.wm.edu, Lawrence Leemis leemis@math.wm.edu
2018-12-15
Introduction
This is the second of two vignettes on the crplot function. It details advanced features which are helpful
when troubleshooting plot issues, focusing on its jump-center algorithm parameters. For a basic
comprehensive summary of crplot usage, please reference the first vignette titled crplot (users should
familiarize with it prior to viewing this vignette). Both vignettes are available via links on the conf package
webpage.
The crplot function generates a two-dimensional confidence region plot for the specified two-parameter
parametric distribution, fitted to a dataset. Details of the crplot algorithm are available in its
corresponding publication1.
Jump-Center Components
A jump-center is necessary to plot confidence region boundary points that are inaccessible via the radial
profile technique (plotting algorithm of crplot) because a line joining them to the MLE crosses the
confidence region boundary multiple times. The jump-center algorithm “repairs” the inaccessible region
by providing an alternate point-of-reference (or alternate “center-point”, hence its name) from which to
execute the radial profile plotting technique. See crplot vignette 1 of 2 for additional details.
Many advanced crplot options involve customizing its jump-center parameters. Before exploring those
methods, it is first important to familiarize with jump-center components. The plot annotations below will
aid in those definitions.
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confidence region boundary). For example, consider an  versus a  confidence region (or
levels of significance of  and , respectively). The  confidence region is smaller; its
boundary is inside that of the  region and represents a “jump-uphill” measure of  (in level
of significance). The default parameterization for jump-uphill is .
Plot errors
Plot issues using crplot are relatively uncommon, but possible. Certain datasets and/or distributions
pose greater plot challenges than others. In particular, small datasets and/or heavily censored datasets
can result in unusual (strong deviations from elliptical, even to the point of non-convex) shapes, making
their boundary di!cult to map using the radial profile log likelihood technique2 employed by crplot.
When the crplot algorithm is stretched beyond its default limitations, adjusting a series of optional
arguments can further extend its practical reach. Optional arguments in the crplot function enable
algorithm customization, which is often enough to overcome plot issues when they arise.
Example
This heavily right-censored example produces a particularly challenging confidence region shape,
enabling us to illustrate a suite of optional arguments available to its user to customize the crplot
algorithm. Understanding the impact of optional argument adjustments will facilitate their use elsewhere
when appropriate.
Heavily Right-Censored Dataset
Bearing cage fracture data is taken from Abernethy et. al. (1983)3. Among 1703 samples there are six
observed failures. The remaining 1697 right-censored samples occur over a variety of right-censored
values between 50–2050 hours. Both data subsets are given below with the variables bc_obs and bc_cen,
respectively.
bc_obs <- c(230, 334, 423, 990, 1009, 1510)
bc_cen <- c(rep(50, 288), rep(150, 148), rep(250, 124), rep(350, 111), rep(450, 106),
               rep(550, 99), rep(650, 110), rep(750, 114), rep(850, 119), rep(950, 
127),
               rep(1050, 123), rep(1150, 93), rep(1250, 47), rep(1350, 41), rep(1450, 
27),
               rep(1550, 11), rep(1650, 6), rep(1850, 1), rep(2050, 2))
bc <- c(bc_obs, bc_cen)
cen <- c(rep(1, length(bc_obs)), rep(0, length(bc_cen)))
print(length(bc))
#> [1] 1703
Default Confidence Region Results
Confidence regions corresponding to a variety of parametric distributions for this heavily right-censored
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jumpR stores the left (with perspective taken from the jump-center location towards its inaccessible
region) confidence region boundary point bordering its inaccessible region.
Seeing its jump-center location enables a targeted strategy—using the optional arguments given next—to
improve the plot when necessary.
Adjusting Optional Arguments





Optional argument adjustments can be applied separately or in combination, each serving a unique
purpose. Combinations of jumpshift and/or jumpuphill are the recommended first option to address plot
regions that remain inaccessible to its jump-center.
The fourth quadrant repairs (with respect to the MLE) of the aforementioned example will illustrate optional
argument uses below since they are more easily visible than its second quadrant repairs.
 jumpuphill
Increasing this optional argument from its default value, jumpuphill = min(alpha, 0.01), moves the
jump-center nearer the MLE and further from its confidence region boundary. Doing so in our example will
enable the fourth quadrant jump-center to achieve a better line-of-sight to the bottom portion of its
confidence region (where a perceived lack of plot points appears problematic).
crplot(bc, alpha = 0.1, distn = "gamma", cen = cen, jumpuphill = 0.1, showjump = TRUE)
#> [1] "Confidence region plot complete; made using 277 boundary points."
∘
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returns when this numeric method fails. Failures can occur due-to, or despite uniroot parameters upper
and lower properly bracketing the confidence region (uniroot solves using a bisection method). This
typically occurs under the most challenging plot circumstance such as heavily censored and/or small
sample sizes, or scales that approach the limits of R’s finite precision arithmetic.
Good options to troubleshoot this error include: increasing alpha, setting repair = FALSE, and adjusting
the jumpshift and/or jumpuphill parameters. Increasing alpha is e"ective because it reduces the
confidence region size, and this is can remedy uniroot upper-bound issues. The latter two are e"ective
options because both influence the jump-center repairs algorithm. The jump-center repairs algorithm is
usually the source of uniroot errors since it addresses the most “extreme” corners of the confidence
region plot, where uniroot numeric issues tend to occur. Setting repair = FALSE may enable return of a
working-copy of the confidence region (complete with exception of its radially inaccessible regions). To
attain a complete confidence region, adjusting jumpshift and/or jumpuphill inherently will assign its
jump-center a di"erent location, from where its uniroot calculations may not experience similar numeric
di!culties.
The example below demonstrates circumstance resulting in a plot error, and attainable solutions using the
strategy described above.
# crplot is unable to plot this 98% confidence region 
crplot(dataset = c(1.5, 2), alpha = 0.01, distn = "invgauss")
#> [1] "---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----"   
#> [1] "R uniroot failure searching for confidence region boundary---challenging 
parameters and/or shape."   
#> [1] "Unable to produce a confidence region for the given sample and/or 
parameterization.   "   
#> [1] "---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----"
The three troubleshooting options given above are illustrated next. For this example, each successfully
produces a confidence region plot.
# a plot without jump-center repairs is attainable, but its 3rd and 4th quadrants, 
# relative to the MLE, are in need of jump-center repairs
crplot(dataset = c(1.5, 2), alpha = 0.01, distn = "invgauss", repair = FALSE, 
       sf = c(3, 3), main = "without repairs")
#> [1] "Confidence region plot complete; made using 131 boundary points."
# a complete plot is returned by increasing alpha to values >= 0.03 
crplot(dataset = c(1.5, 2), alpha = 0.05, distn = "invgauss", main = "95% CR", 
       sf = c(3, 3))
#> [1] "Confidence region plot complete; made using 276 boundary points."
# adjusting jumpshift and jumpuphill parameters
x <- crplot(dataset = c(1.5, 2), alpha = 0.02, "invgauss", jumpinfo = TRUE, 
       sf = c(3, 3), jumpshift = 0.1, jumpuphill = 0.001, main = "98% CR")
#> [1] "Confidence region plot complete; made using 234 boundary points."
plot(c(x$mu, x$mu[1]), c(x$lambda, x$lambda[1]), type = "l", axes = FALSE, xlab = 
expression(mu), 
     ylab = expression(lambda), main = "98% CR")
axis(side = 1, at = format(range(x$mu), digits = 3))
axis(side = 2, at = format(range(x$lambda), digits = 3))




This is a coversim vignette made publicly available through CRAN. It serves as an
introduction to the confidence region plot algorithm and its accompanying syntax
for use in the R package conf.
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coversim
Christopher Weld ceweld@email.wm.edu, Lawrence Leemis leemis@math.wm.edu
2019-02-27
Introduction
The coversim function performs coverage simulations for two-dimensional confidence region plots, and is part
of the conf package. It is capable of performing numerous simulation iterations (or replications) in a single
command.
Each trial within the coversim function uses a random dataset with user-specified parameters (default), or a user
specified dataset matrix. Each trial identifies if a point of interest (either the population parameters or a user
specified point) is within or outside of the confidence region.
The coversim function returns the number of replications completed, replications containing the point of interest
within the confidence region, and if any replications resulted in an error. Errors are uncommon but occur when 
crplot is unable to plot the confidence region, typically due challenging confidence region size (when alpha ~ 0)
and/or shape (small sample sizes, e.g., two or three samples to estimate a two-parameter univariate probability
model).
Methodology
The coversim function calls the crplot function (also in the conf package) in each of its trials. The crplot
function plots a confidence region corresponding to the random (default) or user specified dataset (using the
optional argument dataset). It then leverages the pnt.in.poly function from the SDMTools package to
determine if the confidence region covers or misses the point of interest (meaning the point is or is not
contained within its enclosed area). It prints a summary of the results (replications by total number, covered, and
errors) to the console upon completion, with the option to return and store additional data.
Installation Instructions
The coversim function is accessible following installation of the conf package:
install.packages("conf")
library(conf)
Examples: a single coversim trial
The crplot function is first shown below before demonstrating the coversim function. The confidence region for
10 random variates from a normal  is plot using:
library(conf)
set.seed(1)
crplot(rnorm(10, mean = 5, sd = 10), alpha = 0.1, distn = "norm")
(μ = 5, σ = 10)
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argument.
# Note: due to its long runtime, plot results pictured below were imported (patched together 
from several days of recording).  Code producing analogous (but not identical) results is 
none-the-less given here:
reps <- 10000                       # 10,000 iterations per parameterization
n1 <- c(3, 5, 10)                   # sample sizes to assess
a1 <- seq(0.99, 0.01, by = -0.01)   # alpha values to assess n = c(3, 5, 10)
a2 <- seq(0.9,  0.1,  by = -0.1)    # alpha values to assess n = 100
x1 <- coversim(alpha = a1, distn = "weibull", n = n1,  iter = reps, kappa = 3, lambda = 1/2, 
info = TRUE)
x2 <- coversim(alpha = a2, distn = "weibull", n = 100, iter = reps, kappa = 3, lambda = 1/2, 
info = TRUE)
index3 <- which(x1$nlab == 3)
index5 <- which(x1$nlab == 5)
index10 <- which(x1$nlab == 10)
# make a custom plot with results stored in the lists x1 and x2
par(xpd = TRUE)
plot(1 - x2$alab, x2$coverage, xlim = c(0, 1), ylim = c(0, 1), axes = FALSE, pch = 16, cex = 
0.3, col = "forestgreen", xlab = "nominal coverage", ylab = "actual coverage")
title(main = "Weibull(kappa = 3, lambda = 0.5) \n Coverage Results for Various Sample \n 
Sizes and Nominal Coverages \n (iter = 10,000 per datapoint)", cex.main = 0.92)
points(1-x1$alab[index3], x1$coverage[index3], col = "red", pch = 16, cex = 0.3)    # n = 3
points(1-x1$alab[index5], x1$coverage[index5], col = "orange", pch = 16, cex = 0.3) # n = 5
points(1-x1$alab[index10], x1$coverage[index10], col = "blue", pch = 16, cex = 0.3) # n = 10
lines(c(0, 1), c(0, 1), lty = 1, col = "gray70")
axis(side = 1, at = seq(0, 1, by = 0.2), labels = TRUE)
axis(side = 2, at = seq(0, 1, by = 0.2), labels = TRUE)
legend(0.02, 0.98, legend = rev(c("n = 100", "n = 10", "n = 5", "n = 3", "nominal coverage = 
actual coverage")), pch = rev(c(16, 16, 16, 16, NA)), col = c("black", "red", "orange", 
"blue", "forestgreen"), lty = rev(c(NA, NA, NA, NA, 1)), cex = 0.5, y.intersp = 1.5, box.col 
= NA, bg = NA, pt.lwd = 0.4)
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This appendix contains excerpts from the conf manual with content relevant to its
crplot and coversim functions, which are highlighted in Chapter 6. Pages 3–8 of
the manual—containing the binomTest, binomTestCoverage, binomTestCoveragePlot,
and binomTestEnsemble functions—do not appear in this appendix. The page num-
bers corresponding to the manual appear after (below) the appendix page numbers.





Title Visualization and Analysis of Statistical Measures of Confidence
Version 1.5.0
Maintainer Christopher Weld <ceweld@email.wm.edu>
Imports graphics, stats, statmod, STAR, SDMTools, fitdistrplus
Description Enables: (1) plotting two-dimensional confidence regions, (2) coverage analysis
of confidence region simulations and (3) calculating confidence intervals and the associated
actual coverage for binomial proportions. Each is given in greater detail next.
(1) Plots the two-dimensional confidence region for probability distribution parameters
(supported distribution suffixes: cauchy, gamma, invgauss, logis, llogis, lnorm, norm, unif,
weibull) corresponding to a user-given complete or right-censored dataset and level of
significance. The crplot() algorithm plots more points in areas of greater curvature to
ensure a smooth appearance throughout the confidence region boundary. An alternative
heuristic plots a specified number of points at roughly uniform intervals along its boundary.
Both heuristics build upon the radial profile log-likelihood ratio technique for plotting
confidence regions given by Jaeger (2016) <doi:10.1080/00031305.2016.1182946>.
(2) Performs confidence region coverage simulations for a random sample drawn from a user-
specified parametric population distribution, or for a user-specified dataset and point of
interest with coversim(). (3) Calculates confidence interval bounds for a binomial
proportion with binomTest(), calculates the actual coverage with binomTestCoverage(), and
plots the actual coverage with binomTestCoveragePlot(). Calculates confidence interval
bounds for the binomial proportion using an ensemble of constituent confidence intervals
with binomTestEnsemble().
Depends R (>= 3.2.0)
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Date/Publication 2018-12-15 22:50:03 UTC
R topics documented:
binomTest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
binomTestCoverage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
binomTestCoveragePlot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
binomTestEnsemble . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
conf . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
coversim . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
crplot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
Index 20
binomTest Confidence Intervals for Binomial Proportions
Description








x number of successes
alpha significance level for confidence interval
intervalType type of confidence interval used; either "Clopper-Pearson", "Wald", "Wilson-
Score", "Jeffreys", "Agresti-Coull", "Arcsine", or "Blaker"





1. confidence region plots in two-dimensions corresponding to a user given dataset, level of
significance, and parametric probability distribution (supported distribution suffixes: gamma,
invgauss, llogis, lnorm, norm, unif, weibull),
2. coverage simulations (if a point of interest is within or outside of a confidence region bound-
ary) for either random samples drawn from a user-specified parametric distribution or for a
user-specified dataset and point of interest, and
3. calculating confidence intervals and the associated actual coverage for binomial proportions.
Request from authors: Please properly cite any use of this package. Additionally, we welcome
and appreciate your feedback and insights as to how this resource is being leveraged to improve
whatever it is you do. Please include your name and adedemic and/or business affiliation in your
correspondance.
Details
This package includes the functions:
• confidence region plots: crplot,
• confidence region coverage analysis: coversim,
• confidence intervals for binomial proportions: binomTest,
• actual coverage calculation for binomial proportions: binomTestCoverage,
• coverage plots for binomial proportions: binomTestCoveragePlot, and
• ensemble confidence intervals for binomial proportions: binomTestEnsemble.
Vignettes
The CRAN website https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=conf contains links for vignettes on the
crplot and coversim functions.
Acknowledgments
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Author(s)
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coversim Confidence Region Coverage
Description
Creates a confidence region and determines coverage results for a corresponding point of interest. It-
erates through a user specified number of trials. Each trial uses a random dataset with user-specified
parameters (default) or a user specified dataset matrix ('n' samples per column, 'iter' columns)
and returns the corresponding actual coverage results. See the CRAN website https://CRAN.R-





















sf = c(5, 5),


















delay = 0 )
Arguments
alpha significance level; scalar or vector; resulting plot illustrates a 100(1 - alpha)%
confidence region.
distn distribution to fit the dataset to; accepted values: 'cauchy', 'gamma', 'invgauss',
'logis', 'llogis', 'lnorm', 'norm', 'unif', 'weibull'.
n trial sample size (producing each confidence region); scalar or vector; needed if
a dataset is not given.
iter iterations (or replications) of individual trials per parameterization; needed if a
dataset is not given.
dataset a 'n' x 'iter' matrix of dataset values, or a vector of length 'n' (for a single
iteration).
point coverage is assessed relative to this point.
seed random number generator seed.
a distribution parameter (when applicable).
b distribution parameter (when applicable).
kappa distribution parameter (when applicable).
lambda distribution parameter (when applicable).
mu distribution parameter (when applicable).
s distribution parameter (when applicable).
sigma distribution parameter (when applicable).
theta distribution parameter (when applicable).
heuristic numeric value selecting method for plotting: 0 for elliptic-oriented point distri-
bution, and 1 for smoothing boundary search heuristic.
maxdeg maximum angle tolerance between consecutive plot segments in degrees.
ellipse_n number of roughly equidistant confidence region points to plot using the elliptic-
oriented point distribution (must be a multiple of four because its algorithm
exploits symmetry in the quadrants of an ellipse).
pts displays confidence region boundary points if TRUE (applies to confidence region
plots when showplot = TRUE).
mlelab logical argument to include the maximum likelihood estimate coordinate point
(default is TRUE, applies to confidence region plots when showplot = TRUE).
sf significant figures in axes labels specified using sf = c(x, y), where x and y
represent the optional digits argument in the R function round as it pertains the
horizontal and vertical labels.
mar specifies margin values for par(mar = c( )) (see mar in par).
xlab string specifying the x axis label (applies to confidence region plots when showplot = TRUE).
ylab string specifying the y axis label (applies to confidence region plots when showplot = TRUE).
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main string specifying the plot title (applies to confidence region plots when showplot = TRUE).
xlas numeric in 0, 1, 2, 3 specifying the style of axis labels (see las in par, applies
to confidence region plots when showplot = TRUE).
ylas numeric in 0, 1, 2, 3 specifying the style of axis labels (see las in par, applies
to confidence region plots when showplot = TRUE).
origin logical argument to include the plot origin (applies to confidence region plots
when showplot = TRUE).
xlim two element vector containing horizontal axis minimum and maximum values
(applies to confidence region plots when showplot = TRUE).
ylim two element vector containing vertical axis minimum and maximum values (ap-
plies to confidence region plots when showplot = TRUE).
tol the uniroot parameter specifying its required accuracy.
info logical argument to return coverage information in a list; includes alpha value(s),
n value(s), coverage and error results per iteration, and returnsamp and/or
returnquant when requested.
returnsamp logical argument; if TRUE returns random samples used in a matrix with n rows,
iter cols.
returnquant logical argument; if TRUE returns random quantiles used in a matrix with n rows,
iter cols.
repair logical argument to repair regions inaccessible using a radial angle from its MLE
(multiple root azimuths).
showplot logical argument specifying if each coverage trial produces a plot.
delay numeric value of delay (in seconds) between trials so its plot can be seen (applies
when showplot = TRUE).
Details
Parameterizations for supported distributions are given following the default axes convention in use





inverse Gaussian µ λ
log logistic λ κ





Each respective distribution is defined below.
• The Cauchy distribution for the real-numbered location parameter a, scale parameter s, and x
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is a real number, has the probability density function
1/(sπ(1 + ((x− a)/s)2)).
• The gamma distribution for shape parameter κ > 0, scale parameter θ > 0, and x > 0, has
the probability density function
1/(Gamma(κ)θκ)x(κ−1)exp(−x/θ).




• The log logistic distribution for scale parameter λ > 0, shape parameter κ > 0, and x ≥ 0,
has a probability density function
(κλ)(xλ)(κ−1)/(1 + (λx)κ)2.
• The log normal distribution for the real-numbered mean µ of the logarithm, standard deviation




• The logistic distribution for the real-numbered location parameter µ, scale parameter σ, and x
is a real number, has the probability density function
(1/σ)exp((x− µ)/σ)(1 + exp((x− µ)/σ))−2
• The normal distribution for the real-numbered mean µ, standard deviation σ > 0, and x is a




• The uniform distribution for real-valued parameters a and b where a < b and a ≤ x ≤ b, has
the probability density function
1/(b− a).
• The Weibull distribution for scale parameter λ > 0, shape parameter κ > 0, and x > 0, has
the probability density function
κ(λκ)x(κ−1)exp(−(λx)κ).
Value
If the optional argument info = TRUE is included then a list of coverage results is returned.
That list includes alpha value(s), n value(s), coverage and error results per iteration. Addition-
ally, returnsamp = TRUE and/or returnquant = TRUE will result in an n row, iter column
maxtix of sample and/or sample cdf values.







Weld, C., Loh, A., Leemis, L. (in press), "Plotting Likelihood-Ratio Based Confidence Regions for




## assess actual coverage at various alpha = {0.5, 0.1} given n = 30 samples, completing
## 10 trials per parameterization (iter) for a normal(mean = 2, sd = 3) rv
coversim(alpha = c(0.5, 0.1), "norm", n = 30, iter = 10, mu = 2, sigma = 3)
## show plots for 5 iterations of 30 samples each from a Weibull(2, 3)
coversim(0.5, "weibull", n = 30, iter = 5, lambda = 1.5, kappa = 0.5, showplot = TRUE,
origin = TRUE)
crplot Plotting Two-Dimensional Confidence Regions
Description
Plots the two-dimensional confidence region for probability distribution parameters (supported dis-
tribution suffixes: cauchy, gamma, invgauss, lnorm, llogis, logis, norm, unif, weibull) corresponding
to a user given complete or right-censored dataset and level of significance. See the CRAN website
https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=conf for a link to two crplot vignettes.
Usage
crplot(dataset, alpha, distn,







mar = c(4, 4.5, 2, 1.5),
xyswap = FALSE,
xlab = "",















jumpuphill = min(alpha, 0.01),
jumpinfo = FALSE,
showjump = FALSE,
showplot = TRUE )
Arguments
dataset a 1 x n vector of dataset values.
alpha significance level; resulting plot illustrates a 100(1 - alpha)% confidence region.
distn distribution to fit the dataset to; accepted values: 'cauchy', 'gamma', 'invgauss',
'logis', 'llogis', 'lnorm', 'norm', 'unif', 'weibull'.
cen a vector of binary values specifying if the corresponding data values are right-
censored (0), or observed (1, default); its length must match length(dataset).
heuristic numeric value selecting method for plotting: 0 for elliptic-oriented point distri-
bution, and 1 for smoothing boundary search heuristic.
maxdeg maximum angle tolerance between consecutive plot segments in degrees.
ellipse_n number of roughly equidistant confidence region points to plot using the elliptic-
oriented point distribution (must be a multiple of four because its algorithm
exploits symmetry in the quadrants of an ellipse).
pts displays confidence region boundary points identified if TRUE.
mlelab logical argument to include the maximum likelihood estimate coordinate point
(default is TRUE).
sf significant figures in axes labels specified using sf = c(x, y), where x and y
represent the optional digits argument in the R function round as it pertains to
the horizontal and vertical labels.
mar specifies margin values for par(mar = c( )) (see mar in par).
xyswap logical argument to switch the axes that the distribution parameter are shown.
xlab string specifying the x axis label.
ylab string specifying the y axis label.
main string specifying the plot title.
xlas numeric in 0, 1, 2, 3 specifying the style of axis labels (see las in par).
ylas numeric in 0, 1, 2, 3 specifying the style of axis labels (see las in par).
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origin logical argument to include the plot origin (default is FALSE).
xlim two element vector containing horizontal axis minimum and maximum values.
ylim two element vector containing vertical axis minimum and maximum values.
tol the uniroot parameter specifying its required accuracy.
info logical argument to return plot information: MLE prints to screen; (x, y) plot
point coordinates and corresponding phi angles (with respect to MLE) are re-
turned as a list.
maxcount integer value specifying the number of smoothing search iterations before ter-
minating with maxdeg not met.
repair logical argument to repair regions inaccessible using a radial angle from its MLE
due to multiple roots at select φ angles.
jumpshift see vignette "conf Advanced Options" for details; location (as a fractional value
between 0 and 1) along the vertical or horizontal "gap" (near an uncharted re-
gion) to locate a jump-center toward; can be either a scalar value (uniformly
applied to all jump-centers) or vector of length four (with unique values for its
respective quadrants, relative to the MLE).
jumpuphill see vignette "conf Advanced Options" for details; significance level increase to
alpha for the jump-center (corresponds to an "uphill" location on its likelihood
function); can be either a scalar value (uniformly applied to all jump-centers) or
vector of length four (with unique values for its respective quadrants, relative to
the MLE).
jumpinfo logical argument to return plot info (see info argument) and jump-center info;
returned within ‘repair‘ attribute are jumpuphill value, jumpshift value, "|" or
"-" gap type, jump-center(s) coordinates, and coordinates of points left & right
of the inaccessible region.
showjump logical argument specifying if jump-center repair reference points appear on the
confidence region plot.
showplot logical argument specifying if a plot is output; altering from its default of TRUE
is only logical assuming crplot is run for its data only (see the info argument).
Details
This function plots confidence regions for a variety of two-parameter distributions. It requires:
• a vector of dataset values,
• the level of significance (alpha), and
• a distribution to fit the data to.
Plots display according to probability density function parameterization given later in this section.
Two heuristics (and their associated combination) are available to plot confidence regions. Along
with their descriptions, they are:
1. Smoothing Boundary Search Heuristic (default). This heuristic plots more points in areas of
greater curvature to ensure a smooth appearance throughout the confidence region boundary.
Its maxdeg parameter specifies the maximum tolerable angle between three successive points.
Lower values of maxdeg result in smoother plots, and its default value of 5 degrees provides
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adequate smoothing in most circumstances. Values of maxdeg ≤ 3 are not recommended due
to their complicating implications to trigonometric numerical approximations near 0 and 1;
their use may result in plot errors.
2. Elliptic-Oriented Point Distribution. This heuristic allows the user to specify a number of
points to plot along the confidence region boundary at roughly uniform intervals. Its name is
derived from the technique it uses to choose these points—an extension of the Steiner gen-
eration of a non-degenerate conic section, also known as the parallelogram method—which
identifies points along an ellipse that are approximately equidistant. To exploit the computa-
tional benefits of ellipse symmetry over its four quadrants, ellipse_n value must be divisible
by four.
By default, crplot implements the smoothing boundary search heuristic. Alternatively, the user
can plot using the elliptic-oriented point distribution algorithm, or a combination of them both.
Combining the two techniques initializes the plot using the elliptic-oriented point distribution algo-
rithm, and then subsequently populates additional points in areas of high curvature (those outside of
the maximum angle tolerance parameterization) in accordance with the smoothing boundary search
heuristic. This combination results when the smoothing boundary search heuristic is specified in
conjunction with an ellipse_n value greater than four.
Both of the aforementioned heuristics use a radial profile log likelihood function to identify points
along the confidence region boundary. It cuts the log likelihood function in a directional azimuth
from its MLE, and locates the associated confidence region boundary point using the asymptotic
results associated with the ratio test statistic −2[logL(θ)− logL(θhat)] which converges in distri-
bution to the chi-square distribution with two degrees of freedom (for a two parameter distribution).





inverse Gaussian µ λ
log logistic λ κ





where each respective distribution is defined below.
• The Cauchy distribution for the real-numbered location parameter a, scale parameter s, and x
is a real number, has the probability density function
1/(sπ(1 + ((x− a)/s)2)).
• The gamma distribution for shape parameter κ > 0, scale parameter θ > 0, and x > 0, has
the probability density function
1/(Gamma(κ)θκ)x(κ−1)exp(−x/θ).
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• The log logistic distribution for scale parameter λ > 0, shape parameter κ > 0, and x ≥ 0,
has a probability density function
(κλ)(xλ)(κ−1)/(1 + (λx)κ)2.
• The log normal distribution for the real-numbered mean µ of the logarithm, standard deviation




• The logistic distribution for the real-numbered location parameter µ, scale parameter σ, and x
is a real number, has the probability density function
(1/σ)exp((x− µ)/σ)(1 + exp((x− µ)/σ))−2
• The normal distribution for the real-numbered mean µ, standard deviation σ > 0, and x is a




• The uniform distribution for real-valued parameters a and b where a < b and a ≤ x ≤ b, has
the probability density function
1/(b− a).
• The Weibull distribution for scale parameter λ > 0, shape parameter κ > 0, and x > 0, has
the probability density function
κ(λκ)x(κ−1)exp(−(λx)κ).
Value






Jaeger, A. (2016), "Computation of Two- and Three-Dimensional Confidence Regions with the
Likelihood Ratio", The American Statistician, 49, 48–53.
Weld, C., Loh, A., Leemis, L. (in press), "Plotting Likelihood-Ratio Based Confidence Regions for
Two-Parameter Univariate Probability Models", The American Statistician.






## plot the 95% confidence region for Weibull shape and scale parameters
## corresponding to the given ballbearing dataset
ballbearing <- c(17.88, 28.92, 33.00, 41.52, 42.12, 45.60, 48.48, 51.84,
51.96, 54.12, 55.56, 67.80, 68.64, 68.64, 68.88, 84.12,
93.12, 98.64, 105.12, 105.84, 127.92, 128.04, 173.40)
crplot(dataset = ballbearing, distn = "weibull", alpha = 0.05)
## repeat this plot using the elliptic-oriented point distribution heuristic
crplot(dataset = ballbearing, distn = "weibull", alpha = 0.05,
heuristic = 0, ellipse_n = 80)
## combine the two heuristics, compensating any elliptic-oriented point verticies whose apparent
## angles > 6 degrees with additional points, and expand the plot area to include the origin
crplot(dataset = ballbearing, distn = "weibull", alpha = 0.05,
maxdeg = 6, ellipse_n = 80, origin = TRUE)
## next use the inverse Gaussian distribution and show no plot points
crplot(dataset = ballbearing, distn = "invgauss", alpha = 0.05,
pts = FALSE)












































































































coversim, 9, 10, 19
crplot, 9, 14, 14
dbinom, 3, 4, 7
par, 11, 12, 15
round, 11, 15




An example coversim simulation launch-file is below. It illustrates packing eight
jobs onto a node on the Hurricane / Whirlwind (specified with x5672) subclusters of
the William & Mary SciClone High Performance Computing platform. Its R script
(sciclone_coversim_n_input.R, also in Appendix H) accepts the sample size n from the
console, shown here using n = 5, 10, 15, . . . , 40. Output is written to corresponding
files given by wnNNa01_v1rep1mil.\$PBS_JOBID, where NN is a placeholder for sample








Rscript sciclone_coversim_n_input.R 5 > wn05a01_v1rep1mil.\$PBS_JOBID &
Rscript sciclone_coversim_n_input.R 10 > wn10a01_v1rep1mil.\$PBS_JOBID &
Rscript sciclone_coversim_n_input.R 15 > wn15a01_v1rep1mil.\$PBS_JOBID &
Rscript sciclone_coversim_n_input.R 20 > wn20a01_v1rep1mil.\$PBS_JOBID &
Rscript sciclone_coversim_n_input.R 25 > wn25a01_v1rep1mil.\$PBS_JOBID &
Rscript sciclone_coversim_n_input.R 30 > wn30a01_v1rep1mil.\$PBS_JOBID &
Rscript sciclone_coversim_n_input.R 35 > wn35a01_v1rep1mil.\$PBS_JOBID &
Rscript sciclone_coversim_n_input.R 40 > wn40a01_v1rep1mil.\$PBS_JOBID &
wait
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The aforementioned launch-file calls the R file sciclone_coversim_n_input.R,
which is given below.
# sciClone coversim simulations
# note: this simulation file accepts the sample size, n, within its call from the
# command prompt (or SciClone launchfile). Analogous files exist which
# accept significance level (alpha) and version number (this_version) as inputs
########################################################
# store command prompt user input as "cmdinput" (later assigned to alpha)




n <- as.numeric(cmdinput) # input from launchfile to govern number of samples
mult <- 2 # multiplier for # reps and ’seed =’ value
this_version <- 1 # version number (addseed is 1 less than version #)
alpha <- 0.01 # significance level





# Determine seed using format: nnaamv, where...
# nn = n value (sample size)
# aa = alpha, given as 2 digits 0.aa (i.e. alpha = 0.01 represented as aa = 01)
# m = repetitions in millions
# v = version (for successive trials with same # of millions of repetitions)
this_seed <- n * 10000 + 100 * (alpha * 100) + 10 * mult + this_version
########################################################
# run simulations and output results to screen
library(tictoc)
library(conf)
tic("totaltime") # start clock on total runtime
x <- suppressWarnings(coversim(alpha = alpha, distn = distribution,
n = n, iter = reps,
lambda = 1, kappa = 1, # weibull, llogis
#mu = 1, sigma = 1, # norm









toc() # stop clock on simulation
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Appendix I
Exact Coverage Probability Tables
Tables I.1–I.6 were assembled using the high performance computing (HPC) facili-
ties at The College of William & Mary which were provided by contributions from
the National Science Foundation, the Commonwealth of Virginia Equipment Trust
Fund, and the Office of Naval Research (High Performance Computing Team, 2019).
Appendix H presents code necessary to collect these results. Run in series, they rep-
resent 4.5 billion simulation replications over 19.4 years of runtime, however, packed
jobs run in parallel with the aforementioned HPC support enabled their assembly
within a six-month period. This notable computational expense is worthwhile con-
sidering each respective distribution within this appendix—the Weibull, normal, and
log-logistic—support GQRS as per Definition 1 and therefore serve as a universal
reference within their respective distributions in accordance with Conjecture 2.
Although simulation results for 20 million replications produce roughly three-
digit accuracy in their corresponding coverage probability estimate, complete re-
sults in this appendix provide a clearer picture of that point estimate. Columns
in Tables I.1–I.6, in order of their appearance, are: the sample size n, the level of
significance α, the Monte Carlo simulation actual coverage value (a coverage point
estimate), 95% confidence interval bounds surrounding the coverage point estimate,
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and the number of covered Monte Carlo simulation replications along with the cor-
responding total number of replications. Confidence interval bounds are generated
according to Blaker (2000).
When greater than one error in 10, 000 was reported then results were voided as
unreliable with a “-” appearing in the corresponding table location, an event occur-
ring exclusively for the log-logistic distribution when both n and α were small due
challenging confidence region shapes assumed in within that range. This precau-
tion is taken despite categorical evidence that coversim errors occur mostly under
relatively “extreme” random samples—i.e. those containing outliers from extraor-
dinarily small or large quantiles of the distribution—which tend to miss coverage
if and when no coversim error ensues. An illustration of this tendency is shown
in Figure I.1. Figure 8.12 (bottom) also illustrates QRS tendency to miss coverage








Figure I.1: Actual coverage results from coversim with n = 2 Weibull(λ, κ) samples
at a significance level α = 0.05; errors tend to coincide with the “fringe” regions of
the QSR feasible region that typically do not achieve coverage.
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95% confidence interval
n α coverage lower upper covered reps
4 0.01 0.96813145 0.96805538 0.96820739 19362629 2e+07
4 0.05 0.89528440 0.89515113 0.89541756 17905688 2e+07
4 0.10 0.82390860 0.82374260 0.82407451 16478172 2e+07
4 0.15 0.76130110 0.76111516 0.76148686 15226022 2e+07
4 0.20 0.70354590 0.70334664 0.70374500 14070918 2e+07
5 0.01 0.97491350 0.97484587 0.97498100 19498270 2e+07
5 0.05 0.90955215 0.90942736 0.90967682 18191043 2e+07
5 0.10 0.84278945 0.84263085 0.84294795 16855789 2e+07
5 0.15 0.78229525 0.78211532 0.78247510 15645905 2e+07
5 0.20 0.72582845 0.72563389 0.72602295 14516569 2e+07
6 0.01 0.97838140 0.97831857 0.97844409 19567628 2e+07
6 0.05 0.91806025 0.91794096 0.91817942 18361205 2e+07
6 0.10 0.85389840 0.85374453 0.85405217 17077968 2e+07
6 0.15 0.79511275 0.79493679 0.79528862 15902255 2e+07
6 0.20 0.73985010 0.73965877 0.74004136 14797002 2e+07
7 0.01 0.98054810 0.98048848 0.98060758 19610962 2e+07
7 0.05 0.92366720 0.92355174 0.92378254 18473344 2e+07
7 0.10 0.86167525 0.86152487 0.86182553 17233505 2e+07
7 0.15 0.80394390 0.80377084 0.80411688 16078878 2e+07
7 0.20 0.74919720 0.74900816 0.74938616 14983944 2e+07
8 0.01 0.98213390 0.98207675 0.98219091 19642678 2e+07
8 0.05 0.92740810 0.92729530 0.92752078 18548162 2e+07
8 0.10 0.86700030 0.86685240 0.86714809 17340006 2e+07
8 0.15 0.81035855 0.81018767 0.81052934 16207171 2e+07
8 0.20 0.75600880 0.75582151 0.75619602 15120176 2e+07
9 0.01 0.98329625 0.98324099 0.98335137 19665925 2e+07
9 0.05 0.93034950 0.93023885 0.93046003 18606990 2e+07
9 0.10 0.87113315 0.87098723 0.87127896 17422663 2e+07
9 0.15 0.81507490 0.81490568 0.81524403 16301498 2e+07
9 0.20 0.76158625 0.76140044 0.76177199 15231725 2e+07
10 0.01 0.98412775 0.98407388 0.98418148 19682555 2e+07
10 0.05 0.93262310 0.93251415 0.93273192 18652462 2e+07
10 0.10 0.87422910 0.87408470 0.87437339 17484582 2e+07
10 0.15 0.81904215 0.81887436 0.81920985 16380843 2e+07
10 0.20 0.76551360 0.76532886 0.76569827 15310272 2e+07
Table I.1: Weibull distribution coverage simulation details (1 of 2).
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95% confidence interval
n α coverage lower upper covered reps
15 0.01 0.98633785 0.98628788 0.98638768 19726757 2e+07
15 0.05 0.93879960 0.93869546 0.93890361 18775992 2e+07
15 0.10 0.88342810 0.88328838 0.88356771 17668562 2e+07
15 0.15 0.82972370 0.82955985 0.82988736 16594474 2e+07
15 0.20 0.77743695 0.77725558 0.77761824 15548739 2e+07
20 0.01 0.98734695 0.98729887 0.98739489 19746939 2e+07
20 0.05 0.94181630 0.94171462 0.94191785 18836326 2e+07
20 0.10 0.88758865 0.88745113 0.88772605 17751773 2e+07
20 0.15 0.83495145 0.83478968 0.83511312 16699029 2e+07
20 0.20 0.78330550 0.78312587 0.78348504 15666110 2e+07
25 0.01 0.98797340 0.98792653 0.98802013 19759468 2e+07
25 0.05 0.94349030 0.94339001 0.94359046 18869806 2e+07
25 0.10 0.89024785 0.89011178 0.89038381 17804957 2e+07
25 0.15 0.83805630 0.83789577 0.83821673 16761126 2e+07
25 0.20 0.78675600 0.78657742 0.78693449 15735120 2e+07
30 0.01 0.98832405 0.98827788 0.98837008 19766481 2e+07
30 0.05 0.94459105 0.94449170 0.94469027 18891821 2e+07
30 0.10 0.89195575 0.89182062 0.89209077 17839115 2e+07
30 0.15 0.84012485 0.83996516 0.84028444 16802497 2e+07
30 0.20 0.78871990 0.78854193 0.78889779 15774398 2e+07
35 0.01 0.98857495 0.98852928 0.98862048 19771499 2e+07
35 0.05 0.94541180 0.94531315 0.94551032 18908236 2e+07
35 0.10 0.89302095 0.89288641 0.89315538 17860419 2e+07
35 0.15 0.84142080 0.84126164 0.84157987 16828416 2e+07
35 0.20 0.79025450 0.79007701 0.79043191 15805090 2e+07
40 0.01 0.98873545 0.98869010 0.98878066 19774709 2e+07
40 0.05 0.94600340 0.94590526 0.94610141 18920068 2e+07
40 0.10 0.89389100 0.89375694 0.89402494 17877820 2e+07
40 0.15 0.84241000 0.84225124 0.84256866 16848200 2e+07
40 0.20 0.79157055 0.79139347 0.79174755 15831411 2e+07
45 0.01 0.98886640 0.98882132 0.98891134 19777328 2e+07
45 0.05 0.94644110 0.94634334 0.94653873 18928822 2e+07
45 0.10 0.89452935 0.89439565 0.89466293 17890587 2e+07
45 0.15 0.84322220 0.84306378 0.84338052 16864444 2e+07
45 0.20 0.79257720 0.79240043 0.79275388 15851544 2e+07
50 0.01 0.98896540 0.98892052 0.98901014 19779308 2e+07
50 0.05 0.94680380 0.94670635 0.94690112 18936076 2e+07
50 0.10 0.89508435 0.89495096 0.89521762 17901687 2e+07
50 0.15 0.84417160 0.84401357 0.84432953 16883432 2e+07
50 0.20 0.79311415 0.79293755 0.79329066 15862283 2e+07
Table I.2: Weibull distribution coverage simulation details (2 of 2).
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95% confidence interval
n α coverage lower upper covered reps
4 0.01 0.96953510 0.96946069 0.96960938 19390702 2e+07
4 0.05 0.89732245 0.89719034 0.89745445 17946449 2e+07
4 0.10 0.82648165 0.82631661 0.82664659 16529633 2e+07
4 0.15 0.76403250 0.76384735 0.76421757 15280650 2e+07
4 0.20 0.70675010 0.70655153 0.70694861 14135002 2e+07
5 0.01 0.97572330 0.97565675 0.97578971 19514466 2e+07
5 0.05 0.91154360 0.91142007 0.91166701 18230872 2e+07
5 0.10 0.84501470 0.84485702 0.84517228 16900294 2e+07
5 0.15 0.78500925 0.78483014 0.78518828 15700185 2e+07
5 0.20 0.72873280 0.72853888 0.72892665 14574656 2e+07
6 0.01 0.97921970 0.97915809 0.97928117 19584394 2e+07
6 0.05 0.91965495 0.91953673 0.91977305 18393099 2e+07
6 0.10 0.85624205 0.85608921 0.85639478 17124841 2e+07
6 0.15 0.79780445 0.79762936 0.79797945 15956089 2e+07
6 0.20 0.74250665 0.74231596 0.74269727 14850133 2e+07
7 0.01 0.98130455 0.98124609 0.98136287 19626091 2e+07
7 0.05 0.92503545 0.92492095 0.92514982 18500709 2e+07
7 0.10 0.86372445 0.86357501 0.86387378 17274489 2e+07
7 0.15 0.80634185 0.80616960 0.80651402 16126837 2e+07
7 0.20 0.75175410 0.75156571 0.75194242 15035082 2e+07
8 0.01 0.98279225 0.98273616 0.98284820 19655845 2e+07
8 0.05 0.92878295 0.92867115 0.92889463 18575659 2e+07
8 0.10 0.86887655 0.86872954 0.86902345 17377531 2e+07
8 0.15 0.81264480 0.81247467 0.81281474 16252896 2e+07
8 0.20 0.75846435 0.75827771 0.75865092 15169287 2e+07
9 0.01 0.98369775 0.98364316 0.98375220 19673955 2e+07
9 0.05 0.93150815 0.93139836 0.93161781 18630163 2e+07
9 0.10 0.87280995 0.87266485 0.87295494 17456199 2e+07
9 0.15 0.81706260 0.81689409 0.81723102 16341252 2e+07
9 0.20 0.76334800 0.76316266 0.76353326 15266960 2e+07
10 0.01 0.98447425 0.98442097 0.98452739 19689485 2e+07
10 0.05 0.93374385 0.93363575 0.93385182 18674877 2e+07
10 0.10 0.87575990 0.87561626 0.87590343 17515198 2e+07
10 0.15 0.82075875 0.82059158 0.82092583 16415175 2e+07
10 0.20 0.76739420 0.76720997 0.76757835 15347884 2e+07
Table I.3: Normal distribution coverage simulation details (1 of 2).
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95% confidence interval
n α coverage lower upper covered reps
15 0.01 0.98661625 0.98656679 0.98666557 19732325 2e+07
15 0.05 0.93971525 0.93961185 0.93981852 18794305 2e+07
15 0.10 0.88435810 0.88421887 0.88449722 17687162 2e+07
15 0.15 0.83109545 0.83093217 0.83125863 16621909 2e+07
15 0.20 0.77886960 0.77868865 0.77905047 15577392 2e+07
20 0.01 0.98757105 0.98752340 0.98761856 19751421 2e+07
20 0.05 0.94242310 0.94232192 0.94252415 18848462 2e+07
20 0.10 0.88855300 0.88841600 0.88868988 17771060 2e+07
20 0.15 0.83619310 0.83603183 0.83635428 16723862 2e+07
20 0.20 0.78439315 0.78421385 0.78457237 15687863 2e+07
25 0.01 0.98811730 0.98807072 0.98816374 19762346 2e+07
25 0.05 0.94405625 0.94395644 0.94415593 18881125 2e+07
25 0.10 0.89093640 0.89080070 0.89107198 17818728 2e+07
25 0.15 0.83912065 0.83896055 0.83928065 16782413 2e+07
25 0.20 0.78759510 0.78741678 0.78777334 15751902 2e+07
30 0.01 0.98843675 0.98839080 0.98848256 19768735 2e+07
30 0.05 0.94503705 0.94493808 0.94513589 18900741 2e+07
30 0.10 0.89251600 0.89238118 0.89265071 17850320 2e+07
30 0.15 0.84089535 0.84073597 0.84105463 16817907 2e+07
30 0.20 0.78971890 0.78954124 0.78989648 15794378 2e+07
35 0.01 0.98872290 0.98867753 0.98876813 19774458 2e+07
35 0.05 0.94579030 0.94569197 0.94588850 18915806 2e+07
35 0.10 0.89367145 0.89353727 0.89380552 17873429 2e+07
35 0.15 0.84204465 0.84188574 0.84220346 16840893 2e+07
35 0.20 0.79112585 0.79094863 0.79130299 15822517 2e+07
40 0.01 0.98883890 0.98879376 0.98888390 19776778 2e+07
40 0.05 0.94634395 0.94624610 0.94644167 18926879 2e+07
40 0.10 0.89439125 0.89425747 0.89452491 17887825 2e+07
40 0.15 0.84312950 0.84297104 0.84328786 16862590 2e+07
40 0.20 0.79219080 0.79201391 0.79236760 15843816 2e+07
45 0.01 0.98894865 0.98890374 0.98899342 19778973 2e+07
45 0.05 0.94663605 0.94653846 0.94673351 18932721 2e+07
45 0.10 0.89508815 0.89495477 0.89522142 17901763 2e+07
45 0.15 0.84375600 0.84359780 0.84391410 16875120 2e+07
45 0.20 0.79308715 0.79291055 0.79326367 15861743 2e+07
50 0.01 0.98910405 0.98905946 0.98914850 19782081 2e+07
50 0.05 0.94705190 0.94695467 0.94714900 18941038 2e+07
50 0.10 0.89557665 0.89544354 0.89570964 17911533 2e+07
50 0.15 0.84451060 0.84435271 0.84466839 16890212 2e+07
50 0.20 0.79377625 0.79359987 0.79395255 15875525 2e+07
Table I.4: Normal distribution coverage simulation details (2 of 2).
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95% confidence interval
n α coverage lower upper covered reps
4 0.01 - - - - -
4 0.05 - - - - -
4 0.10 - - - - -
4 0.15 0.77326175 0.77307918 0.77307918 15465235 2e+07
4 0.20 0.71850170 0.71830554 0.71830554 14370034 2e+07
5 0.01 - - - - -
5 0.05 - - - - -
5 0.10 0.85042615 0.85027077 0.85027077 17008523 2e+07
5 0.15 0.79335640 0.79317988 0.79317988 15867128 2e+07
5 0.20 0.73881295 0.73862137 0.73862137 14776259 2e+07
6 0.01 - - - - -
6 0.05 - - - - -
6 0.10 0.86133840 0.86118786 0.86118786 17226768 2e+07
6 0.15 0.80490810 0.80473536 0.80473536 16098162 2e+07
6 0.20 0.75085615 0.75066753 0.75066753 15017123 2e+07
7 0.01 - - - - -
7 0.05 0.92714940 0.92703641 0.92703641 18542988 2e+07
7 0.10 0.86850905 0.86836187 0.86836187 17370181 2e+07
7 0.15 0.81234855 0.81217832 0.81217832 16246971 2e+07
7 0.20 0.75882015 0.75863360 0.75863360 15176403 2e+07
8 0.01 - - - - -
8 0.05 0.93093900 0.93082879 0.93082879 18618780 2e+07
8 0.10 0.87290365 0.87275859 0.87275859 17458073 2e+07
8 0.15 0.81776370 0.81759544 0.81759544 16355274 2e+07
8 0.20 0.76458925 0.76440425 0.76440425 15291785 2e+07
9 0.01 0.98348050 0.98342554 0.98342554 19669610 2e+07
9 0.05 0.93366255 0.93355439 0.93355439 18673251 2e+07
9 0.10 0.87647450 0.87633122 0.87633122 17529490 2e+07
9 0.15 0.82187100 0.82170424 0.82170424 16437420 2e+07
9 0.20 0.76908515 0.76890139 0.76890139 15381703 2e+07
10 0.01 0.98458495 0.98453186 0.98453186 19691699 2e+07
10 0.05 0.9356201 0.93551345 0.93551345 18712402 2e+07
10 0.10 0.8790613 0.87891932 0.87891932 17581226 2e+07
10 0.15 0.82502725 0.82486166 0.82486166 16500545 2e+07
10 0.20 0.77242395 0.77224114 0.77224114 15448479 2e+07
Table I.5: Log-logistic distribution coverage simulation details (1 of 2).
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95% confidence interval
n α coverage lower upper covered reps
15 0.01 0.98695035 0.98690152 0.98690152 19739007 2e+07
15 0.05 0.94100630 0.94090395 0.94090395 18820126 2e+07
15 0.10 0.88682190 0.88668397 0.88668397 17736438 2e+07
15 0.15 0.83412020 0.83395811 0.83395811 16682404 2e+07
15 0.20 0.78231340 0.78213348 0.78213348 15646268 2e+07
20 0.01 0.98782425 0.98777709 0.98777709 19756485 2e+07
20 0.05 0.94345935 0.94335904 0.94335904 18869187 2e+07
20 0.10 0.89033390 0.89019787 0.89019787 17806678 2e+07
20 0.15 0.83820135 0.83804088 0.83804088 16764027 2e+07
20 0.20 0.78666790 0.78648930 0.78648930 15733358 2e+07
25 0.01 0.98833965 0.98829351 0.98829351 19766793 2e+07
25 0.05 0.94487485 0.94477574 0.94477574 18897497 2e+07
25 0.10 0.89216460 0.89202958 0.89202958 17843292 2e+07
25 0.15 0.8404987 0.84033916 0.84033916 16809974 2e+07
25 0.20 0.7893375 0.78915972 0.78915972 15786750 2e+07
30 0.01 0.98859545 0.98854982 0.98854982 19771909 2e+07
30 0.05 0.94571615 0.94561776 0.94561776 18914323 2e+07
30 0.10 0.89358425 0.89345002 0.89345002 17871685 2e+07
30 0.15 0.84220280 0.84204396 0.84204396 16844056 2e+07
30 0.20 0.79119400 0.79101675 0.79101675 15823880 2e+07
35 0.01 0.98882365 0.98877848 0.98877848 19776473 2e+07
35 0.05 0.94632005 0.94622218 0.94622218 18926401 2e+07
35 0.10 0.89455310 0.89441942 0.89441942 17891062 2e+07
35 0.15 0.84331675 0.84315837 0.84315837 16866335 2e+07
35 0.20 0.79257775 0.79240099 0.79240099 15851555 2e+07
40 0.01 0.98897660 0.98893174 0.98893174 19779532 2e+07
40 0.05 0.94678800 0.94669054 0.94669054 18935760 2e+07
40 0.10 0.89519575 0.89506243 0.89506243 17903915 2e+07
40 0.15 0.84418595 0.84402793 0.84402793 16883719 2e+07
40 0.20 0.79349415 0.79331768 0.79331768 15869883 2e+07
45 0.01 0.98912220 0.98907764 0.98907764 19782444 2e+07
45 0.05 0.94712690 0.94702974 0.94702974 18942538 2e+07
45 0.10 0.89577090 0.89563790 0.89563790 17915418 2e+07
45 0.15 0.84473095 0.84457315 0.84457315 16894619 2e+07
45 0.20 0.79407755 0.79390126 0.79390126 15881551 2e+07
50 0.01 0.98919195 0.98914754 0.98914754 19783839 2e+07
50 0.05 0.94747150 0.94737464 0.94737464 18949430 2e+07
50 0.10 0.89627705 0.89614434 0.89614434 17925541 2e+07
50 0.15 0.84529455 0.84513699 0.84513699 16905891 2e+07
50 0.20 0.79468935 0.79451326 0.79451326 15893787 2e+07





This appendix uses a machine learning approach to assess quantile rank set (QRS)
coverage. QRS represent the population cumulative distribution function values as-
sociated with a random sample; the U(0, 1) random numbers. Although Chapter 8
addresses coverage invariance causes and implications with more thorough expla-
nation and more capable calculations, the machine learning approach remains a
relevant demonstration of alternative avenues for GQRS analysis. Such alternatives
may prove valuable for larger sample sizes, when the computational cost of identify-
ing an n-dimensional GQRS hypervolume (analogous to Appendix N calculations)
become prohibitively expensive.
The simulation supporting this analysis involved 10, 000 replications of n = 8
samples drawn from a Weibull(κ = 3,λ = 1) distribution with a significance level
of α = 0.1. The corresponding U(0, 1) values and coverage results were recorded.
Descriptive statistics (sample mean, sample median, sample range, sample variance,
sample skewness, sample kurtosis) augmented each sample set of U(0, 1) values
and fed into the Python scikit-learn DecisionTreeClassifier machine learning
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algorithm, given by Pedregosa et al. (2011). Its 10, 000 iterations were partitioned
into 5, 000 to serve as its training set and 5, 000 comprising its test set. To mitigate
risk of over-fitting, its maximum tree depth is constrained to three. Its results—
given in Figure J.1—achieved 94% accuracy against the test set.
Figure J.1: Decision Tree using scikit-learn’s DecisionTreeClassifier with a max
depth constraint of three.
The initial decision node of Figure J.1 correctly predicts over 91% of all trials
based on the sample variance of the n = 8 U(0, 1) values. Relatively small U(0, 1)
sample variances tend to miss coverage, and larger ones tend to cover the true pa-
rameters. This tendency aligns with the intuition that samples spread throughout
the quartiles of a distribution are able to represent it well; its parameter estimates
are more likely to be accurate. Alternatively, if the samples of a particular trial tend
to concentrate in particular regions of its quartiles—in-turn yielding relatively small
sample variance of U(0, 1) values—then those results are more likely “deceive” its
population parameter estimates as a consequence of this unlikely outcome, poten-
tially to the point its confidence region misses the true population parameters.
Minimal boxplots in Figure J.2 illustrate the spread of U(0, 1) sample variances.
The vertical segments of the minimal boxplot show the first and fourth quartile
of the data, with a plot point at its median value. There are 10, 000 iterations
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(and therefore sample variance results) for each nominal coverage value. They are
split into those without coverage (the distribution parameters were not contained
within the confidence region) in Figure J.2 (left) and those attaining coverage in
Figure J.2 (right). Their comparison supports the decision tree conclusions that
smaller variance U(0, 1) samples are more likely to miss confidence region coverage
of its population parameters.































Figure J.2: Minimal boxplot comparison of U(0, 1) sample variance missing coverage
(left) and achieving coverage (right) of true parameters with its confidence region
(10,000 iterations per α).
Beyond initial sample variance branching, Figure J.1 makes use of the U(0, 1)
sample mean, skewness, and maximum to further improve categorization results.
The right side of Figure J.1—sample sets with s2 > 0.046—predicts coverage given
the sample mean is 0.312 < x̄ < 0.696 through a two step sequence of sample mean
comparisons. The left side of Figure J.1—sample sets with s2 < 0.046—uses the
sample range, sample mean, and sample skewness to further subset its classifications,




Weibull General Analytic MLE
Derivation
This appendix uses GQRSs to derive an MLE solution for the Weibull distribution
for n ≥ 2 using the Weibull parameterization from Example 8.4.1. Appendices K–N
use the Weibull distribution with pdf
f(x,λ, κ) = κλκxκ−1e−(λx)
κ
x > 0,






with positive scale parameter λ and positive shape parameter κ, where 0 ≤ ui ≤ 1,
for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. For general n with at least two distinct xi sample values, the
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where L is the likelihood function and log is the natural logarithm.
The (K.2) and (K.3) score vector equations set equal to zero, with a substitution








































where λ̂ and κ̂ are the maximum likelihood estimators (MLE). Following the Theo-














log(1− ωi) log(− log(1− ωi)), (K.5)
where ω1,ω2, . . . ,ωn are the elements of a GQRS for the Weibull distribution.
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for i = 2, 3, . . . , n where xi substitutions were made using (K.1). Note that λ terms











for i = 2, 3, . . . , n.
Together, (K.4), (K.5), and (K.6) combine to form a system of n + 1 equations
and n + 1 unknowns: κ̂ and ωi for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. No closed-form solution to this
system of equations exists. To solve numerically, the system of equations given by
(K.4) and (K.6) first combine to express ω(i) in terms of n and κ̂,










where x(i/1) are defined by (K.6) and i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Replacing ω(i) golden quantile
rank terms in (K.5) with this result and simplifying gives an equation in terms of a
single unknown





















which is numerically solvable for κ̂. The (K.2) score vector element set to zero is






















This appendix uses the existence of a GQRS to derive a closed-form MLE solution
for the Weibull distribution for n = 2 samples. Two approaches are given.
L.1 Analytic Derivation
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The substitution 2+log(1−ω1) = − log(1−ω2), a relationship identifiable with (K.1)











log (− log(1− ω2))
log (− log(1− ω1))
≈ −0.3381058,
which is identical to (8.15).
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L.3 Alternative Derivation
This derivation hypothesizes a relationship between x1 = F−1(ω1) and x2 = F−1(ω2)
samples from simulation results, and the relationship follows logically.
Let (x(1), x(2)) be the ordered samples corresponding to (F−1(ω1), F−1(ω2)) for
Weibull(κ,λ = 1). Figure L.1 illustrates (x(1), x(2)) pairs for varying κ using the
approximations ω1 ≈ 0.1533293 and ω2 ≈ 0.8401559. Fitting a power function to
the resulting scatterplot gives an R2 = 1, so a power relationship appears valid and















Figure L.1: Weibull(κ, λ = {1, 1.5}) variates corresponding to {Q(ω1), Q(ω2)} for
κ ∈ {0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
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− log(1− ω1)c/κ = − log(1− ω2)1/κ
c
κ
(log(− log(1− ω1))) =
1
κ



















for i = 1, 2. (L.3)
Equation (L.3) is solvable using i = 1 or i = 2. Equations (L.2) and (L.3) together




QRS Coverage Contours and
Exact Two-Sample Weibull
Coverage Probabilities
This appendix details the assembly of Figure 8.6 (left and right).
Weibull distribution 100(1− α)% confidence region boundary points satisfy the
likelihood ratio test statistic equality
−2
[
logL(λ, κ)− logL(λ̂, κ̂)
]
= χ22,α,
where log is the natural logarithm. Conjecture 2 states coverage is invariant to
population parameterization given the distribution exhibits GQRS. Therefore, a
Weibull(λ = 1, κ = 1) population (which is equivalent to an exponential(λ = 1)
population) is arbitrarily selected to simplify calculations. For sample size n = 2,
the likelihood ratio test statistic equality becomes
−2[−(x1 + x2)− logL(λ̂, κ̂)] = χ22,α. (M.1)
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The {u1, u2} quantile rank sets corresponding to sample pairs along the confidence
region boundary are those satisfying (M.1). Samples are given in terms of ui by
using the exponential inverse distribution function relationship xi = − log(1 − ui)
for i = 1, 2. Leveraging the closed-form analytic solution in Appendix L, and the
{ω1,ω2} Weibull n = 2 golden quantile rank pair from (8.12) the likelihood ratio
test statistic in terms of u1 and u2 values satisfying 0 < u1 < 1 and 0 < u2 < 1 and










λ̂ = (x−c1 x2)







, and xi = − log(1− ui).
In an analogous technique to the radial log likelihood profile given by Jaeger
(2016), confidence region contours are calculable by defining coordinate points along
its boundary relative to the point (ω(1),ω(2)) with an angle 0 ≤ φ < 2π and radial
distance r. Corresponding (φ, r) pairs are sought within its feasible region, shown

































































(ω1 + r cos(φ),ω2 + r sin(φ))
Figure M.1: (Left) Feasible region constraints for the radial distance from the MLE
to (u(1), u(2)) confidence region boundary points. (Right) Trigonometric transforma-
tion defining a point along the confidence region boundary relative to its MLE.
Figure 8.6 (left) follows using (M.2). Its quantile coverage contours are indepen-
dent of its Weibull population shape and scale parameters κ and λ.
Using the polyarea() function in the R geometry package given by Habel et al.
(2015), the area contained within the coverage region contours of Figure 8.6 (left)
are calculable. Twice this area gives the exact coverage probability for its stated
nominal coverage. This is because the joint probability density function of sample
quantiles (u(1), u(2)) is f(u(1), u(2)) = 2 for 0 < u(1) < u(2) < 1. The result given in
Figure 8.6 (right) precisely accounts for n = 2 actual coverage probability.
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Appendix N
QRS Coverage Volumes and Exact
Three-Sample Coverage
Probabilities
This appendix details the assembly of Figure 8.8 (left and right).
The three-sample quantile rank set coverage region assembly uses an analo-
gous approach to the two-sample case in Appendix M. Quantile rank sets along







where log is the natural logarithm. Conjecture 2 allows the assumption of aWeibull(λ = 1,
κ = 1) (or exponential(λ = 1)) distribution to simplify calculations, so the above
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equation can be re-written for n = 3 as
−2
[













where κ̂, λ̂, are defined by the result in Appendix K.
The three-sample quantile rank set feasible region is the unit cube. Symme-
try cuts computational costs by a sixth because permutations of u(1), u(2), u(3) will
account for its entire u1, u2, u3 feasible region.
The three-dimensional surface of the quantile rank set coverage region is assem-
bled when various cross-sections are taken in aggregate. Those planes are chosen
so they are roughly perpendicular to the ω1,ω2,ω3 coverage triplets loop. The unit
cube diagonal extending from its origin to (1, 1, 1) passes through the center of the
coverage triplet loop in Figure 8.8 (left) and is therefore used to anchor the ra-
dial cross-section planes. Cross-section planes are defined by three points: (0, 0, 0),
(1, 1, 1), and a GQRS from the coverage triplets loop (ω(1),ω(2),ω(3)).
Figure N.1 illustrates relationships between points within the plane in consid-
eration, where the vector r⃗ lies in the plane defined by (0, 0, 0), (1, 1, 1), and
(ω1,ω2,ω3). Its trigonometric relationships establish the (u1, u2, u3) points along
the confidence region boundary in quantile space as: u1 = ω1 + |r| cos τ cos φ, u2 =
ω2 + |r| sin τ, and u3 = ω3 + |r| cos τ sin φ. A set of φ ∈ {φ1,φ2, . . . ,φm} angles are
given, where 0 ≤ φi < 2π. For each φi, a corresponding τi, where 0 ≤ τi < 2π, is
calculable as the angle between the (u1, u3) plane and a corresponding r⃗i. Define v⃗i
as having the same direction as r⃗i with a different magnitude; v⃗i will be useful to find
r⃗i. To determine v⃗i, the plane containing points (0, 0, 0), (1, 1, 1), and (ω1,ω2,ω3) is
needed. It is found by first identifying a normal vector, n⃗i, to the plane using the







(r cos τ) cosφ






Figure N.1: Trigonometric relationship between (ω1,ω2,ω3) and (u1, u2, u3).
cross product of two vectors within it as:






















= ⟨ω2 − ω3, ω3 − ω1, ω1 − ω2⟩,
where i⃗, j⃗, k⃗ are the unit vectors for respective directions of the u1, u2, and u3. Using
the origin to represent a point (p1, p2, p3) within the plane (Pi), its equation becomes
0 = (ω2 − ω3)(u1 − p1) + (ω3 − ω1)(u2 − p2) + (ω1 − ω2)(u3 − p3)
= (ω2 − ω3)u1 + (ω3 − ω1)u2 + (ω1 − ω2)u3. (N.2)
The vector in Pi corresponding to φi is v⃗i = ⟨cosφi, u2, sinφi⟩. Substituting u2 from









The angle τi is the angle between v⃗i and the (u1, u3) plane, having a normal vector
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n⃗ = ⟨0, 1, 0⟩,
sin τi =
|⟨0, 1, 0⟩ · v⃗i|





−(ω2 − ω3) cosφi − (ω1 − ω2) sinφi
(ω3 − ω1)
√




Points corresponding to {φi, τi} pairs relative to (ω(1),ω(2),ω(3)) are found using upper bound
constraints shown in Figure N.2, and defined with the trigonometric relationships:
d1 =
ω3 − ω1
cos τi(cosφi − sinφi)

















































Figure N.2: Feasible region constraints for the radial distance from (ω(1),ω(2),ω(3))
to the (u(1), u(2), u(3)) confidence region boundary points along the plane defined by
(0, 0, 0), (1, 1, 1), and (ω(1),ω(2),ω(3)).
account for three-dimensional space in accordance with Figure N.1.
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Trigonometric relationships identify the corresponding distance to the confidence
region boundaries, |r⃗1|, |r⃗2|, and |r⃗3| (reference Figure N.1), in accordance with the
respective d1, d2, d3 regions shown in Figure N.2 as
|r⃗1| =
ω3 − ω1








where | · | represents the vector magnitude.
With (K.1), (N.4), and (N.5), boundary solutions to (N.1) are attainable using
an analogous technique to the radial log likelihood profile given by Jaeger (2016).
This approach is similar to Appendix M with two angles (φi and τi) now defining a
direction from the GQRS point (ω1,ω2,ω3) in three dimensions from which (N.1) is
solvable for the distance |r⃗i| to its boundary. Figure N.3 illustrates example results.
Figure N.3: Various perspectives of 10 Pi cross-sections identifying quantile rank
set confidence region boundaries in (u(1), u(2), u(3)) space given n = 3 and α = 0.9.
The R package alphashape3d by Lafarge and Pateiro-Lopez (2017) enables the
three-dimensional surface image shown in Figure 8.8 (left) using all permutations of
the ordered set of points pictured in Figure N.3.
Precise volume calculations shown in Figure 8.8 (right) were found using 6×106
boundary points defining each three-dimensional volume to ensure adequate resolu-
tion (6×103 “slices”, or cross-sections, with 103 points defining the circumference of
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Figure N.4: (Left) An irregular cuboid between adjacent “slices” of the assembled
quantile rank set coverage region. (Right) An irregular cuboid partitioned into
five irregular tetrahedron; the shaded central tetrahedron shown is bordered by a
tetrahedron on each of its four faces.
each “slice”). The resulting volume is found by partitioning the three-dimensional
shape into a series of subset non-overlapping geometric shapes with calculable vol-
umes. This process begins by identifying two adjacent “slices” and subdividing
their enclosed region into irregular cuboids (Figure N.4 left). Cuboids are defined
by eight points, enclosing a volume within six quadrilateral faces. Each cuboid is
then further subdivided into five irregular tetrahedrons (Figure N.4 right). An ir-
regular tetrahedron is defined using four points, resulting in a triangular pyramid
with no symmetry among its respective surfaces.
Newson (1899) gives irregular tetrahedron volume calculations. Given xi, yi, zi

















x1 y1 z1 1
x2 y2 z2 1
x3 y3 z3 1














where | · | is the matrix determinant.
Geometric symmetry eases computational expenses. It is only necessary to iden-
tify the quantile rank set coverage volume surrounding a ω(1), ω(2), ω(3) segment,
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which is then multiplied by six to account for its six unique u1, u2, u3 permutations.
Despite this efficiency, roughly 1.25×106 tetrahedron remain to calculate its volume
using the aforementioned plot resolution for each point result in Figure 8.8 (right).
Some of this run time cost can be alleviated with parallel processing. The parti-
tioned nature of the volume calculations, both within a single geometric shape and
between multiple shapes that are each defined by a significance level, enable parallel




The exponential(λ) distribution has the probability density function
f(x) = λe−λx for λ > 0, x > 0









for a sample of n data values x1, x2, . . . , xn. Setting its derivative equal to zero and
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Equation (O.1) is a function of n and ωi for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. It is not a function of
λ. This equation therefore satisfies the Theorem 2 criterion.
When n = 1 (O.1) has the solution
0 = 1 + log(1− ω1).
When solved for ω1, this gives, to 20 digits
ω1 = 1− e−1 = 0.63212055882855767840.
Relative sample sizes provide additional equations which are necessary in order
to solve for exponential(λ) MLE GQRS when n > 2. The n−1 ratios for exponential
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for i = 2, 3, . . . , n. (O.2)
The system of equations in (O.1) and (O.2) for the two-sample case where x(2/1)
represents x(1)/x(2) is
ω1 = 1− e−2/(1+x(2/1))
ω2 = 1− e−2+2/(1+x(2/1)).
Figure O.1 illustrates the corresponding GQRS curve, the locus of quantile pairs
resulting in λ = λ̂. Points along its curve each correspond to a particular sample
value ratio, x(2)/x(1) = x(2/1), with values ranging from 1 to∞ (pictured at bottom-
right, and upper-left of Figure O.1, respectively). It passes through the Weibull
n = 2 GQRS, an intuitive result considering Weibull(λ, κ = 1) ≡ exponential(λ),
when x(2/1) ≈ 11.01609. Figure O.2 plots the n = 2 exponential(λ) MLE GQRS
pairs as a function of the sample ratio x(2/1).


























Figure O.2: GQRS values (vertical axis, ω(i) for i = 1, 2) for n = 2 exponential(λ)
samples as a function of the sample ratio x(2)/x(1) = x(2/1) (horizontal axis), with
Weibull population distribution GQRS highlighted at x(2/1) = 11.016.
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Appendix P
Exponential Power MLE GQRS
The exponential power distribution has one-parameter MLE GQRS, but no two-
parameter GQRS. Both are shown using Theorem 2, beginning with the two-parameter
case.
P.2 Exponential Power(λ,κ)








λκxκ−1 x > 0,
with positive scale parameter λ and positive shape parameter κ. The corresponding
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Equations (P.1) and (P.2) are assessed separately according to Theorem 2, beginning






log (1− log(1− ui))
)1/κ
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log (1− log(1− ωi)) + n. (P.3)
Equation (P.3) is a function of n and ωi for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. It is not a function of λ
or κ. This equation therefore satisfies Theorem 2 criteria.
Equation (P.2) is considered next using Theorem 2 criteria. Replacing xi values
with its inverse distribution function equivalent F−1(ui) =
(
1
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Equation (P.4) is a function of n, λ̂, and ωi for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Its dependence
on λ̂ indicates it is not an identity in the parameter space θ̂ ∈ Ω, as necessary by
(8.9) or Theorem 2 to support MLE GQRS. The two-parameter exponential power
distribution therefore does not support GQRS, and we turn our analysis to the
one-parameter special cases.
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P.3 Exponential Power(λ,κ = 1)
The ∂ logL(x)/∂λ equation in (P.3) is a function of n and ωi for i = 1, 2, . . . , n;
therefore, the Theorem 2 criterion is met and the distribution supports GQRS.
When n = 1, (P.3) reduces to
0 = 1− (1− log(1− ω1)) log (1− log (1− ω1)) + log (1− log(1− ω1)) .
When solved for ω1, this gives, to 20 digits
ω1 = 0.71060938302698474598.
Relative sample sizes provide additional equations, which are necessary to solve
for exponential power(λ, κ = 1) GQRS when n > 2. The n−1 ratios for exponential




















































) for i ∈ {2, 3, . . . , n}. (P.5)











) for i ∈ {2, 3, . . . , n},
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which, combined with (P.3) establish a system of n equations solvable for the n
unknowns ω(1),ω(2), . . . ,ω(n). Solutions for n = 2 are given by the solid curve in







Figure P.1: MLE GQRS for n = 2 exponential power(λ, κ = 1) samples.
P.4 Exponential Power(λ = 1,κ)
In the special case of the exponential power distribution in which the scale parameter
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Equation (P.2) simplification to (P.4) remains valid under the assumption that a















log (log (1− log(1− ωi))) . (P.6)
Equation (P.6) is a function of n and ωi only. Therefore, the Theorem 2 identity is
satisfied; the exponential power(λ = 1, κ) distribution supports a MLE GQRS.
The one-sample GQRS is accessible using (P.6). It is
0 =1− (1− log(1− ω1)) log (1− log(1− ω1)) log (log (1− log(1− ω1)))
+ log (1− log(1− ω1)) log (log (1− log(1− ω1))) + log (log (1− log(1− ω1))) (P.7)
which, given to 20 significant digits, is solvable for ω1 = 0.31466629733433499629.
With two unknowns, (P.6) becomes
0 = 2− (1− log(1− ω1)) log (1− log(1− ω1)) log (log (1− log(1− ω1)))
− (1− log(1− ω2)) log (1− log(1− ω2)) log (log (1− log(1− ω2)))
+ log (1− log(1− ω1)) log (log (1− log(1− ω1))) + log (log (1− log(1− ω1)))
+ log (1− log(1− ω2)) log (log (1− log(1− ω2))) + log (log (1− log(1− ω2))) .
(P.8)
Numeric solutions for ω1 and ω2 in (P.8) are shown in Figure P.2. The diagonal
dotted line in Figure P.2 is ω(1) = ω(2); it marks the edge of the feasible region for
the ordered pair. The solid and dashed curves in Figure P.2 each represent feasible
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GQRS pairs. Unlike other one-parameter parametric distributions identified to this
point, two pairing options exist for any exponential power(λ = 1, κ) golden quantile
rank. The Figure P.2 caption and Example P.4.1 both provide additional detail











Figure P.2: MLE GQRS for n = 2 exponential power(λ = 1, κ) samples. Each
golden quantile has two corresponding values it can pair with to complete its GQRS;
ωi < 0.314 correspond to ω(1), ωi > 0.950 correspond to ω(2), and values 0.314 < ωi <
0.950 are either ω(1) or ω(2) accordingly when compared to their GQRS counterpart.
Example P.4.1. A sample drawn from an exponential power(λ = 1, κ)
population distribution corresponds to the 0.25 quantile. If one additional
sample is drawn, what quantile(s) must it represent for the resulting n = 2
sample MLE to produce the result κ̂ = κ? Verify the solution using an
exponential power(λ = 1, κ = 5) distribution.
The exponential power(λ = 1, κ) distribution was previously shown to have
GQRSs. Therefore, if κ̂ = κ its n = 2 samples are a GQRS pair satisfying
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(P.8). Given ω1 = 0.25, the (P.8) equation
0 =2− (1− log(1− 0.25)) log (1− log(1− 0.25)) log (log (1− log(1− 0.25)))
− (1− log(1− ω2)) log (1− log(1− ω2)) log (log (1− log(1− ω2)))
+ log (1− log(1− 0.25)) log (log (1− log(1− 0.25))) + log (log (1− log(1− 0.25)))
+ log (1− log(1− ω2)) log (log (1− log(1− ω2))) + log (log (1− log(1− ω2))) .
has two solutions: ω2 = 0.39184, and ω2 = 0.93549. Therefore (ω(1),ω(2)) =
(0.25, 0.39184) and (ω(1),ω(2)) = (0.25, 0.93549) are both GQRS resulting
in κ̂ = κ.
An exponential power(λ = 1, κ = 5) verifies this result. Its samples, found
using its inverse distribution function, are F−1(u) = log (1− log(1− u))1/5
for quantile value u. The sample sets corresponding to the quantile sets
(ω(1),ω(2)) = (0.25, 0.39184) and (ω(1),ω(2)) = (0.25, 0.93549)
are
(x(1), x(2)) = (0.75957, 0.83408) and (x(1), x(2)) = (0.75957, 1.05699),
respectively.
The κ̂ MLE is given by the solution to Equation (P.2). Using samples









+ 0.75957κ̂ log(0.75957) + 0.83408κ̂ log(0.83408i) + log 0.75957 + log 0.83408,
which is numerically solvable for its root κ̂ = 5. Similarly, using samples
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+ 0.75957κ̂ log(0.75957) + 1.05699κ̂ log(1.05699) + log 0.75957 + log 1.05699
which again numerically solves for κ̂ = 5. Both results confirm the GQRS
equality κ̂ = κ = 5.
Figure P.2 and Example P.4.1 demonstrate that, for an exponential power(λ =
1, κ) population distribution, two matches apply to any golden quantile rank within
its 0.126 < ω < 0.975 feasible range to form an n = 2 GQRS. Indirectly, this forms










Figure P.3: Example MLE GQRS pairing “diamonds”—each link between two val-
ues corresponding to a valid MLE GQRS pair—for exponential power(λ = 1, κ)
distribution with n = 2.
Figure P.4 provides intuition on the circumstance leading to multiple MLE GQRS
pairs for n = 2 exponential power(λ = 1, κ) samples. It pictures several κ parameter-
izations, highlighting the distribution and solution corresponding to Example P.4.1,
which are also pictured in Figure P.3 (center). Consider the most counter-intuitive of
the four GQRS pairs shown: samples representing the 0.93549 and 0.95857 quantiles
are a GQRS resulting in κ̂ = κ. The shapes its probability density function assumes
are restricted by setting λ = 1 in such a way that given samples of 1.05699 and
1.07434, the likelihood function f(x1)·f(x2) is maximized using the parameterization
κ̂ = 5. This, however, is not the only circumstance κ̂ = 5 maximizes f(x1) · f(x2).
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Any of the Figure P.4 (top-right) pairings meet the same fate, and therefore all sat-
isfy GQRS criteria. Note the vertical lines—at sample values corresponding to MLE
GQRS values—each occur where the exponential power(λ = 1, κ = 5) probability









κ = 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9







Figure P.4: An example of a MLE GQRS “diamond” for n = 2 exponential








for λ > 0, κ > 0, x > 0,
with positive scale parameter λ and positive shape parameter κ. The corresponding
log likelihood function is








2 log(1 + (λxi)
κ).
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Equation Q.3 is a function of n and ωi for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. It is not a function of λ
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or κ. This equation therefore satisfies Theorem 2 criterion.









































































(ωi/(1− ωi)) log (ωi/(1 − ωi))1/κ̂
















(ωi/(1− ωi)) log (ωi/(1 − ωi))









(ωi/(1 − ωi)) log (ωi/(1− ωi))
1 + (ωi/(1− ωi))
. (Q.4)
Equation Q.4 is a function of n and ωi for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. It is not a function of λ
or κ. Since both score vector equations are independent of λ and κ the Theorem 2
criterion are met and a GQRS exists for the log-logistic distribution.
From (Q.3) and (Q.4), the n = 2 sample elements of the log-logistic(λ, κ) MLE
GQRS, to 20 digits, are





These problems serve as an introductory guide to practice MixedAPPL procedures.
Solutions to these problems are provided following all of the MixedAPPL problems.
The solutions reflect both the code and output within a Maple worksheet.
One caveat to the solutions is necessary. An error message currently appears
following mixed type distribution PlotDist commands. It originates from the base
APPL package, and is safely ignored for the purpose of this MixedAPPL prototype
because that message can be deleted from APPL if and when MixedAPPL is officially
integrated with APPL. It does not impact MixedAPPL capabilities or output.
1. The mixed distributionX has half of its total probability uniformly distributed
between x = 0.25 and x = 0.75, and the remaining half consolidated at two
discrete points (each having 25% likelihood) located at x = 0.25 and x = 0.75.
a. In APPL, create the mixed random variable X using these three distinct
techniques:
• using the list-of-lists MixedAPPL format,
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• using a U(0, 1) distribution and the Truncate procedure, and
• by creating its continuous and discrete component variables – call
them A and B – and subsequently using the Mixture procedure to
combine them in appropriate proportions.
b. Use VerifyPDF to validate that the result is a proper mixed random
variable.
c. Use ExpectedValue do determine E(X).
d. Identify the cumulative distribution function of X using CDF.
e. Plot the probability density function and cumulative distribution function
of X using PlotDist.
f. Re-locate the discrete components of the mixed random variable X to
x = 0.5 and x = 1, respectively. Employ the methodology below in doing
so.
• Retrieve the continuous component of X using MixedParts.
• Create a discrete variable in APPL’s list-of-lists format that accu-
rately specifies the new discrete support values.
• Combine these components using Mixture to yield the final result.
g. Use VerifyPDF to validate that the result is a proper mixed random
variable.
2. Let X ∼ χ2(3). Alter the probability distribution of X so that its probability
density between x = 4 to x = 6 amasses at x = 5. Follow the steps below to
update X to the proper mixed random variable using Truncate with optional
"x" argument. Note:
a. Establish the random variable X ∼ χ2(3).
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b. Isolate segments of X needed in our solution ([0, 4] and [6,∞]). Use
Truncate with the optional "x" or "Ignore" argument so that the pro-
portionality of those segments is maintained. Store each respective seg-
ment in its own variable for future reference.
c. Identify the probability that amasses at x = 5 by using InfoRV on the
[4, 6] segment, isolated using Truncate with optional parameter "x".
Note, using CDF(X,x) evaluations at x = 4 and x = 6 achieves equivalent
results. Use this result to create a variable representing a discrete spike
at x = 5 in APPL’s list-of-lists format.
d. Using Mixture, combine the three components of the final distribution:
continuous segments from [0, 4] and [6,∞], and its discrete spike at x = 5.
Run your result through VerifyPDF to verify its legitimacy as a valid
probability distribution.
e. Plot the cumulative distribution function of your result.
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  Xc, Xd MixedParts X ;
 newD 0.25, 0.25 , 0, 1 , "Discrete", "PDF" :
 Xnew Mixture Xc, newD ;
 # or, alternatively:
 newD 1, 1 , 0, 1 , "Discrete", "PDF" :
 Xnew Mixture Xc, newD , 0.5, 0.5 ;
Xc, Xd := x 1.000000000 , 0.25, 0.75 , "Continuous", "PDF" , 0.2500000000, 0.2500000000 ,
0.25, 0.75 , "Discrete", "PDF"
Xnew := x 1.000000000 , 0.25, 0.25 , 0.25, 0.75 , 0, 1 , "Mixed", "PDF"




The PDF of this mixed random variable IS valid
Its continuous and discrete portions are detailed below:
The continuous component of this random variable
is non-negative for all f(x) values
and integrates to: , 0.5000000000
The discrete component of this random variable
is non-negative for all f(x) values
and sums to: , 0.5000000000
Together, continuous and discrete PDFs sum to: , 1.000000000
# Problem 2
 X ChiSquareRV 3 ;





 2 , 0, , "Continuous", "PDF"
X1 Truncate X, 0, 4, "x" :
 X2 Truncate X, 4, 6, "x" :
 X3 Truncate X, 6, 40, "x" :
spike InfoRV X2, "prob" :
Dspike spike , 5 , "Discrete", "PDF" :
Xnew Mixture X1, Dspike, X3 ;











 erf 3  e3 erf 2  e3 2 2  e 2 3  e 3 , 0, 4, 6, 40 , 5 , "Mixed",
"PDF"
VerifyPDF Xnew ;
The PDF of this mixed random variable IS valid
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> 
> 
Its continuous and discrete portions are detailed below:
The continuous component of this random variable
is non-negative for all f(x) values
and integrates to: , 0.8501460842
The discrete component of this random variable
is non-negative for all f(x) values
and sums to: , 0.1498539049
Together, continuous and discrete PDFs sum to: , 0.9999999891
evalf CDF Xnew ;
PlotDist evalf CDF Xnew ;
0.7978845605 x  e 0.5000000000 x 1.000000000 erf 0.7071067810 x , 0.7385358700,
0.8883897749, 0.7978845605 x  e 0.5000000000 x 1.000000000 erf 0.7071067810 x , 0.,
4., 5., 6., 40. , "Mixed", "CDF"
ERROR(PDF): X must be continuous or discrete
x
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R.3 GQRS
Two examples supporting GQRS concepts are given here. Example R.4.1 reinforces
GQRS Definition 1 concepts, and its implications which are detailed in Theorem 1.
Example R.4.2 demonstrates Conjecture 2 coverage invariance to population param-
eters for distributions with GQRS.
Example R.4.1. Let x(1) = 0.7, x(2) = 1.2, and x(3) = 1.8 be three ordered
sample values drawn from a Weibull(λ = 0.9, κ = 2) distribution. Use
(K.4), (K.5), and (K.6) to identify its corresponding MLE GQRS. Verify
your MLE GQRS solution using Theorem 1. Finally, in accordance with
Definition 1, verify the MLE GQRS applies to two alternative Weibull dis-
tributions: Weibull(λ = 2, κ = 0.75) and another arbitrary Weibull(λ, κ)
distribution with parameters λ > 0, κ > 0. Do this by confirming λ = λ̂
and κ̂ = κ for samples correspond to this MLE GQRS.
Given x(2/1) = 1.2/0.7 ∼= 1.71 and x(3/1) = 1.8/0.7 ∼= 2.57, (K.5) becomes


































































1 + 1.71κ̂ + 2.57κ̂
)))
The uniroot function in R solves this R equation for κ̂ = 3.0788. Equation
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0.73.0788 + 1.23.0788 + 1.83.0788
)1/3.0788
= 0.7215.
Lastly, (K.6) identify the corresponding n = 3 sample golden quantile set
as
ω(1) = 1− exp
(
−3
1 + 1.713.0788 + 2.573.0788
)
= 0.1149,
ω(2) = 1− exp
(
−3 · 1.713.0788
1 + 1.713.0788 + 2.573.0788
)
= 0.4736, and
ω(3) = 1− exp
(
−3 · 2.573.0788
1 + 1.713.0788 + 2.573.0788
)
= 0.8931.
Note that the results for κ̂, λ̂, and {ω(1),ω(2),ω(3)} all match those given in
Example R.4.1.
Theorem 1 confirms this result next. Weibull(λ = 0.9, κ = 2) cumulative
distribution function values corresponding to the samples are F (0.7) =
0.3276, F (1.2) = 0.6885, and F (1.8) = 0.9275. The Weibull MLE is λ̂ =







for i = 1, 2, 3, x1 = 0.7, x2 = 1.2, x3 = 1.8, and u1 = 0.3276, u2 = 0.6885, u3 =
0.9275, which is solvable for the GQRS ω(1) = 0.1149, ω(2) = 0.4736 and
ω(3) = 0.8931. Table R.1 summarizes this result and another, the (arbitrar-
ily chosen) Weibull(λ = 0.1, κ = 5).
Example R.4.2. Conjecture 2 highlights the coverage invariance of GQRS. Con-
sider n = 5 samples x(1) = 1.7, x(2) = 1.8, x(3) = 2.1, x(4) = 2.2, x(5) = 2.6 from a
Weibull(λ = 0.5, κ = 3) distribution, and demonstrate the aforementioned coverage
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xi = F−1(ωi,λ, κ)
i ωi Weibull(λ = 2, κ = 0.75) Weibull(λ = 0.1, κ = 5)
1 0.1149 x1 = 0.0303 x1 = 6.5665
2 0.4736 x2 = 0.2768 x2 = 9.1511
3 0.8931 x3 = 1.4621 x3 = 11.7463
λ̂ = 2, κ̂ = 0.75 λ̂ = 0.1, κ̂ = 5
Table R.1: Samples from Weibull(λ = 2, κ = 0.75) and Weibull(λ = 0.1, κ = 5)
distributions corresponding to Example R.4.1 MLE GQRS, along with λ̂ and κ̂
values determined using x1, x2, x3 samples.
invariance at α = 0.1 for λ ∈ {0.5, 5} and κ ∈ {0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 5, 10, 50}.
The coversim function in the R conf package enables confidence region coverage
assessments. Code supporting this assessment is given by
X <- matrix(c(1.7, 1.8, 2.1, 2.2, 2.6), nrow = 5)
coversim(dataset = X, alpha = 0.1, distn = "weibull",
showplot = TRUE, point = c(3, 1/2))
The result is shown in Figure R.1. It shows that the Weibull parameter confidence
region corresponding to the given dataset does cover its true parameterization, albeit
relatively close to the boundary at α = 0.1.
To demonstrate Conjecture 2, coverage results using a variety of population
parameters but identical n, α, and sample quantiles (ui for i = 1, 2, . . . , n) are
compared. First, cumulative distribution function values for each x1, x2, . . . , xn
value identify the corresponding ui population quantiles. Samples from a variety
of Weibull(λ, κ) parameterizations with identical u(i) quantiles are then identified.
Both are given in Table R.2.
Confidence regions are now made for all sample sets given in Table R.2 (Right
of ∥). Conjecture 2 states that coverage results for these sample sets will be identical







Figure R.1: Confidence region for x = ⟨1.7, 1.8, 2.1, 2.2, 2.6⟩ Weibull distributed
sample values for α = 0.1; population parameters point (κ = 3,λ = 1/2; shown as
◦) is contained within the confidence region.
Weibull(κ = 3,λ = 1/2) X(i) = F
−1(u(i)) for a Weibull(κ,λ = 0.1) population
i X(i) u(i) = F (X(i)) κ = 0.25 κ = 0.5 κ = 0.75 κ = 1 κ = 5 κ = 10 κ = 50
1 1.7 0.4589 1.422 3.771 5.220 6.141 9.071 9.524 9.903
2 1.8 0.5176 2.824 5.314 6.561 7.290 9.387 9.689 9.937
3 2.1 0.6858 17.959 13.401 12.155 11.576 10.297 10.147 10.029
4 2.2 0.7358 31.384 17.716 14.641 13.310 10.589 10.290 10.057
5 2.6 0.8889 232.981 48.268 28.561 21.970 11.705 10.819 10.159
Table R.2: (Left of ∥) The u(i) quantiles (for i = 1, 2, . . . , 5) for samples taken
from Weibull(κ = 3,λ = 0.5) population, and (Right of ∥) the corresponding
F−1(u(i)) samples from various Weibull(λ, κ) parameterizations given λ = 0.1 and
κ = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 5, 10, 50 (Figure R.2 Top).
because they share identical values of n = 5, α = 0.1, and the sample quantiles u⃗ =
⟨0.4589, 0.5176, 0.6858, 0.7358, 0.8889⟩; changing the Weibull population parameters
has no influence. Figure R.2 illustrates various parameterizations given in Table R.2,
and adds permutations using λ = 0.1. Coverage remains consistent throughout
parameterization permutations.




















































































Figure R.2: The 90% confidence regions for Weibull distributed samples
F−1(u) for u = ⟨0.4589, 0.5757, 0.6321, 0.6858, 0.8889⟩ for λ = 0.1, 5, κ =
0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 5, 10, 50 parameterizations; each confidence region attains coverage
over its true population parameters, shown as ◦.
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